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i. Introductory Remarks. 
Three years ago the Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, in his most usefid 

book "A. History of Crustacea. Recent Malacostraca " (The 
Intern. Scient. Ser. vol. lxxiv.), writes on the genus Sergestes 
"The species known as adults are very numerous, of very various 
sizes The account of the genus occupies eighty-eight quarto 
pages and seventeen plates of Spence Bate's ' Report on the 
Challenger Macrura.' It was the subject of a monograph by 
Kriiyer in 1856, and the interest of the subject seems still very 
far from being exhausted." That the supposition in the last line 
of this quotation is correct will be proved by this little treatise. 
Besides the large section of Bate's Challenger Macrnra' and 
Kroyer's monograph, almost a score of papers contain contributions 
to the knowledge of this interesting genus; but for all that no 
other group or extensive genus of Decapoda has been up to. this 
time so incompletely studied. This will be plainly recognized when 
the chief results of this paper are stated—these are that of the 59 
(or 00) hitherto described species only about 20, or one-third of the total 
number, have been established on adult animals, such as have almost or 
entirely arrived at sexual maturity; and that almost all the other species 
are true lame, and even of these a considerable portion are larval stages 
of species already established on adult specimens, while of the 20 species 
founded on adult specimens 2 with good reason will be excluded 
and at least 4 must be cancelled as synonyms ! The authors, who 
have established new species and have avoided describing or at 
least acknowledging larvae as real adult species, only make mention 
of large or very large specimens and, in all probability, have not 
studied smaller forms. 

To throw some light upon the older larval stages of the species, 
distinguishing between the larvae and the adults, referring a series 
of the larvm to the adult forms, examining the value and variation 
of different characters, &c., will be the aim of this short treatise. 

' Communicated by the Rev. T. R. R. &mum 
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Several years ago, when trying to determine the very rich 
material of pelagic forms (among them also the type specimens 
of the 15 species described by ICriiyer) preserved in the Zoological 
Museum of the University in Copenhagen, I discovered the value 
of numerous species, but I had no mind to write any preliminary 
note on the question. Since then I have not had the time necessary 
for working out a monograph (requiring some hundred figures); 
but seeing now that at least during some years I shall be very 
much engaged with other work, while authors continue to describe 

.larvae as well-established new species, I have thought it convenient 
to write this communication. A monograph will, nevertheless, be 
extremely desirable, for of most species and larval stages new full, 
and accurate descriptions and new figures, much better than the 
existing ones, must be worked out. Many of the described forms 
it is impossible to recognize with certainty without a re-examina-
tion of the type specimens. A monograph must also be based 
upon the investigation of the collections in the few museums 
which possess rich material of pelagic Crustacea; it will be rather 
toilsome, but very remunerative, as at the present time it is 
scarcely possible within any other group of Decapoda to elucidate 
a large portion of the development of almost two-thirds of the 
species. 

The genus Sergesees is now generally referred to a separate family, 
the Sergestidce. To this also the following genera have been 
transferred:: Sciacaris, Bate; Petalidium, Bate Acetes, H. M.-Edw.; 
and Leucifer, Vaugh. Thomps. On Scieceris and Petalidium some 
remarks will be communicated in the followiug pages; the two 
other genera I must omit On this occasion, though much addition 
to our knowledge could be given. Leucifer has been treated at 
great length by Bate, who admits only 2 species, but 4 species are 
preserved in our museums. Of Acetes 2 species are known (one 
of which has not been examined since 1837), but we possess 
6 species, the distinctive characters of which are very curious ; it 
is, however, impossible to give a good idea of the species of these 
two genera without a considerable number of figures. 

Before concluding these few remarks I desire to offer my sincere 
thanks to Prof. Dr. K. Brandt (Kiel) and Geheimrath Prof. Dr. R. 
Leuckart (Leipzig), who lent me two type specimens, and espe-
cially to Geheimrath Prof. Dr. V. Hensen (Kiel), who lent me 
examples of 4 Plankton species, and Prof. Dr. C. Chun (Breslau), 
who, on my request for the loan of type specimens of two species, 
favoured me with his whole finely preserved material collected by 
himself, chiefly with a closure-net, " Schliessnetz," at the Canary 
Islands and at Ragusa and Lesina in the Adriatic. 

ii. The Mew y of the Gentle. 

As C. Spence Bate and A. Ortmann, the last two authors who 
have given au apparently but not really complete enumeration of 
the known species, have overlooked several publications, and as 
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i. Introductory Remarks. 

Three years ago the Rev. T. R. R. Stebbing, in his most useful 
book " A History of Crustacea. Recent Malacostraca" (The 
Intern. Scient. Ser. vol. lx:riv.), writes on the genus 8ergestes :
•: The species known as adults are very numerous, of very various 
s1zes •.•.. The account of the genus occupies eighty-eight quarto 
1mges and seventeen plates of Spence Bate's ' Report on the 
Oltallenger Maerura.' It was the subject of a monograph by 
Kriiyer in 1856, and the interest of the subject seems still very 
far from being exhausted." That the supposition in the last line 
of this quotation is correct will be proYed by this little treatise. 
Besides the large section of Bate's 'Challenger l\fa.crura' and 
Kroyer's monograph, almo!!t a score of papers contain contributions 
to the knowledge of this interesting genus; but for all that no 
other group or extensive genus of Decapoda has been up to this 
time so incompletely studied. This will be plainly recognized when 
the chief results of this paper are stated-these are that of the 59 
(or GO) l1itlterto described species only about 20, or one-tl~ird of the total 
mm1ber, have been established on adult animals, such as have almost or 
entirely arrived at se.l'ltal maturity; and that almost aU the other species 
are true la1·we, ancl even of these a conside1·able po1·tion are larvalstayes 
of species alreaily established on adult specimens, while of the 20 species 
founded on adult specimens 2 with good 1·ea.son will be e.vcluded 
anil at least 4 mWit be cancelled as synonyms ! The authors, who 
have established new species and haYe aYoided describing or at 
least acknowledging !arne as real adult species, only make mention 
of large or very large specimens and, in all probability, have not 
studied smaller forms. 

'l'o throw some light upon the older larval stages of the species, 
distinguishing between the larvm and the adults, referring a series 
of the larvm to the allult forms, examining the value and variation 
of different characters, &c., will be the aim of this short treatise. 

1 Communicated by the Jkv. T. R R. STEBDI!<G. 
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Several years ago, when trying to dctormine the very rich 
material of pelagic forms (among them also the type specimens 
of the 15 species described by J{ri.iycr) preserved in the Zoological 
Museum of the University in Copenhagen, I discovered the value 
of numerous species, but I bad no mind to write o.ny preliminary 
note on the question. Since then I have not had the time necessary 
for working out a monograph (requiring some hundred figures); 
but seeing now that at least during some years I shall be very 
much engaged with other worlc, while authors continue to describe 

.larvm as well-established new species, I have thought it convenient 
to write this communication. A monograph will, nevertheless, be 
extremely desirable, for of most species and larval stages new full, 
a.ud accurate descriptions and new figures, much better than the 
existing ones, must be worked out. l\fany of the described forms 
it is impossible to recognize wit.h certainty without a re-examina
tion of the type specimens. A monograph must also be based 
upon the investigation of the collections in the few museums 
which possess rich material of pelagic Crustacea; it will be rather 
toilsome, but very remunerative, as at the present time it is 
scarcely possible within any other group of Decapoda to elucidate 
a large portion of the development of almost two-thirds of the 
species. 

The genus 8ergestes is now generally referred to a separate family, 
the 8eryestidre. To this also the following genera have been 
transferred;: 8ciacaris, Bate; Petali(lium, Bate; Acetes, H. 1\L-Edw.; 
and Leucifer, Vaugh. Thomps. On Sciacm-is and Petalidium some 
remarks will be communicated in the following pages ; the two 
other genera I must omit on this occasion, though much addition 
to our knowledge could be giren. Leucifcr has been treated at 
great length by Bate, who admits only 2 species, but 4 species are 
preserved in our museums. Of Ac-ete.~ 2 species are known (one 
of which has not been examined since 1837), but we possess 
6 species, the distinctive chamcters of whieh are Yery curious ; it 
is, however, impossible to give a good idea or the species of these 
two genera without a considerable number of figures. 

Before concluding these few remarks I desire to offer my sinceril 
thauks to Prof. Dr. K. Brandt (Kiel) and Geheimrath Prof. Dr. R. 
Leuckart (Leipzig), who lent me two type specimens, and espe
cially to Geheimrath Prof. Dr. V. Hensen (Kiel), who lent me 
examples of 4 PL·mkton species, and l'rof. Dr. C. Chun (Breslau), 
who, on my request for the loau of type specimens of two species, 
fayoured me with his whole finP-ly presened material collectell by 
himself, chiefly with a closure-net, "Schliessnetz," at the Canary 
Islands and at Ragusa and Lesina in the Adriatic. 

ii. TJ,e Jlistm·yof tlte Genus. 

As C. Spence Bate and A. Ortmann, the last two authors who 
hare giveu au apparently but not really complete enumeration of 
the known species, haYe overlooked several publications, and as 
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other contributions have been published during the last few years, 
it will bo convenient to give a short account of all the papers 
containing descriptions of new species, and, moreover, to make 
some few remarks on the most important contributions treating of 
the development. Papers which contain no descriptions of new 
species, and generally are but of little interest for our knowledge 
of the genus, are omitted. 

The genus Sergeetes was established by H. Milne-Edwards in 
1830 (" .Descr. d. genres Glaucothofj, Sicyonie, Sergeste et Acete," 
Ann. d. Sc. Natur. t. xix.) with one new species, and in his Hist. 
Natur. d. Crust. t. ii. 1837, he does not know more species.—In 
1850 G. de Natale (Descriz. zool. d'una nuova specie di Plojaria et 
di alcune Crostacei del porto di Messina) described and figured one 
new species.—In 1855 H. Kroyer published preliminary de-
scriptions (" Bidrag til Kundskab ow Krebsdyrsltegten Sergestes, 
Edw.," Overs. K. 1). Vidensk. Selsk. Forbandl. i 1855) of 15 new 
species, and in 1859 his well-known monograph (4." Forsog til en 
monographisk Fremstifiing of Knebsdyrshegten Sergates, Med. 
13emarkninger om Decapodernes Horeorganer," K. D. Vidensk. 
Selsh. Skrifter, 5 Baekke, Nat. Math. Aid. iv. 2) containing full 
descriptions and numerous figures of the same 15 species. The 
descriptions are worked out with his usual care, and both these 
and the plates surpass almost all subsequent contributions ; but 
his sent- material of most species and complete ignorance of the 
develophi,_t have given rise to the error, at that time very 
excusable, of treating larvae as adult species. Of corrections I 
shall only here mention that 3 of his species do not belong to the 
genus (see later on) ; and that when he states that the examples 
of S. serrulcaus, S. caudatus, and S. laciniatus were captured in the 
Kattegat off Denmark, this is absolutely a mistake, all 3 species 
originating in the subtropical or tropical seas. —Iu 1861 
W. Stimpson published (" Prodrom. descr. animal. evertebr., quae in 
Exped. ad Ocean. Pacific. Septentrion.. ..," Proceed. Acid. Nat. 
Sc. Philadelphia, 1860) shorter descriptions of 5 new species, one 
of which he transferred to a new genus, Sergio, which must be 
cancelled as being of no value at all.—In 1875 A. Metzger 
(" Crustaceen aus d. Ordnungen Edriophthalmata und Podoph-
thalmata," Jahresber. der Commission zur wiss. Unters. der 
deutscheu Meere in Kiel fur die Jahre 1S72, 1873: Berlin, 1875) 
established one new species.—In 1881 C. Spence Bate published 
(" On the Penwidea," Ann. & Mag. Nat. list. ser. 5, vol. viii.) 
preliminary descriptions of 4 new species (and of the new genus 
Petaliclium), all from the Challenger ' ; the paper is of some 
importance for the priority of at least one of the names. In 
1588 Bate's above-mentioned large contribution in the 'Challenger' 
Report, vol. xxiv., was issued. Together with the species in the 
preliminary paper he describes in all 24 new species of Sergestes, 
but figures only 18 of them; next he gives an extract . of the 
Kriiyeriau descriptions and a new representation of 7 of Kroyer's 
species examined by himself. lie indicates " Greenland " as the 

if 
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locality for all the animals described by Krayer, though only one of 
Kroyer's species was taken in that neighbourhood—a curious 
mistake which has already been  corrected by Ortinnim. lle 
cancels 2 of Kriiyer's species, but one of the two, S. araieue, is a 
valid species. Bate also employs numerous pages and several 
plates in the representation of larval stages (see later on). This 
large contribution is of course of great importance, but unfortu-
nately neither the descriptions nor the figures are so good as could 
be wished, and in numerous instances (see later on) a re-emuni-
nation of the type specimens is absolutely necessary—the greater 
part of the new species are but larva. Besides the genus 
Peffilitlium he also establishes the genus Sciacaris, each of these 
containing one species. The latter genus is of no value, it is but a 
Sergestes-larva.—For some small but classical contributions we 
are indebted to S. I. Smith. In 1882 he gives ("Report on the 
Results of Dredging, und. the supervis. of Al. Agassiz . .," Bull. of 
the Mus. of Compar. Zool. vol. x.) the correct branchial formula of 
S. arctieus, Kr., and an excellent description with good figures of a 
new species ; in 1884 ("Rep. on the Decap. Crust. of the Albatross 
Dredgings . in 1883," U.S. Comm. of Fish and Fisheries, pt. x.; 
Rep. f. 1882) he describes a new species and gives figures of 
S. arctic-us, Kr., and S. robustue, Smith; in 1886 ("Rep. on the 
Decap. Crust. .. . in 1S84," U. S. Comm. of Fish and Fisheries, 
pt. xiii. ; Rep. f. 1885) he communicates a plate with figures of 
earlier described species.—In 1888 C. Chun ("Die pelag. Thierwelt 
in gross. Meerestiefen .," Bibliotheca Zoologica, B. 1) describes 
and figures one new species, captured with a " Schliessnetz," and 
in 1889 ("Bericht ub. eine mach d. Canarischen Inseln im Winter 
1887-88 ausgef. Beise,"Sitzuugber. d. k. Pre ass. Akad.d.Wissensch. 
zu Berlin, Jahrg. 1889) another and very curious new species. 
—In 1891 J. 'Wood-Mason ("Nat. Hist. Not. from H.M. Indian 
Marine Survey Steamer Investigator," Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. 
6th ser. vol. vii. 1891 and vol. viii. 1891) establishes two new 
species ; and, as a continuation of the same publication, A. Alcock 
and A. R. Anderson in 1894 (Journ. Asiat. Soc. of Bengal, 
vol. lxiii. 1894) describe a third new species, of which a figure 
was published later on, in 1895 (Illustrations of the Zool. of the 
R. Ind. Mar. Surv. Steamer Investigator': Calcutta 1895).—In 
1893 A. Ortmann (" Decapoden und Schisopoden," Ergebnisse d. 
Plankton-Exped. d. Humboldt-Stiftung, B. ii. G. b.) gives a more 
important contribution, containing descriptions and figures of 2 
new species, additional notes and corrections on several earlier 
known species, and the cancelling of 3 names as synonyms ; he also 
tries to make up an analytical key of most of the known species, 
distributing them into the genera Nceyestes and Sergia, but as the 
greater part are larval forms with several of the diameters 
changing from stage to stage, the keys are of no value.—Finally 
W. Faxon in 1593 (" Prel.Descr. of new Spec. of (rust.—Rep. on 
the Dredg. Opera. off the West Coast of Cuntr. America . ..," 
Bull. of the Mus. of Compar. Zoo!. vol. xxiv.) describes 3 new 
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?thor; cont,ribution~ have be~n published during the last few years, 
1t w1~l .be conv~m~nt to gtve a shm·t account of all the papers 
contmnmg descriptiOns of new species, and, moreover, to make 
some few remarks on the most important contributions treatina of 
the ~evelopment. Papers which contain no descriptions of ~ew 
Bl~ecres, and generally are but of little interest for our knowledge 
of the genus, are omitted. 

;t'he genus Se:rgestes was established by H. Milne-Edwards in 
1830 (".Oeser. d. genres Glancothoe Sicyonie Sergeste et Acete" 
~~nn. d. Sc. Natur. -~· xi:x.) with one' new spedies, and in his lli;t. 
:Natur. d. Crust. t. n. 1837, he does not know more species.-In 
1~50 H. de Natale (Descriz. zoo!. d'una nuova specie di Plojaria et 
d1 aleune ~rostacei del porto di Messina) described and figured one 
ne'~ ~peete~·--:In 18?5 H. Kroyer published preliminary de
scrlpt!?us . ( ' Btdrag til. Kundskab om Krrebsdyrslregten Sergt$tes, 
Edw:, Over~. K. D. V~densk. Selsk. Forhandl. i 1855) of 15 new 
speCies, and m 1859 hrs well-known monograph ('.'l?orsog til en 
monograp.hisk l!'remstilling af Krrobsdyrslregten Se:rgestes, Med. 
Bem:m·kmnger om Decapodernes Horeorganer," K. D. Vidensk. 
Selsk: S~ifter, 5 Raekkc, Nat. Math. Afd. iv. 2) containing full 
descrtptwns and numerous figures of the same 15 species. The 
descriptions are worked out with his usual care, and both these 
and the plates surpass almost all subsequent contributions; but 
his sea~·.., material o~ most.speeies and complete ignora~ce of the 
develop'\h,..,_t have gtven nse to the error, at that t1me very 
excusable, of treating larvre as adult species. Of corrections i: 
shall only here mention that 3 of his species do not belong to the 
genus (soo later on) ; and that when he states that the examples 
of S. serndatus, S. caurlatus, and S. laciniatus were captured in the 
Kattegat off Denmark, this is absolutely a mistake, all 3 species 
originating in the subtropical or tropical seas. ~In 18(;} 
\Y. Stimpson published(" Prodrom. descr. animal. evertebr., quae in 
Exped. ad Ocean. Pacific. Septentrion .... ," Proceed. Acad. Nat. 
8e. Philadelphia, 1860) shorter descriptions of 5 new species, one 
of which be crnnsferred to a new genus, Se1·gia, which must be 
cancelled as being of no ''alue at all.--In 1875 A. ~fetzg,~r 
(" Crustaceen aus d. Ordnungen Edriophthalmata und Podoph
tlralmata," Jahresber. der Commission zur wiss. Unters. der 
deutsehen J\feere in Kiel fiir die Jahre 1872, 1873; Bet·lin, 1875) 
established one new species.-In 1881 C. Spence Bate published 
("On the l'eu:.eidea," Ann. & llfag. Nat. llist. ser. 5, vol. viii.) 
preliminary descriptions of 4 new species (and of the new genus 
Petalidium ), all from the ' Challenger ' ; the vaper is of some 
importance for the priority of at least one of the names. In 
1::)88 Bate's aboYe-mentioued large contribution in the 'Challenger' 
lteport, yo!. xxiv., was is~ued. Together with the specie~ in the 
preliminary paper he de~cribes in all 2±. new species of Sergestes, 
but Jigures only 18 of them; next he giYes :m exh".1ct of the 
Kriiyerian descriptions and a new representation of 7 of Krijycr's 
;;pecie~ examined Ly Litu::<df. lie indi,·ates "GreculanJ" as the 

I 
I 
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loc~!ity ,for all !:he animals desct:ibed hy Kr~iyer·, though only one of 
Kruyer:; specJCs was ink en m t.lmt nm<'hbourhood-a curious 
mistake which has ah·c:u.ly been correct~d by Ortmnnn. He 
c:u::cels 2 ?[ Kt·(iyer's speeieR, but one of the t1vo, S. m·t:licu.~, is a 
Tahd specws. U:tte al~o employs tmmerous pages and severn! 
plates Ill tl~o r~prc~cntatiOn of hrval stap;cs (sec later on). 1'his 
lm·ge con~nbnhon Is of :oursc of great importance, but unf m·tu
natel,Y llOI!.her I he deSC!'lpt.ion~ IJOr the figures are SO good as could 
be :v1shed, and lll uumc~·ous n~stauccs (see later on) a re-exmui
nation of the type specnnens IS absolutely necessary-the greater 
p;trt . o~ the new specie~ are but larvro. Besides. the genus 
1 etalulmm he also estabhshes the genus Sciacw·is, each of these 
containing one species. The latter genus is of no value, it is but a 
Sergestl's-larva.-For some small but classical contributions we 
are indebt-ed to ~- I. Smith. In 1~82 he gives ("Report on the 
Uesults of Dredgmg, und. the supervrs. of AI. Agassiz ... ," Bull. of 
the Mus. of Compar. Zoo!. vol. x.) the correct branchial formula of 
S. arcticu~, K:·• and an excellent description with good figures of a 
new sl?ecres; m. 1884 ("Rep. on the Decap. Crust. of the Albatross 
Dredgmgs •.. m 1883," U.S. Comm. of }'ish and Fisheries, pt. x.; 
l{ep. f. 1882) he describes a new species and gives figures of 
S. arcticus, Kr., a~d S. robustus, Smith; in 1886 (''Rep. on the 
Decap. Crust. .•. m 1884," U. S. Comm. of :Fish and Fisheries 
pt. ~iii. ; R~p. f. 188?) he com,municates a plate \\ith figures of 
~arhe~ descnbed ~pecws.-!,n ~8~8 C. Chun ("J.?ie pelag. Thierwelt 
m gross. Meerestrefen .. ·~ Brbhotheca Zoologrca, B. 1) describes 
and figure;, one new species, captured with a "Schliessnetz" and 
in 18S!J (" Bericht lib. eine nach d. Canarischen Inseln im \Vinter 
1887-88 ausgef. Reise," Sitzuugber. d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wissensch. 
zu Berlin, Jahrg. 1880) anoth:r and. very_ curious new species. 
-In 1801 J. ·wood-Mason ("1\at. Htst. :Not. from H.M. Indian 
Marine Survey .. Steamer 'Tmesti~~?r,'" Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hi st. 
6th ser. vol. vu. 1891 and rol. nn. 1891) establishes two new 
species ; and, as a continuation of the same publication, A. Alcock 
and A.· .. R. Andersoi~ in 18~4 (Jom·n. A~iat. Soc. of Bengal, 
vol. lxm. 1894) descnbe a tlnrd new species, of which a fi<rure 
was published later on, in 1895 (Illustrations of the Zoo\. of' the 
R Ind. Mar. Surv. Steamer 'Investigator': C1tleutta 1895).-ln 
1893 A. Ortmann(" Decapoden und Schizopoden," Ergebnisse d. 
Planktoq-Exped. d. Humboldt-Stiftnng, B. ii. G. b.) gives a more 
important~ contri~u_tion, containing descri~tions and figur\~S of 2 
new spectes, addthonal not-es and correctiOns on several earlier 
kr~own species, and the c:mcelling c•f 3 n:uucs as synonyms; he also 
t~es. to _make up .au a11alytical key of most of the known species, 
diHtnbutmg them mto the gc;nem :''n·;f<Stes and Suyia, bnt a,; the 
greater pnrt are l:u·ml fot·ms mth several of the characters 
changing from stage to stage, the keys are of no value.~}'inally 
\V. Faxon in 1tlD3 (" l'rcl. Descr. of new Spec. of Crust.--l{ep. on 
the Dredg. Operat.. off the \Yt·st Coast of Centr. America ... ,'' 
Bull. o[ the l\1us. of Compai'. /Jool. vol. xxiv.) deseribes ::S new 
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species. In the full treatment (" The Stalk-eyed Crustacea.—Rep. 
on an Espies. off the West Coast of Mexico . . .," Mem. of the 
Mus. of Compar. Zool. vol. xviii. 1895) be communicates extensive 
descriptions and a series of figures of the same 3 species, but be 
withdraws 2 of them as synonyms to earlier known forms; one of 
these, S. Italia, must, however, be re-established. 

The result is that of Sergestes and Sergio, taken together, 
59 species have been established, of Sciacaris 1—in all 60 species, 
of which 7 have been withdrawn by various authors, but only 5 
with good reason; so that we have the preliminary result: 55 
species. 
• The development of Sergestes was first and most fully eluci-
dated by C. Claus. In 1863 (" Ueber einige Schizop. und niedero 
Malacostraken Messina's," Zeitschr. f. wins. Zool. B. xiii. 1863) 
Claus describes a larva which he names Acaniltosoma, without, 
however, being able to indicate its relations ; but he (pp. 437-
439) correctly refers Mastigopus' Leuckart (1853), to a larva of 
Sergestes. In 1876 (Untersuch. zur Erforschung der Geneal. 
Grundlage des Crustaceen-Systems) he shows all the principal 
features of the metamorphosis : he has found a Protozoia-stage, 
and states the zoa described by Dohrn as Elaphooaris, .Acan-
tliosoma, and Mastigopus to be successive stages of the deve-
lopment. One point is of special interest, viz, his statement that 
the tlysi posterior pairs of trunk-legs, which are well developed 
with exopods in the Acanthosoma, are thrown off by the 
moulting to the Mastigopus-stage, and then grow out again; they 
become " sichtbar als kurze Schlauche, die wir an grosseren und 
iilteren Istrven in verschiedenen Uebergaugsstufen zu kleinen 
Nissen rich entwickeln sehen" (Zeitschr. w. Zool. p. 438).—Some 
months before the " Untersuchungen " of Claus appeared v. 
Willemoes-Suhm published (" Prelim. Remarks on the Development 
of some Pelagic Crust.," Proc. Roy. Soc. Lond. vol. xxiv.1876, and 
Ann. & Mag. Nat. That. ser. 4, vol. xvii.) a short paper, in which 
he states that E/aphocaris, Dohrn, is the zoiia of Sergestes, and that 
the development passes through an Ai/Thies-stage. &c. ; but on the 
11«stiyopus-Ange and its want of the two posterior pair of trunk-
legs he says nothing.—In Bate's ' Challenger' Report 30 pages 
and several plates are occupied by the representation of a series of 
Elaphocaris, Aeanthosoma, Mastigopus, and considerations about the 
development. On p.383 he says : " By tracing the several stages, 
we may safely conclude, from the direct structural affinities, that 
Mastigopus is a young Sergestes." This is correct, but when he 
really tries to establish any limit ietween Mastigopus and Sergestes 
be is not fortunate, nay, in the description of &ry. longispinus, 
Bate (pp. 417-1S), he even writes : "The fourth and fifth pairs are 
entirely absent," and later ou he is "inclined to think that their 
absence is owing to the early stage of development"; thus his 
Spry. Theyispisiss is a young Mastiyopus with the legs referred to 
still less developed than in the form he irethe earlier part (pp. 376-

77) describes as Nostiy. acetifeemis, Bate. Thus the differences 
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between Mastigopus and Sergestes have not been apprehended by 
Bate.—]n 1893 A. Ortmann (in his above mentioned paper) gives 
a general view of the development of &Testes ; on p. 68 he says 
that the reduction of the two posterior pairs of trunk-legs in 
.2Ifastiyopes " ist der hauptalichliehe Untersehied von der env:ao:-
ellen Sergestes-Form," which in this draught is rat her obscure, and 
this author has also accepted the larva) described by his prede-
cessors as adults, as being valid species of Sergestes. 

iii. The adult Sergestes and Mastigopus. 

No author has put or answered the question how to decide 
whether a specimen of a Sergestes is really adult. At first sight 
this does not seem to be the case. Long ago Milne-Edwards 
discovered an organ only found in the adult (or subadult) male, 
viz. a large and very complicated appendix on the first pair of 
pleopods, the so-called " petasma," and Kriiyer added the peculiar 
development of the exterior flagellum of the antennulte. Later 
on Bate, Smith, Wood-Mason, and Faxon have found similar 
structures in some species. But it is interesting to observe that 
all the species in which these structures have been found, or, in 
other words, the species of which the male sex has been deter-
mined, are comparatively large, at least 15-25 mm. in length and 
sometimes much longer, that they all possess short eye-stalks with 
rather small or very small and totally black cyes, and that they have 
the fifth pair of trunk-legs tolerably developed and the fourth pair 
rather long and fringed with numerous long cilia ; while in most of 
the described species no petasma and no transformation of the 
exterior flagellum of the antennulas have been found, and all these 
species are rather small, rarely more than 4-15 mm. long, almost 
all with rather long or long eye-stalks, rather large or large eyes, 
all with the eyes either totally yellowish (or whitish) or at most with 
a blackish spot in the interior, and the fourth and especially the fifth 
pair of trunk-legs rather short or even rudimentary. When 
Kriiyer published his monograph the development was quite 
unknown, and not being able to find any male specimen of 
numerous species he believed that his specimens were females. 
Bate and -Ortmann, who later on studied collections many times 
richer than that examined by lCroyer, do not mention having 
met with any male of any of the numerous smaller species ! 
These results suggest that the smaller species must offer some 
peculiarity. 

The collection of Sergestes in the Zoological Museum of the 
University in Copenhagen is very large, 300 bottles and tubes 
(each containing all the specimens of a species from the same 
locality) : all the animals, with extremely few exceptions, have been 
collected with surface-nets. Trying to discriminate and determine 
the forms, 1 soon took notice of the fact that among an enormous 
material (98 tubes) of S. atl«iiticas, M. Edw., with black eyes, not 
rarely were found somewhat smaller specimens with pale or 
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species. In the full treatment ("The Stalk-eyed Crustacea.-Rep. 
on an Ex}Jior. off the \Vest Coast of Mexico ... ," Mem. of the 
l\fus. of Oompar. Zool. vol. xviii. 1895) he communicates extensive 
deAcriptions and a series of figures of the same 3 species, but he 
withdraws 2 of them as synonyms to earlier known forms ; one of 
these, S. halia, must, however, be re-established. 

'l'he result is that of Sergestes and Sergia, taken together, 
59 species have been established, of Sciacaris l-in all 60 species, 
of which 7 have been withdrawn by various authors, but only 5 
with good reason; so that we have the preliminary result : 55 
species. 
· The development of Sergestes was first and most fully eluci
dated by C. Claus. In 1863 ("Ueber einige Schizop. und niedere 
Malacostraken Messina's," Zeitschr. f. wiss. Zool. B. xili. 1863) 
Claus describes a larva which he names Ac<cntlwsoma, without, 
however, being able to indicate its relations; but he (pp. 437-
439) correctly refers Mastigopus, Leuckart (1853), to a larva of 
Se1·gestes. In 187G (Untersuch. zur Erforschung der Geneal. 
Grundlage des Crustacean-Systems) he shows all the principal 
features of the metamorphosis : he has found a P1·otozoea-stage, 
and states the zoea described by Dohrn as El<cphoca1·is, .Acan
thosoma, and Mastigopus to be successive stages o£ the deve
lopment. One }Joint is of special interest, viz. his statement that 
the t'}:O posterior pairs of trunk-legs, which are well developed 
with ~. _. exopods in the Acantlwsoma, are thrown o~ by the 
moulting to the .~astigopus-stage, and tb~n ~ow out ~gam; they 
become "sichtbar als kurze Schlaucbe, d1e w1r an grosseren und 
alteren Larven in verschiedenen Uebergaugsstufen zu kleinen 
:Fiissen sich entwickeln 8ehen" (Zeitschr. w. Zool. p. 438).-Some 
months before the "Untersuchungen" of Claus appeared v. 
'Villemoes-Subm published(" Prelim. Remarks on the :pevelopment 
of some Pelagic Crust.," Proc. Roy. Soc:. Lontl. mi. XX!v.l?76, a_nd 
Ann. & JI,Jag. Nat. llist. ser. 4, vol. xvu.) a short paper, m winch 
he states that Elaphocaris, Dohrn, is the z?ca of Scrgestes, and that 
the development passes through an Amplnon-stag~ &c. i. but on tho 
;l[astiyop11S-t'tnge and its want of the two posterior p:ur ?f trunk
lt>gs he sav,; uothing.-In Bate's 'Challenger' ~h;port 30 pnge~ 
and several plates are occupied by the represe~tatw~ of a ser1es of 
Elaphoc<ui.~, Acantlwsoma, i~fast-igopus, and co:1sJdcratwns about tho 
developmt'nt. Ou p. 883 he says : ".BY tracmg the sever:a~ stages? 
we may safe.ly conclude, from th;, dn·e~t ~tr:~ct~ral affimt1es, that 
Mastigopus 1s a young Serg~ste_s. Tlns 1s co~wct, but "hen he 
really tries to establish any. lnmt l;etwe~n :ilia.st'[JOJ?Us and 8_e1·g_estes 
he is not fortunate, nay, lD the descnpt10n of l:)erf!:, lon!Jl~p~m,s, 
Bate (pp . .J 11-1 S), he even writf's: "'~he ~omth and .fifth paB·s a~c 
entirely ab:'(;nt," and later on he 1s "melmcd to thmk that thc:r 
absenee is o" iug to the early stage of dcwlopmeut ., ; thus Ius 
Srry. loo:Ji·":J'i"Hs is a young Nastiyoptt~ \l-ith the lt•gs referr~~~~~o 
stilllc~s dt>Y••lopl'd lbnn in tlH~ form he m.the earlwr part ~PP· ;1, ,_ 
77) desc-ribes as 11/asl.i[f· acctUm··,"is, Bate. Thus the d1llerences 
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between llfrt$tigoptts and Scrgestes havo not been apprelwndod by 
Bate.-Jn 1893 A. Ortmann (in hi!! above mentioned paper) gives 
o. general Yiew of the deYclopment of Bcl·yatcs ; on p. GS he says 
that the reduction of the 1 wo posterior pai1·s of trunk-legs in 
.Alasiiyozws "ist dcr lmuptsiichliehe Untcrschied von der erwad!s
enen Sergestes-Form," which in this draught is rather oh~cure, and 
this author has also accepted the lanm described by his prede
cessors as adults, as being valid species of SergC~Jt(s. 

iii. Tlte adult Sergestes and Mastigopus .. 

No author has put or answered the question how to decide 
wlJCther a specimen of a Serycstes is really adult. 1\.t first sight 
this does not seem to be ihe case. Long ago Milne-Edwards 
discovered an organ only found in the adult (or subadult) male, 
viz. a large and very complicated appendix ou the first pair of 
pleopods, the so-called "peta~ma," and Kriiyer added the peculiar 
development of the exterior flagellum of the antennulm. Later 
on Bate, Smith, Wood-Mason, and Fa:xon have found similar 
structurt>s in some species. But it is interesting to obser\-e that 
all the species in which these structures have been found, or, in 
other words, the species of which the male sex has been deter
mined, are comparatively large, at least 15-25 mm. in length and 
sometimes much longer, that they all possess short eye-stafks with 
rather small or very small and totally Uaelc eyes, and that they hm-e 
the fift.h pair of trunk-legs tolerably developt>d and the fourth pair 
rather long and fringed with numerous long cilia; while in most of 
the described species no petasma and no transformation of the 
exterior flagellum of the antennulm have been found, and all these 
species are rather small, rarely more than 4-15 mm. long, almost 
all with rather long or long eye-stalks, rather large or large eyes, 
all with the eyes tither totally ;IJellowish (or whitish) or at most with 
a Uaclcish spot in the inte;·ior, and the fourth and especially the fifth 
pair of trunk-l<>gs rather short or even rudimentary. \Vhrn 
Kroyer published his monograph the development was qnite 
unkno\Yn, and not being able to find any male specimeu of 
numerous ~pecies he believed that his specimt·ns were femal('~. 
Bate and ·Ortmann, who later on studi<>d collections manv tinws 
richer than that examined by ](royer, do not mention ·having 
met with any male of ::my of the numerous ~mailer specie,« ! 
These l'esults suggest that the smaller species must offer ~orne 
peculiarity. 

The collection of Se1·gestes in the Zoological :Museum of the 
University in Copenhagen is Yt>ry large, 300 bottles and tubes 
(each cout:dning all the specimens of a ~pecies from the snme 
locality); all the animals, with extn:mely few exception~, haYe lweu 
colleeted with smface-nets. Trying to discriminaie and determine 
t-he forms, 1 soon took notice of the fact that amoDg an enonnous 
material (!l~ tuhe") of 8. atlanticu.<, l\f. Edw,, wiih black eyes, uot 
rarPly wcrn fouud somewhat smaller specinwns with pal0 0r 
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yellowish eyes, which possessed a shape recalling somewhat tho 
very curious, ovate, and obliquely implanted, but much larger eyes 
in S. anrYlops, Kr. The result of further comparison was that 
every conceivable intermediate stage between the small 8. ancylops, Kr. 
(with its abnormal eyes, its rudimentary last pair of trunk-legs, 
and its dorsal spines on some of the abdominal segments, &c.), 
and large, mature specimens of S. atlanticus, N.-Edw. (S. frisii, Kr.), 
was found. We possess S. awylops from 17 localities, and 
in /0 of these it was taken in company with larger transition-
stages to, or completely developed specimens of, S. atlanticus. 
That typical specimens of S. ancylops and transition-stages 
to the black-eyed form do not possess any petasma, scarcely 
needs mention, but neither was it found in the smallest of the 
black-eyed specimens. The result was that S. ancylops, Kr., must 
be considered as the Mastigopus-stage of S. atlanticus, 111.-Edw., 
and that the idea of Mastigopus must be extended to embrace such 
stages as only differ from the Mastigopus of Claus, Bate, and 
Ortmann in having the fourth and fifth pairs of trunk-legs some-
what longer, while their eyes in shape and colour have still 
preserved the essential characters of the Mastigopus. And with 
that I had gained a result rendering it easy to study the alterations in 
shape and armature of all the various parts of the animal during its 
development, and a starting-point for the consideration of other 
species. Soon afterwards I made out that S. rinkii, Kr., is the 
Mastigopus of B. ardietie, Kr., &c. And now let us look at the 
characters of the larvae in contradistinction to those of the adult 
animals. 

When a species is mature the male sex always possess a large 
petasma and—so far as we know—a peculiar development of the 
exterior flagellum of the antennulte. For the females I have not 
found any character of discriminative value. But while the well-
developed petasma is necessary to decide the real maturity of 
the male, and the female must have reached the same length as the 
adult male before it can be admitted as being mature, such 
comparison is not necessary for the decision of the question whether a 
specimen without a petasma has arrived at the adult stage—viz. Hurt 
its different parts, such as shield with rostrum, eyes, external maxil-
lipeds and legs, uropods, telson, 4-c. have almost or totally assumed 
the shape to be found in the mature and sometimes unknown form—or 
whether it must be considered as a larva. As declared in the 
introductory remarks, about two-thirds of the established species 
are but larva ; in reality they present several characters immediately 
stamping them as such, and, furthermore, they show peculiarities 
which indicate very different stages of metamorphosis. In a 
multitude of " species " dorsal spines on some or almost all the 
alxlominal segments are present, and such spines only exist in the 
laral stages, but in many older larva the abdomen is quite smooth. 
In the adults the rostrum is rather short or very short, but, 
especially in the younger Mastigopus-forms, it is most frequently 
long or even very long. In the larva the fourth and fifth pair of 
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legs are at least shorter, more slender, and with fewer hairs than in . 
the adults. But the best distinction between the larva and the 
adults is, as hinted above, the shape and especially tho colour of
the eyes : in the larva the eye-stalks are almost always long, the • 
eyes are rather large, or even very large, and have au oblique and 
more or less fungiform shape ; while in the adults the eye-stalks are t 
rather short, and the eyes smaller, more regularly globular, and 
sometimes but slightly thicker than the distal end of the stalk; in 
all larvae the eyes are yellowish (or whitish), and black pigment, when 
present, is only found in the interior and very remote from the cornea, 
while in the adults the eyes are totally black. But, it must be 
emphasized that even when the black eyes are acquired and all other 
larval characters have been lost, the animals are still immature, as 
the petasma is developed somewhat later, and the petasma itself 
does not become completely developed at once to its final shape. 

For the rest, more or less conspicuous alterations in all parts of 
the body and the limbs take place during the development from 
the youngest Mastigopus-stage to the adult Sergestes, but it is 
impossible to give a full elucidation without numerous figures. 
Besides, the species show considerable differences in development: 
thus, for instance, the dorsal abdominal spines are in some species 
lost when the Mastigopus is not half-grown, while in other species 
they are preserved till the Mastigopus is almost full-grown and the 
colour of the eyes alters, &c. Therefore I do not attempt to 
give a general picture of the metamorphosis, but I will refer the 
reader to the following more special, but short treatment of the 
species. 

Next we arrive at three fresh considerations : (3) the separation 
of the adult species from each other ; (2) the discrimination of the 
larva, so tbat the different stages of the same Mastigopus may be 
referred to each other and separated from other larva ; and 
(3) the reference of any given Mastigopus to its species of Sergestes. 
In the literature of the subject numerous characters have been 
used, but some of them are only applicable to the adults, others to 
the larval forms, and several good characters proposed by Kra er 
and S. I. Smith have been overlooked, or at least not used with 
sufficient accuracy, by most authors. The whole question of the 
characters .niust be re-examined. 

For the characterization of the adult species must be used 
differences in the following structures :—the shape of the rostrum, 
absence or presence of supra-ocular spine, hepatic spine,and gastro-
hepatic groove on the carapace, shape and size of the eyes, the 
relative length of the 3 joints of the antenn. ped.', their size, and the 
shape of the basal one, the shape of the apical part of the squania, 
the length and structure of mxp.' (whether the 4 proximal joints 
arc similar to those in trl.' or are obviously incrassated, the arming 

In order to abridge the dcseriptiow, I in the following pages make use of 
some abbreviations:—antenn. ped. = peduncle of the ant ennuln., mar'- the 
third pair of maxillipeds, tr1.1—trl.'=the first to the fifth pair of trunk-legs, 
est. br. of urp.= external branch of the uropods. 
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yellowish eyes, which /osse~sed 11. sh11.pe recalling somewhat tho 
very curiou11, ovate, an obliquely implanted, but much larger eyes 
in S. anciJlops, Kr. The result of further comparison was that 
et•eMJ conceivable intermediate ~stage between the small S. ancylops, K1·. 
(with its abnormal eyes, its rudimentary last pair of trunk-legs, 
and its dorFal epines on eome of the abdominal segments, &c.), 
and large, mature specimens of S. at I anticus, M.-Edw. (S. frisii, Kr.), 
was found. We posEess S. antylops from 17 localities, and 
in 10 of these it was taken in company with larger transition
stages to, or completely developed specimens of, B. atlanticus. 
That typical specimens of S. a'ncylops and transition-stages 
to the black-eyed form do not possess any petasma, scarcely 

'needs mention, but neither was it found in the smallest of the 
black-eyed specimens. The result was that S. ancylops, Kr., must 
be considered as the Mastigopus-stage of B. atlanticus, M.-Edw., 
and that the idea of Mastigop1.s must be extended to embrace such 
stages as only differ from the Mastigopus o£ Claus, Bate, and 
Ortmann in having the fourth and fifth pairs of trunk-legs some
what longer, while their eyes in shape and colour have still 
preserved the essential characters of the Mastigopus. .And ·w-ith 
that I had gained a result rendering it easy to study the alterations in 
shape and armature of all the various parts of the animal during its 
developwent, and a starting-point for the consideration of other 
species. Soon afterwards I made out that S. rinkii, Kr., is the 
lrfastigopw; of S. arcticttS, Kr., &c. And now let us look at the 
characters of the !arne in contradistinction to those of the adult 
animals. 

\Vhen a species is mature the male sex always possess a large 
petasma and-so far as we know-a peculiar development of the 
exterior flagellum of the antennulre. }'or the females I have not 
found any character of discriminative value. But while the well
developed petasma is necessary to decide the real maturity of 
the male and the female must have reached the same length as the 
adult m~le before it can be admitted as being mature, such 
ccn']Jarison is not necessm-y fm· the :lecision of the question wl1~thc;· a 
specimen withmtt a petasma l~as m·~1vcd at the adult stage-vtz. tlt~tt 
its dijfeTent p(wts, such as slneld wtth rost;·um, eyes, exte1"'!Wl ma:t"tl
lipedts and legs, t~ropods, telson, g·c. have al1:10st or totally asst171wl 
the shape to be fotmd in the matw·e and sometmws unknown for:n-or 
whether it must be conside1·ed as a larvrt. As declared m the 
introductory remarks, about two-thirds of the establi~hed SJ._Jecics 
are but !arne ; in reality they present seYeral characters nnmedmiely 
stamping them as such, and, furthermore, they show p~culiarities 
which indicate very d:ifl:'erent stages of metamorphosis. In a 
multitude of " species " dors:;l >}Jines on so:ne or almo~t ail the 
abdominal segments are present,, a11d such stmtes o:lly ~:xtst m the 
lnnal stageR, but in many older ]arne the abdomen 1s qmte smooth. 
In the adults the rostrum is rather short or \'Cry short, bnt, 
especially in the younger Ma.stigozms-forms, it is most freqne_ntly 
long or even very long. 1n the larvre the fourth and fifth .pmr of 
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legs are at least shorter, more ~<lender, and with fewer hnirs than i1;1 
the adults. Ilut the best distinction between the lnrvre and the 
adults is, as hinted nbove, the shape and cspecinlly the colour of . 
the eyes : in the larvm the eye-stall's are almost always long, the ' 
eyes are rather large, or even very large, and have au ohlique and 
more or less fungiform shape; while in the adults the eye-stalks are 
rather short, and tlw eyes smaller, more regularly globulnr, and 
sometimes but slightly thicker than the distal end of the stalk; in 
all larvre the eyes are yellowish (or whitish), and Uacl.: pigment, when 
present, is only found in the interior and vm·y 1'ellWte from the cornea, 
1uhile in the adults the eyes Me totally blaclc. But. it must be 
emphasized that even when the black eyes are acquired and all other 
larval eharaeters have been lost, the animals are still immature, as 
the petasma is developed somewhat later, and the petasma itself 
does not become completely developed at once to its final shape. 

For the rest, more or less conspicuous alterations in all parts of 
the body aud the limbs take place during the development from 
the youngest Nastigorms-stage to the adult Se1-gestes, but it is 
impossible to give a full elucidatiou without numerous figures. 
Besides, the species show considerable differences in development: 
thus, for instance, the dorsal abdominal spines are in some species 
lost when the Mastigopus is not half-grown, while in other species 
they are preserved till the MastigojJus is almost full-grown and the 
colour of the eyes alters, &c. Therefore I do not attempt to 
give a general picture of the metamorphosis, but I will refer the 
reader to the following more special, but short treatment of the 
species. 

Next we arrive at three fresh considerations: (1) the separation 
of the adult species from each other; (2) the discrimination of the 
larvre, so that the different stages of the same 1,Iastigopus may be 
referred to each other and separated from other larvre; and 
(3) the reference of any given llfasti.gopus to its species of Sergestes. 
In the literature of the subject numerous characters have been 
used, but some of them are only applicable to tlie adults, others to 
the larval forms, and several good characters proposed by Kro er 
and S. I. Smith h1we been overlooked, or at least not used with 
sufficient accuracy, by most authors. The whole question of the 
characters ·must be re-examined. 

:For the characterization of the adult species must be used 
differences in the following structures :-the shape of the rostrum, 
absence or presence of supra-ocular spine, hepatic spine,and gastro
hepatic grooYe on tl1e carapace, Rhnpe and size of the eyes, the 
relative length of the 3 joints of the antenn. ped.', their size, and the 
shape of the basal one, the shape of the apical part of the squanm, 
th1e length and structure of mxp. (\Yhether the 4 proximal joints 
are ,imilar to those in trl.' or arc ob-.iously incrassab:d, the arming 

1 In o1·der to abridge the description", J in the following pages make usc of 
sonw abbro,·iations :-antenn. ped.=peduncle of !.he nntenmll"'• mxp.3 =t1Je 
third pair of mnxillipeds, trL'-trJ>=the fil·st to the fifth ptlir of trunk-legs 
ext. hr. of urp.=external branch of the umpods. ' 
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or furnishing with setae or spines of the two distal joints' and the 
division of the sixth joint into 4, 5, 6, or 8 subjoints, &c.), the 
number and size of the branchisc or lamellae above trl.' and trl.`, the 
difference in shape and the furnishing with cilia along the exterior 
margin of ext. hr. of urp., finally sometimes the coarseness or 
slenderness of the body. speeiany males ofers most valuable and 
very neylected diferences. (Of course it will also be possible to 
detect good characters in other parts, f. inst., in the structure of the 
5 pairs of trunk-logs, and one difference is used in the following 
discussion ; the petasma also exhibits characters, but this curious 
organ it is impossible to describe and make use of without figures.) 
It will, for the rest, be necessary to examine the animals much more 
scrupulously than has hitherto been done by most authors, for 
some described species are not recognizable, and at least S. edwardsi, 
Kr., is collective to such a degree, that between the limits adopted 
by W. Faxon it includes at least 4 species. 

For the discrimination and description of the Mastigopus-forms, 
characters from all the structural features mentioned to be used in 
the adults can be derived, and moreover the armature of the 
abdominal segments and the shape of the telson frequently offer 
good characters. But it must be remembered that alterations in 
almost all parts take place during the development from the 
youngest to the oldest larval stage, some of the alterations being 
very great, others rather small. To succeed in the double aim—the 
reference of the Mastigopus to the adult Sergestes and the collocation 
of all the different stages of the same Mastigopus-species, distin-
guishing them from the stages of other species—we have but one 
way to go, which, in reality, is rather troublesome. (The deve-
lopment in aquaria of the various stages may be possible, but almost 
all species being tropical or subtropical, and besides belonging to 
the open sea, very little help from this method can be expected for 
many years.) The student must work with copious material, and 
having isolated and examined and determined all the specimens with 
black eyes, lie must subdivide the species into groups, malting use of 
characters which alter very little during the older Mastigopus-stages 
and the development to the adult shape ; then he must search in the 
collection for the oldest Mastigopus-specimens which coincide with 
the adults in the characters mentioned, and try to refer them to 
the adults ; at last he, being especially assisted by most of the same 
characters, must try to proceed backwards from the older to the 
younger and then to the youngest stages of every species, wherein 
he will in numerous instances be much assisted by the circum-
stance that different stages of the same Mastigopus are frequently 
taken together in the same haul. (Some authors not infrequently 
write in the descriptions of the small " species " that the specimens 
vary in several particulars, f. inst. in the development of the 
dorsal abdominal spines, and this is often derived from the fact 
that their degree of development has been somewhat unequal.) 
Applying this principle it will in many instances be possible to 
determine the youngest forms, which by Bate and Ortmann are 
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considered as the real Mastigopus, and oven sometimes to determine 
the Acanthosolna, consequently to elucidate at least one-half of the 
total metamorphosis. As a rule the differences between the same 
older stage of any two specieswhatsoover are more conspicuous than 
the differences between the species of Sergestes to which they 
belong. During a long-continued study of a rich collection it will 
gradually be possible to arrive at complete certainty in the 
collocation of the series of stages of all species well represented, 
but in too numerous instances it is impossible to refer the forms 
to the representations of authors without examining their type-
specimens. 

The characters which undergo very little or almost no change 
during the metamorphosis from the older Mastigopus to the adult, 
and for that reason offer good marks for identification, are the 
following :—(1) the structure of map', viz., whether hey are 
scarcely longer than trl' with the 4 proximal joints of the same 
aspect (the fourth joint flattened) as in trl.' and the two distal 
joints equally setaceous on both margins—or whether they are 
considerably or much longer than trl', with the 4 proximal joints 
considerably thickened and much more robust than in trl', and 
the 2 distal joints almost or totally naked along the one margin, 
while at least the sixth joint is armed with several long and a 
number of shorter spines on the other margin (but only the 
presence of spines, not their number, can here be taken into 
consideration; (2) the proportion between the naked and the hairy 
part of the external margin of ext. br. of urp. ; (3) the relative 
length of the 3 joints (especially the first and the third) of the 
antenn. ped. ; (4) the number of subjoints in the sixth joint 
of mxp.3—Other characters of more secondary value will be pointed 
out in dealing with the species. 

The character derived from the length of mxp.', and esfecially 
from the aspect of their 4 proximal joints in contradistinction to 
the legs and especially to trl.', can also be used in every Mastigopus-
stags; it will even almost always be possible to refer a larva with 
imp' broken off to one of the two groups by comparing the basal 
joint, which always persists, with the basal joints of the 3 
following pairs of trunk-legs.—The character from the uropods is 
in most cases more or less subject to alteration during the 
development, and as a general rule it may be stated, that when only'
/-4 of the exterior margin is hairy in the adult, then this part 
approximates more and more towards occupying / of the margin 
according to the youth of the specimens ; but when the margin is 
hairy in the total or in c. of its length in the adult, then the 
hairy part is a little shorter in the younger, and still somewhat 
shorter in the youngest Mastigopies.—The character from the 
length of the joints in antenn. ped. also alters in the younger 
stages, with the result that the first joint is proportionally longer 
(and distally much narrower) in the younger than in the older 
Mastigopus-stages.—Several instances proving these rules will be 
found in the following descriptions of the species. 
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or furnishing with setm or spines of the two distoJ joints, and the 
division of the sixth joint into 4, 5, 6, or 8 subjmnts, &e.), the 
number and size of the brnnchim or lnmellre above trl.' and trl!, the 
difference in shape and the furnishing with cilia along the exterior 
margin of e:xt. br. of urp., finally sometimes the coarseness or 
slenderness of the body. Especially nucp! offers most valuable and 
very 'teglected dijferencu. (Of course it will also be possible to 
detect good characters in other parts, f. inst., in the structure of the 
5 pairs of trunk-legs, and one difference is used in the following 
discussion ; the petasma also exhibits characters, but this curious 
organ it is impossible to describe and make use of without figures.) 
It will, for the rest, be necessary to examine the animals much more 
scrupulously than has hitherto been done by most authors, for 
some described species are not recognizable, and at least S. edwardsi, 
Kr., is collective to such a degree, that between the limits adopted 
by W. Faxon it includes at least 4 species. 

For the discrimination and description o£ the Ma!1tigl}j1'US-iorms, 
characters from all the structural features mentioned to be used in 
the adults can be derived, and moreover the armature of the 
abdominal segments and the shape of the telson frequently offer 
good characters. But it must be remembered that alterations in 
almost all parts take place during t.he development from the 
youngest to the oldest larval stage, some of the alterations being 
very great, others rather small. To succeed in the double aim-the 
reference of the Mastigopus to the adult Sergestu and the collocation 
of all the different stages of the same Mastigopus-species, distin
guishing them from the stages of other species-we have but one 
way to go, which, in reality, is rather troublesome. (The deve
lopment in aq_tmria of .the various sta&es may be P<:ssible, but ~most 
all species bemg tropiCal or subtropical, and besides belongmg to 
the open sea, very little help from this method can he expected for 
many years.) The stud~nt must work :vith copious m~terial, a_nd 
having isolated and e:xammed and detcrmmed all the speCimens w1th 
black eyes, he must subdivid~ the spe.cies into groups, rr:alci11g ttse of 
characters which alter ve1-y l·1ttle durmg the older l\fastJgopus-sta.gu 
and the development to the adttlt shape ; t!len he m~st se~rc~l in ~he 
collection for the oldest .Mastigopus-speClmens wb1ch comc1de With 
the adults in the characters mentioned, and try to refer them to 
the adults ; at last he, being especially assisted by most of the same 
characters, must try to proceed backwards from the o!der to tl~e 
younger and then to the youngest stages of ~very spec1es, ":herem 
he will in numerous instances be much ass1sted by the Circum
stance that different stages of the same .Jfastigopus ar7 frequently 
taken together in the same hauL (Some authors not 111frequently 
write in the descriptions of the small" species" that the specimens 
vary in several particulars, f. ~ns~. in. the de:vclopment of the 
dorsal abdominal spines, and tlns Js often denn~d from the fact 
that their degree of deYelopment has ~en somewhat un.equal.) 
Applying this principle it will in ~any mstances be possible to 
determine the youngest forms, which by Bate and Ortmann arc 
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considered as tho real 111£rstigopus, and oven sometimes to determine 
the AcantltOsoma, consequently to elucidate at least one-half of the 
total metamorphosis. As a rule the differences between the same 
older stage of any two species whatsoever are more conspicuous than 
tho differences between the species of Ser[Jestes to which they 
belong. During a long-continued study of n rich collect.ion it will 
gradually be possible to arrive at complete certainty in the 
collocation of the series of stages of all species wcllrepresented, 
but in too numerous instances it is impossible to refer the forms 
to the representations of authors without examining their type
specimens. 

The charncters which undergo very little or almost no change 
during the metamorphosis from the older Mastigopus t{) the adult, 
and for that reason offer good marks for identification, are the 
follo"'ing :-(1) the structure of mxp. 8, viz., whether they are 
scarcely longer than td.8 with the 4 proximal joints of the same 
aspect (the fourth joint flattened) as in trP and the two distal 
joints equally setaceous on both margins-or whether they are 
considerably or much longer than trl.", with the 4 proximal joint::! 
considerably thickened and much more robust than in trJ.3, and 
the 2 distai joints almost or totally naked along the one margin, 
while at least the sixth joint is armed v.ith several long and a 
number of shorter spines on the other margin (but only the 
presence of spines, not their number, can here be taken into 
consideration; (2) tbe proportion between th~ naked and the hairy 
part of the external margin of ext. br. of urp. ; (3) the relative 
length of the 3 joints (especially the first and the third) of the 
antenn. ped.; (4) the number of subjoints in the sixth joint 
of mx:p.3-0ther characters of more secondary value will be pointed 
out in dealing with the species. 

The character derived from the length of mxp.", and especially 
from the aspect of their 4 proximal joints in contradistinction to 
the legs and especially to trP, can also be used in every M:astigopus
sta[/e; it will e\·en almost always be possible to refer a larva with 
nu::p." broken off to one of the two groups by comparing the basal 
joint, "·hich always persists, with the basal joints of the 3 
following pairs of trunk-legs.-The character from the uropods is 
in most cases more or less subject to alteration during the 
development, and as a general rule it may be stated, that when only ' 
~-~ of the exterior margin is hairy in the adult, then this part . 
approximates more and more towards occupying ~ o£ the margin · 
according to the yout.h of the specimens; hut when the margin is : 
hairy in the total or in c. t of its length in the adult, then the 
hairy part is a little shorter in the younger, and still somewlmt 
shorter in the youngest .tlfastir;opus.-'l'he charactet· from the 
lenoth of the joints in antcnn. pe(l. also alters in the younger 
stages, with the result that t.he first joint is proportioually longer 
(and distally much narrower) in the youuger than in the older 
.Mastigopus-stages.-Several instances proving. these rules will be 
found in the following descriptions of the speews. 
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iv. Synonymical and other Remarks. 

Before proceeding to a systematic arrangement, founded upon 
the diameters mentioned, it will perhaps be convenient to under-
take some reduction of the species, especially of the adult forms, 
with a view to freeing the next chapter, containing notes on the 
structure of the species and their lame, from these disturbing 
investigations. 

The single species established by de Natale, S. arachnipodus 
(p. 19, Tay. ii. fig. 1), is quite unrecognizable to me, and will, in 
my opinion, never be interpreted with certainty; therefore I have 
omitted it from the systematic arrangement. 
, Of the 15 species described by Kroyer, only 4 (S.. frisii, Kr., 

S. arcticus, Kr., S. cornutus, Kr., S. eclwarchi, Kr.) have been 
established upon adult animals. Bate, Chun, and Ortmann have 
already considered S. frisii, Kr., to be identical with S. atlanticus, 
M.-Edw., but when Bate (op.cit.' p. 389) furthermore withdraws 
S. arcticus, Kr., this is, as pointed out by Ortmann, quite wrong. 
Of the remaining 11 species 8 are true Sergestes-larvae, while the 
3 others, viz. S. obesus, Kr., S. caudatus, Kr., and S. serrulatus, Kr., 
must be removed from the genus. S. °beaus, Kr. (p. 257, tab. iv. 
fig. 10, a-f) is a very curious form ; the single Kroyerian specimen 
had been dissected and most of the pieces are preserved, but an 
investigation of the type specimens of S. sanguineus, Chun (1889), 
proved that this form is identical and that both species have been 
established upon larvae which differ so much from the Mastigopus 
of Sergestes that the species must be removed from this genus, and 
it will be discussed later on under Petalidium,Bate. S. caudatus, Kr. 
(p. 270, tab. v. fig. 14, a-d), is a very young l'enceue that has just 
passed the ilfysis-stage (Kroyer's representation of the trunk-legs 
is not correct, as his type specimen possesses a well-developed chela 
on trl.', behind which pair are found the basal joints of 4 pairs). 
S. serrulatus, Kr. (p. 268, tab. iv. fig. 12, a-g) is a very young 
Acetes, M.-Edw. Filially, S. laciniatus, Kr. (p. 274, tab. v. 
fig. 15, a-e), is, as already pointed out by Ortmann, identical with 
S. corniculum, Kr. 

Of the species described by Stimpson only one is adult, viz. 
S. pacificus, Stimps. (p. 45), and it is, in my opinion, identical with 
S. atlanticus, M.-Edw., as the differences which the author states 
to exist between his species and 1Croyer's description of S. frisii, Kr., 
are of no value. The fact is that the hepatic spine is placed a 
little more behind than in KrOyer's figure, in which also the 
trunk-legs are delineated a little shorter than they are in the 
animals. Of the other species, S. longicaudatus, Stiinps., and 
Sergio remipes, Stimps. (p. 46), can, in my opinion, scarcely be 
recognized without examination of the type specimens. 

Of Serg. meyeri, Metzger (p. 302, tab. vi. fig. 7), I have 

I always quote the' Challenger' Report, not his preliminary paper; as to 
Krayer, I refer to his monograph, omitting his earlier descriptions without 
figures. 
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examined the type specimen and must declare it to be a large 
female of S. arcades, Kr. Sp. Bate has in all established 24 new 
species of Sergestes, of which but 3, S. yrchensilia, Bate, 
S. japonicas, Bate, and S. krdyeri, Bate (all briefly characterized in 
1881), are decidedly adults. Of the other species,S. lengicolius,13ate 
(p. 421, pl. lxxvii. fig. 1), at least has almost arrived at the shape 
of the adult, but it is, as pointed out by Ortmann, synonymous 
with S. tenuiremis, Kr. It is impossible -to me to form any idea 
of S. profundus, Bate (p. 428); Bate's specimens were very much 
mutilated. The other 19 species and Sciacaris telsonis, Bate 
(p. 438, pl. lxxviii. fig. 1), are all Mastigopus-forms in very different 
stages of development-When Bate (p. 393, pl. lxviii.) describes 
and figures trl.a and trl.' in S. atlanticus, M.-Edw., as very short, 
this must, in my opinion, arise from an anomaly or from some other 
reason of no value, if the described and figured specimen really 
belongs to this species, for I am not convinced that all the specimens 
from the localities enumerated (p.390) belong to S. atlanticus. He 
states that a specimen, 50 mm. in length, was taken " off Japan ; 
depth 345 fathoms," and that 3 specimens, 43 mm. long, were 
trawled " south of Australia ; depth 2150 fathoms." These 4 
specimens at least must be re-examined, as among some hundred 
specimens I have not found one exceeding 30 mm., and the 
localities also make the determination somewhat doubtful. The 
specimens of S. edicardsi, Kr. (Bate, p. 403), must also be 
re-examined with the aid of my descriptions of hitherto not 
recognized allied species. 

• S. monis, Smith, established by that author in 1884 (Rep. Comm. 
Fish and Fisheries, pt. x. p. 419), I consider to be identical with 
S. japonicas, Bate (described 1881), with which it agrees in the 
smallness of the oyes, the relative length and thickness of the joints 
in the antenn. ped., the shape of the squaws, the soft and 
membranous integuments, and the number and the feeble 
development of the posterior branchim. 

S. ntagnffleus, Chun, established in 1888 (p. 33, Taf. iv. fig. 4 u. 
5), is, according to my examination of one of the type specimens, 
identical with S. arcacus, Kr. ICrOyer also has stated that the 
flagellum of the antennae surpasses the total length of the animal 
about 3 times.-S. sangaineus Chun, established in 1889 (p. 538, 
Taf. iii. fig. 1), is, as stated ;hove, identical with S. °haus, Kr., 
and will be discussed later on under Petalidium. 

In 1891 Wood-Mason (Ann. R Mag. Nat. Hist. 6th ser. vol. viii. 
-p. 354) established S. rahrogustatess, W.-M., a species closely allied 
to S. arcticus, Kr., but the differences in the ext. br. of urp. 
pointed out by the author are certainly valid specific characters. 
For the rest, I believe that it may be possible to detect more 
characters. Perhaps the species is identical with S. krikepri, I3ate, 
established 1881, but both species being insutlicieutly described, 
I cannot settle the questiou, and therefore must support both 
species. 

Of the species established by W. Faxon in 1893, S. Italia, Fax. 
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iv. Synonymical and otl,er Remarks. 

Before proceeding to a systematic arrangement, founded upon 
the characters mentioned, it will perhaps be convenient to under
tnlw some reduction of the species, especially of the adult forms, 
with a view to freeing the next chapter, containing notes on the 
structure of the species and their larvre, from these disturbing 
investigations. 

The single species established by de Natale, S. arachnipodus 
(.p. 19, l'av. ii. fig. 1), is quite unrecognizable to me, and will, in 
my opinion, never be interpreted with certainty; therefore I have 
omitted it from the systematic atrangernent. 
. Of the 15 species described by Kroyer, only 4 (S.jrisii, Kr., 

S. arcticttS, Kr., S. cornutu.s, Kr., S. edwardsi• Kr.) have been 
established upon adult animals. Bate, Chun, and Ortmann have 
already considered S. · ·, Kr., t.o be identical with S. atlanticug, 
1\L-F..dw., but when te (op. cit.1 p. 389} furthermore 'i\>ithdraws 
S. m·cticus, Kr., this is, as pointed out by Ortmann, quite wrong. 
Of the remaining 11 species 8 are true Sergcstes-larvm, while the 
3 others, viz. S. obesus, Kr., S. caudatWJ, Kr., and S. serrulattts, Kr., 
must be removed from the genus. S. obcsus, Kr. (p. 257, tab. iv. 
fig. 10, a-f) is a mry curiow form; the single Kroyerian specimen 
had been dissected and most of the pieces are preserved, but an 
ill\'estigation of the type specimens of B. sanguineus, Chun (1889), 
prm·ed that this form is identical and t,hat both species have been 
esta.blishod upon larvm \Yhich differ so much from the Afa<ttigopus 
o£ Se1•gestes that the species must be removed from this genus, a.nd 
it will be discussed later on under Petalid·ium, Bate. S. caudatus, Kr. 
(p. 270, tab. v. fig. 14, a-d), is a very young P1m<1rns that has just 
passed the ~Vysis-stage (Kroyer's representation of the trunk-legs 
is not correct, as his type specimen possesses a well-developed chela 
on trl.1, behind which pair are found the basal joints of 4 pairs). 
S. se1·r1~latus, Kr. (p. 268, tab. iv. fig. 12, a-g) is a very young 
Acetes, J\:1.-Edw. Jiinally, S. lac·in·iatus, Kr. (p. 274, tab. v. 
fig. 15, a-e), is, as already pointed out by Ortmann, identical with 
S. corniculum, Kr. 

Of the species described by Stimpson only one is adult, viz. 
S. pacijicus, Stimps. (p. 45), and it is, in my opinion, identical with 
S. atlanticus, M.-Edw., as the differenc-es which the aut,hor states 
to exist between his species ar:d Kroyer's descri~tion ?£ S..frisii, Kr., 
a.re of no mlue. 'l'he fact IS that the hepatic spme IS pla.ccd a 
little more behind than in Kroyer's figure, in which also tl1e 
trunk-legs are delineated a l.ittle shorte~ than they, ?re in the 
animals. Of the other specws, S. long~caudatus, Stunps., and 
Sn;;ia remipes, Stimps. (p. 4G), can, in my opi~ion, scarcely be 
recorrnized without examination of the tvpe speeunons. 

Of Serg. meyti'i, Meb:ger (p. 302, 'tab. vi. fig. /), I ha\·e 

1 I nlw11ys quot<J the ' Ohnllcngcr' Rcpo_rt, n~t his J~t·diminm·y J>Uper ;_ ns to 
Kroyer, I refer to hie monograph, onntlmg Jns carher dcscnpt10ns Without 
figures. 
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examined tho typo specimen and must declare it to bo a large 
female of S. arcticus, Kr. Sp. IJate has in nil establisl1ed 24 new 
species of Sergcstes, of which but S, S. 1wcluJnsilis, Bate, 
S. japonicus, Bate, and S. lcriiyc1·i, Bate (all briefly charnetcrir.ed in 
1881 ), nre decidedly adults. Of the other species,S.lonyirolltts, Bate 
(p. 421, pl. lxxvii. fig. 1 ), at least has almost arrived at the shape 
of the adult, but it is, as pointed out by Ortmann, synonymous 
with S. tcnu.iremi~, Kr. lt is impossible-to me to form any idea 
of S. profundus, Bate (p. 428); Bate's specimens were very much 
mutilated. 'l'he other 19 species and Sciacaris telsoni.s, Bate 
(p. 438, pl. lxxviii. fig. 1 ), are all Mastigopus-forms in very different 
1:1tages of development.-When Bate (p. 393, pl.lxviii.) describes 
and figures trl.' and trl! in S. atktnticus, M.-Edw., as very short, 
this must, in my opinion, arise from an anomaly or from some other 
reason of no value, if the described and tigured specimen really 
belongs to this species, for I am not convinced that aU the specimens 
from the localities enumerated (p. 390) belong to S. atlanticus. He 
states that a specimen, 50 mm. in length, was taken "off Japan ; 
depth 345 fathoms,'' and that 3 specimens, 43 rom. long, were 
trawled "south of Australia; depth 2150 fathoms." These 4 
specimens at least must be re-examined, a.s among some hundred 
specimens I have not found one exceeding 30 mm., and the 
localities also make the determination somewhat doubtful. The 
specimens of S. edwardsi, Kr. (Bate, p. 403), must also be 
re-examined with the aid of my descriptions of hitherto not 
recognized allied species. 

S. mollie, Smit.h, esbtblished by that author in 1884 (Rep. Uomm. 
Fish and l•'isheries, pt.. x. p. 4Hl), I consider to be identical with 
1:). japonicu.~, Bate (described 1881 ), with \rhich it agrees in the 
smallness of the eyes, t;be relative length and thickness of the joints 
in the antenn. pod., the shape of the squama, the soft and 
membranous integuments, a.nd the number and the feeble 
development of the posterior brauchim. 

S. magnijicus, Chun, established in 1888 (p. 33, Taf. iv. fig. 4 u. 
5), is, according to my examina.tion of one of the type specimens, 
identical with S, cM·cticus, Kr. Kroyer also has stated that the 
flagellum of the antonn:.u surpasses the total length of the animal 
about 3 times.-S. scmguineug, Cbun, established in 1889 (p. 538, 
Taf. iii. fig. 1 ), is, as stated above, identical with S. ol)esus, Kr., 
and will be discussed later on under Petaliclium. 

In 1891 \Vood-J\fason (Ann. & l\'fag. Nat. Hist. 6th ser. vol. viii. 
p. 354) established S. rulwoguttatus, \V.-J\1., a species closely allied 
to S. arcticus, Kr., but the differences in the ext. br. of urp. 
pointed out by the author are certainly valid specific cham....ters. 
For the rest, I believe that it may be po~sible to detect more 
characters. Perhaps the species is identical with S. l.:riJ!feri, Batr·, 
established 1o::n, but both species being iusu!liciently described, 
I cannot settle the question, and therefore must support both 
species. 

Of the ~pecies established by \V . .Faxon in 1S93, S. hnlia, I<'ax. 
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(p. 217), must, be mentioned; for in the final report, 1895, he with-
draws " as large and mature individuals of S. ewardtii," 
redoscribing and figuring one of the three type specimens as this 
species (p. 212, pl. li. figs. 1-1e). • But his representation shows 
that S. harea, Fax., must be maintained as valid, as the exterior 
margin of the ext. br. of nrp. is naked in almost of its length, 
while in S. edwardsi, Kr., it is hairy in the total length ; further-
more, the rostrum, besides being somewhat differently shaped, is 
considerably shorter in the last-named species than in S. halia, 
Fax., a feature also observed by Faxon (p. 214). When he writes 
(p. 214):—" Kroyer notes a rare variety' of S. edwardsi, dis-
tinguished by a larger rostrum," I may remark that a preserved 
specimen of this variety belongs to another species, S. penerinki, 
Bate, H. J. H. 

As to this last name and some other names in the following 
chapter I must say a few words. When an author in the same 
work has described an adult species and ..s Mastigopus as two 
species, the species, of course, retains the name of the adult. But 
in some instances only the Afastigopus has been described, while 
I also possess and briefly describe 'he black-eyed or even the 
mature form. In order to avoid new names I, in these cases, have 
used the name of the Mastigopus for the adult &Testes, thinking 
that a. double series of names, one for one of the not few Masti-
goina-stages, and another for the adult species itself, cannot be 
maintained, as the .31astigopus and the Serrates —in strong 
contradistinction to the relation between the Sguillidm and their 
larval—are connected with even transition. To avoid misappre-
hension I, in these cases, have placed my own name (H..1:11.) 
after the name of the author who has established the Mastigopus. 
It will, I fear, in the future also be necessary to adopt the oldest 
name for a species when its Mastigopus has been described before 
the adult. 

v. Conspectus of the Species. 

In the following tabular view (and added notes) all established 
species are enumerated, and besides two new species are named 
and later on described. The tabular view is worked out with 
reference to the adults and the Afastigopus-stages, with the ex-
ception of the youngest Mastigopus-stage (in several instances= 
Mastigopus, suet.), which sometimes differs very much from the 
somewhat older stages. 

When the black-eyed form of a species has been described else-
where or will be mentioned in my later cotes, the name in the 
tabular view is printed with interspaced letters; if the really 
mature form is known I further mark the name with an asterisk. 
When the same stage, in most instances the adult one, has been 
described under various names, they are given as synonyms following 
the oldest name, but the different stages of a species are connected 
with a 1. 

By this, perhaps somewhat artificial, mode of proceeding it will, 
I hope, be; easy to form a notion of the species. 
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Onour I. 

Msp.a at most but lade longer, sometimes shorter than frt.', its fi rst 
joint rarely, the second-fourth joints never obviously incrassa fed in 
proportion. to the joints in *rt.', its two distal joints with numerous 
-bristles along both margins. (In the Afastigopus, S. lonyispinus, 
Bate, the first joint is somewhat incrassatod, the fifth joint with 
but few bristles, the sixth only with seta; along the one margin.) 

A. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated part never occupies the 
half of the exterior margin. 

a. The body very long and slender; the distance between 
the eye-stalks and the mandibles very long. 

S. tenuiremis, Kr., li. J. H. 
S. junceuse Bate. 
S. tongicollus, Bate. 

b. The body shorter and less slender; the distance between 
the eye-stalks and the mandibles not very long. 

a. The first joint in the antenn. ped. about as long as or 
shorter than the third. 

*S. a glen tient, M.-Edw. (S. frisii, Kr., { 
S. paciftcus, Stimps.). 

S. aneylops, Kr. 
S. ovatoculus, Bate. 

I *S. cornutus, Kr. 
1 S. longispinas,Bate. 

*S. inou s, Faxon.' 
S. The first joint in the antenn. ped. cousiderably or 

much longer than the third. 
1. The second and third joints iti the antonn. ped. stout. 

*S. r o b us t u s, Smith. 
*S. japonicas, Bate (S. wait, Smith). 
*S. bisulcatus, Wood-Mss. (S. phorcus, 

Faxon, Om). 
2. The second and especially the third joint in the 

antenn. ped. slender. (The arcticus-group.) 

1
*S. arcticu 8, Kr. (S. meyeri, Metzger, 

S. magnifica', Chun). 
S. rinkii, Kr., vix Bate. 
S. clissimilis, Bate. 

. nzediterraneus, n. sp. 
*S. prehensilis, Bate. 
*S. krOyer i, Bate. 

.f S. clorsospinulis, Bate. 
1 S. kaerodentatus, Bate. 

S. nasidentatus, Bate. 
(S. rinkii, Bate, vix Kr.) 
S. lceviventralis, Bate. 

*S. ru brogu tt a tu s, Wood-Dias. 

, According to the description this species mast belong to this subdivision , 
but. it does not agree with the figure (op. cit. pl. li. lig. 2), which shows the first 
joint a little longer than the third. 

S. " f•8 
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(p. 217), must be mentioned; for in the final report, 1895, he with
draws it "as large and mature individuals of S. edwardsii,'' 
redescribing and figuring one of the three type specimens ns this 
species (p. 212, pl. li. figs. 1-1e). ·But his representation shows 
that S. halia, l!'ax., must be maintained as valid, as the exterior 
margin of the ext. br. of urp. is riaked in almost f of its length, 
while in S. edwardsi, Kr., it is hairy in the total length ; further
more, the rostrum, besides being somewhat differently shaped, .is 
considerably shorter in t.he last-named species than in S. halia, 
Fax., a feature also obserred by Faxon (p. 214). When he writes 
(p. 214) :-" Kroyer notes a. 'rare variety' of S. edward.si, dis
tinguished by a larger rostrum," I may remark that a preserved 
specimen of this variety belongs to another species, S. pene1inki, 
Bate, H. J. H. 

As to this last name and some ot.her names in the following 
chapter I must say a few words. 'Vhen an author in the same 
work has described an adult epecies and .. s MastigopWJ as two 
species, the species, of course, ret.1.ins the name of the adult. But 
in some instances only the Mastigopus has been described, while 
I also possess and briefly describe ""'.e black-eyed or even the 
mature form. In order to avoid new names I, iu these cases, have 
u~ed the name of the .Mastigopus for the adult Set-gestes, thiuking 
that a double series of names, one for one of the not few ~;u-asti
goplw-stages, and another for the adult species itself, cannot be 
maintained, as the J£(wtigopttS and the Se1yestes- in strong 
contradistinction to t.he relation between the Squillidm and t.heir 
larvm-are connected with even transition. To avoid misappre
hension I, in these cases, have placed my own name (II. J :H.) 
after the nrune of the author who has established the Mastigopus. 
It will, I fear, in the future also be ne<.-essary to adopt the oldest 
name for a species when its .llf.astigopus has been described before 
the adult. 

v. Conspectus of the Species. 

In the following tabular view (and added notes) all established 
species are enumerated, and besides two new species are named 
and later on described. The tabular view is worked out with 
reference to the adults and the .Mastigoplw-stages, with the ex
ception of the youngest J[astigopus-stage (in several instances= 
Jlfastigor1s, auct.), which sometimes differs very mneh from the 
somewhat older stages. 

\Vhen the blacl•-eyed form of a species has been describe~ else
where or will be mentioned in my later uotes, the name m the 
tabular view is printed with interspaccd letters;_ if the rc~lly 
mature form is known I further mark the nn.me \nUl an asterisk. 
\Vhen the same stage, in most instances the adult one, l.1a;; bo;en 
desct·ib!'d under yarious names, they are gi>en as synonyms followmg 
the oldest name, but. the diffe1-ent stages of a species arc cormectcd 
with a {. ' . . . 

. By this, perhaps somewhat artificial, mode of proccethpg It will, 
I hope, be easy i.o form a notion of the sp~'cies. 

tit • 
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Gnom• I. 
Mxp. 3 at most but little longer, sometimes sllm·t~r t!t.an. t1·l.3

, its fir~t 
joint. rarely, tlte IWCOIUl~fou,rtlt Joints n~uer o?v.wu,sly .t1!cra:;salctlul 
pro1Jortioa to the Joints in trl.3, its t.,,-o distal ]Olllts Wlth Hn~nc!·ou~ 
bristles along both margins. (In the Mast,yopus, S. lo!1!(1A1Jm:us, 
Bate, the first joiut is somewhat incmssated, (,he fifth JOmt. Wlt·h 
but few bristles, the sixth only wit.h setro along the one margm.) 

A. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated 1mrt never occupies the 
lmlf of the exterior margin. 

a. 1'he body very long and slender; the distance between 
the eye-stalks and the mandibles very long. 

{ 

S. ten u ire m is, Kr., H. J. H. 
. S. junceWJ, Bate. 

S. longicollus, Bate. 
b. 'rho body shorter and less slender; the distance between 

the eye-stalks and the mandibles not. very long. 
u. The first joint in the antenn. ped. about as long as or 

shorter than the third. 

{

*S. atlanticus, ~I.-Edw. (S.frisii, Kr., 
S. pacificus, Stimps.). 

S. ancylops, Kr. 
S. ovatoculWJ, Bate. 

{
*S. cornutus, Kr. 
S.l.onyispimJS, Bate. 

*S. i no us, .Faxou.1 

{3. The first joint in the antenn. peel. considerably or 
much longer than ~he .t1.1ird .. 

1. The second and thn·d )Otnts m the ant.cnn. ped. stottt. 
*S. robustus, Smith. 
*S.japonicus, Bate (S. mollis, Smith). 
*S. b is u l cat us, \Vood-1\fas. (S. phOI'C1t.S, 

Faxon, olim ). 
2. The second and especially the third joint in the 

antenn. ped. slender. (The arcliws-gt·oup.) 

{ 

*S. a.r c tic us, Kr. (.8. ?neye,·i, 1\Ietzger, 
S. magnijicus, Chuu). 

S. rinkii, Kr., vix Bate. .s. ±.~l~ 1-l 1·11 
(S. clissimilis, Bate. 
1.§. mediter1·aneus, n. sp. 
*S.prehensilis, B:tte. 
*S. lcroye1·i, Bate. 

{ 
S. clorsospinalis, Bate. 
S. laterodentafHs, Hate. 
S. nasident(d!ts, Bate. 

(S. rinlcii, J3ate, vix K r.) 
S. lwviventralis, Bu.te. 

*S. rubroyuttatus, \Yood-1\fas. 
• According to the description this spc?ics mns~ b?long t<J this s~bclivisio_n, 

but it does not agree with the figure (op. czt. pl. h. lig. 2), "luch sho\\S the fir,t 
joint n little longer than the third. 

l 
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B. On the ext. lir. of . urp. the ciliated part occupies more 
than the half of the exterior margin..

S. co rnic u Its nt, Kr., H. J. H. (S. lacini-
atus, Kr.) 

S. utringued,ens, Bate. 
S. longirostris, Bate. 

To this group further belong the following species: S. prcecollus, 
Bate, S. semiarmis, Bate, S. longicaudatus, Stimps., S. remipes 
(Stimps.), and S. (Sciacaris) telsonis, Bate. All are but larva. 

Gaon'. II. 
Map.' considerably or much longer than tr/.3, its 4 proximal joints 

considerably or (generally) very much incrassateil or yartially almost 
inflated in proportion to the joints in trl.3, its two distal joints with 
very short bristles or totally naked along the one margin, the 
sixth joint with a number of spines very different in length along 
the other margin, and a feebler armature may also be found on the 
fifth joint. 

A. The adult and the older larva with two branchite above 
. trl'., and the sixth joint of mxp.3 divided into 5 subjoiuts. 

The adult with a comb of very numerous short spines 
along the one margin of the sixth joint and of the distal 
part of the fifth of mix' The larva with short eye-stalks. 

I *S. h ens eni (Ortm.). 
S. sargassi, Ortm. 

B. The adult and the older larva with one bronchia and a 
lamella above tr13., and the sixth joint of mxp.3 divided 
into 4 or 6 subjoints. The adult without any comb on 
mxp.3 The lame with moderately long or very long eye-
stalks. (The edwardsii-group.) 

«. On the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin is ciliated in 
the whole length or (in the larva) at least in c. ET of 
the length' 

f *S. edwarclsi, Kr. 
1 S. oculatus, Kr. 

b. On the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin is ciliated at 
most ins of the length. 

a. The same exterior margin is in the larva) ciliated at 
least in in the adults hi more than * of the length. 

f *S. v ig i 1 a x, Stimps., H. J. H. 
1 S. parvidens, Bate. 

*S. penerinki, Bate, H. J. H. . 
/3. The same exterior margin is ciliated in less than / of 

the length. 
*S. incertus,n. sp. 
*S.halia, Faxon. 
S. annulus, Kr. 

llere and in the following part of the tabular view 1 cannot include larva: 
shorter that 9-10 mini. in length, as the character employed alters in the 
youngest stages (see later on). 
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To this group further belong *S. h a en if e r, Ale. & And., which 
I am not able to recognize, and the following larva): S. inter-
media., Bate, S. diapontius, Bate, S. fermerinkii, Bate, S. spini-
ventralis, Bate, and S. ventridentatus, Bate, several of which 
certainly belong to some of the species in the tabular view, but I 
cannot recognize then; S. tnacrophthalmus, Stimps., in all proba-
bility being a younger S. vigilax, Stimps.; finally S. brachyorrhos, 
Kr., which is a very young larva of S. edivardsii, Kr. (see later on). 

S. araeltnipodus, de Nat., and S. profundus, Bate, I have not 
been able to refer to any one of the groups ; to Petal ilium is 
transferred S. obe.sus, Kr. (S. sanguineus, Chun), and excluded as 
not belonging to the genus are S. serrulatus, Kr., and S. caudatus, 
Kr. 

vi. .Notes on the Species of Group I. 

A. a. S. tenuiremis, Kr. The specimcu described by KrOyer 
(p. 255, tab. iv. fig. 11, a-b) is a hardly half-grown Mastigopus ; 
S. longicollus, Bate (p. 421, p1. lxxvii. Sg. 1), is almost (or perhaps 
fully) adult; S. junceus, Bate (p. 416, p1. lxxvi. fig. 1), is the 
young Mastigopes, 6 mm. long, with dorsal spines on the 4th-
6th abdominal segments. I have examined a specimen 23 mm. in 
length, which had j_ust obtained the black eyes ; the species grows 
at least somewhat longer before maturity, but the mature form is 
unknown. The obtaining of black eyes does not always take place 
at the same length of the animal, as a specimen with the larger, 
oblique, yellowish eyes is even 26 mm. long. The species is easily 
separated from all other known forms by the combination of two 
characters : the very long and slender body with the long distance 
between the eye-stalks and the mouth-organs, and the ciliated 

, iis on the ext. br. of urp. occupying, in the older forms scarcely 
n the younger a little more than a of the exterior margin. The 

quoted figure of S. longicollus, Bate (p1. lxxvii.), gives a tolerably 
correct notion of the species. 

It may further be added that of the two branchite above W.' the 
first is long and the second a little more than half the length of 
the first and but a little shorter than the first branchia to W', 
while the second above trl." is somewhat smaller, but still very well 
developed. I have seen specimens of this species from numerous 
localities in the Atlantic, northward to lat. 32° 16' N., in the 
Indian Ocean, and in the Pacific as far as the Matelota Islands 
and lat. 16° 8' S., long. 111° 50' E. 

A. b. a. S. atlanticus, M.-Edw. As to the synonymy etc., see 
above. The best representation of this very common species is 
given by Kroyer (S. frisii, Kr., p. 235, tab. i. fig. 1, a-v). The 
sixth joint of imp.' consists of If subjoints, the 4 distal of equal 
length and each of the 2 proximal as long as 2 of the distal 
subjoints together. The branehial formula as in S. jmponicus, Bate 
(S. mollis, Smith), viz, a podobranelda and a lamella to mxp', 
a pleurobranchia and a lamella to mxp.' and trl.'-tr1.3, flintily 2 
pleurobranebise to tat', but the branehim are longer than in S. monis, 
Smith (Rep. Comm. Fish and Fisheties f. 1885, pl. xx. fig. 5), and 
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B. On the ext. br. of. urp. the ciliated part occupies more 
than the half of the exterior margin. 

8. corniculum, Kr., H. J. H. (8.lacini
atU&, Kr.) 

8. utrinquedens, Bate. 
8. umgiro&tris, Bate. 

To tl1is group further belong the following species: S.pr<JJCollus, 
Bate, 8. semiarmis, Bate, S. longicaudatus, Stimps., 8. 1·emipes 
(Stimps.), and S. (Sciaoaris) telsonis, Bate. All are but larvre. 

GROUP II. 
M.1cp.3 considerably or much longer tltan trl. 3, its 4 pro.rimal joints 

c_onsidera.bly or (ge~tel•ally) ve:!! rttu.ch inuassatefl 01· partially almost 
~nflated ~n proportwn to the ;omts tn trU, its two distal joints wit-h 
Y~ry s_h?rt b:istles or totally 1_1aked alon15 the one margin, the 
sixth JOint wit~ a number of spmes very d!ffe1·ent in length along 
the other margm, and a feebler armature mav also be found on the 
fifth joint. • 

A. The adult and the older larvre with two branchi::e above 
trP., and the sixth joint of mxp.3 di\·ided into 5 BUbjoints. 
The adult with a comb of very numerous short spines 
along the one margin of the sixth joint and of the distal 
part of the fifth of mxp.3 The lar1·::e with short eye-stalks. 

{ 
*S. ltenseni (Ortm.). 

S. sargassi, Ortm. 
B. The adult and the older larvre with one branchia and a 

lamella above trP., and the sixth joint of mxp.3 divided 
into 4 or 6 subjoints. The adult without any comb on 
mxp.3 The larvre with moderately long or very long eye
stalks. (The edwcwclsii-group.) 

a. On the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin is ciliated in 
the whole length or (in the lar\'re) at least in c. H- of 
the length.' 

{ 
*S. edwarcls1:, Kr. 
S. ocukttus, Kr. 

b. On the ext. br. of urp. the exterior nmrgin is ciliated at 
most in ~ of the length. 

a. The same exterior margin is in the larvre ciliated at 
least in if, in the adults in more than -t of the length. 

{ 
*S. vig~laa:, Stimps., H. J. H. 

S. parmdens, Bate. 
*S.pene1·ink:i, Bate, ll.J.H. 

(3. The same exterior margin is t:iliated in less than ~ of 
the length. 

*8. incel'tus, n. sp. 
*S. hal i a, .Faxon. 

S. a1·mafll&, ICr. 
1 Here and in the fo!lowiug p;u·l of the tabular ricw I cannot indndc lar'-"" 

shorter thmt 9-10 mm. in length, as the charuder cmploycc1 altm:s in the 
youug;.:~L stages (see la.tm· on). 

i 
i 

" 
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To this group further belong •S.lt am if e 1·, Ale. & And., which 
I am not able to recognize, :md tho following larvre : 8. inter
me(l·ius,, Bate, S. diapontius, B~te, S. fennerink:ii, Bate, S. spini
ventralts, Bate, and S. veni1·Hlentatus, Bate, several of which 
certainly belong to some of the species in the tabular view, but I 
ca1~not re<.:ognize them; S. macropltthalnw.s, Stimps., in all proba
bility being a younger S. vigilax, Stimps.; finally S. bracltyorrlws, 
Kr., which is a very young larva of S. edwm·dsii,Kr. (see later on). 

S. a1·aclmipodus, de Nat., and S. profumlus, Bate, I have not 
been able to refer to any one of the groups ; to Petalidiwn is 
transferred S. obesus, Kr. (S. ~;anguineus, Clmn), and excluded as 
not belonging to the genus are S. serrulatus, Kr., and S. caudatus, 
Kr. 

vi. Notes on the Species of G1-oup I. 

A. a. S. tenuiremis, ICr. The specimen described by Kroyer 
(p. 255, tab. iv. fig. 11, a-b) is a hardly half-grown Jfastigopus; 
8. longicollus, Bate (p. 421, pL lxxvii. fig. 1), is almost (or perhaps 
fully) adult; S. juneeus, Bate (p. 416, pl. Ixxvi. fig. 1), is the 
young Mastigopus, 6 mru. long, with dorsal spines on the 4th-
6th abdominal segments. I have examined a specimen 23 mm. in 
length, which had just obtained the black eyes; the species grows 
at least somewhat longer before maturity, but the mature form is 
unknown. The obtaining of black eyes does not always take place 
at ~he same IE:ngth of ~he ani1~al, as a specimen with the larger, 
obhque, yelloWlsh eyes 1s even 26 mm. long. The species is easily 
separated from all other known formR by the combination of two 
characters : the very long and slender body with the long distance 
between the eye-stalks and the month-organs, and the ciliated 
pa~ts on the ext. br. of urp. occupying, in the older forms scarcely 
!, m the younger a little more than t of the exterior margin. 'l'he 
quot-ed figu_re of S. lonyicollus, Bate (pl. lxxxii. ), gives a tolerably 
correct notiOn of the species. 

It may further be added that of the two branchioo above trl. 3 the 
first is long and the second a little more than half the leno-th of 
the first and but a little shorter than the first branchia t~ trl.', 
while the second above trl! is somewhat smaller, but still very well 
de1·eloped. I have seen specimens of this species from numerous 
localities in the Atlantic, northward to lat .. 32° 16' N., in the 
Indian Ocean, and in the Pacific as far as the Mat-elota Islands 
and lat. lG0 81 S., long. 111° 50' E. 

A. b. a. S. atlanticus, 1\I.-Ech,-. As to the synonymy etc., see 
above. The best representation of this very common species is 
gi1·en by Kriiyer (S.frisii, Kr.,p. 235, tab. i. fig. l,a-v). The 
sixth joint of mxp.' consists of !) subjoint.~, the 4 distal of equal 
len;.,rt h and each of the 2 JWOX imal as long as 2 of the distal 
subjoints together. The bran,·hial formula ns in S .. iaponicus, Jlate 
(S. moUis, ~mith), Yiz. a podolmmehia nne! a lamella to nn:p.~, 
a pleurobranchia and a lamdla to mxp." ami trl.'-trl.", Jiually 2 
pleurobrnnchim to trl. ',but the branehire are longer than inS. moll-is 
Smith (R0p. Comm. n~h anti Fiohcrics f. 18S;), pl. XX. fig. 5), and 
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the 2 branchim above tr1.4 are well developed ; the statements of 
earlier authors on the branchise of this species are rather 
deficient. 

As stated above, S. ancylops, Kr. (p. 262, tab. iii. fig. 8,a-e), is 
the Mastigopus of S. atlanticus, and I have seen every stage of 
transition between the larva and the adult. S. ovatoculus, Bate 
(p. 408, pl. lxxiv. fig. 2), is a stage a little older than that 
described as S. ancylops by Kroger and Bate. 

The stages from 7 mm. in length and more are easily dis-
tinguished from all other known larvae by the shape of the eyes, of 
which Kroger has given two good figures, and also in the still 
younger stages mentioned below the eyes have a rather similar 
shape ; in the older stages the sixth joint of mxp.' shows the same 
subdivision into 6 joints as is found in the adult. 

A small specimen examined by me is scarcely 6.5 mm. long, tr1.4
is even shorter than the two proximal joints of trl.' together ; the 
eyes and the eye-stalks are longer than in the stage figured by 
Kroger, reaching a little beyond the basis of the third joint of the 
antenn. ped.: the first joint of this peduncle is about l- longer 
than the third; the very long and slender rostrum occupies f, of 
the length of the eye-stalks and carries a small dorsal spine over 
its basis ; the inferior side of the abdominal segments is without 
spines, while a rudiment of a spine is present on the dorsal side 
of the third segment, and the spines on the fourth and fifth 
segments are a little longer than in the following stage; the 
ciliated part of the ext. br. of urp. occupies a little more than f, 
but not i  of the exterior margin. 

The smallest specimen examined by me is but 3.5 mm. long, 
without the rostrum ; the eye-stalks are extremely long, together 
with the eyes almost as long as the carapace in the median line ; 
the rostrum reaches almost to the tip of the eyes and is adorned 
with a shorter dorsal spine at the basis and with some short setae 
on the distal part ; the supra-orbital and the hepatic spines are 
considerably elongated. The dorsal spine on the third abdominal 
segment is rather long, the spines on the fourth and fifth segments 
very long ; the epimera of the 5 anterior segments are each 
produced into a fine spine bent somewhat outwards ; the spine on 
the ext. br. of urp. is placed almost before the middle of the 
exterior margin, and the branch itself is extremely slender, 13 or 
14 times longer than broad. This stage, thus rather diverging 
from the older ones, is, in my opinion, the youngest Mastigopus, 
and was taken by Prof. Chun at the Canary Islands. 

Of S. atlanticus I have seen specimens from the Atlantic, north-
ward to lat. 42° N., from the Indian Ocean and from the Pacific 
lat. 15° S., long. 109° 20' E., and the China Sea. 

S. cornutus, Kr. (p. 249, tab. ii. fig. 2, a-1). This species is 
easily distinguished from S. atlanticus, 31.-Edw., by the following 
characters :—The - rostrum is much longer, directed obliquely 
forwards and slenderly acuminated, the eyes are smaller, the 
third joint of the antenn:. ped. is distinctly longer than the first, 

1 
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which, from the spina on the outer margin, is strongly tapering 
towards the apex, the outer margin even being slightly concave in 
outline; the sixth joint of mxp." is distinctly 4-jointed, the relative 
length of these subjoints as in the larva (see below). Above trl.' 
a well-developed pleurobranchia and a lamella, above trl.' a well-
developed pleurobranchia and a lamella with 2-5 branches at the 
tip, thus a branchia very little developed and more feeble than in 
any other adult species known to me. 

S. longispinus, Bate (p. 417, pl. lxxvi. fig. 2), is most decidedly 
the larva of S. cornutus, Kr. It attains a length astonishing as 
compared with that of the adult. The specimen which I am 
about to describe is 13 mm. long, while the adult male is but 16 
mm. The rostrum is somewhat longer than in the adult, without 
dorsal spine, the supra-ocular and the hepatic spines and the 
gastro-hepatic groove are well developed. The eye-stalks are very 
long, the large, somewhat oblique eyes lie above the basis of the 
third joint of the antenn. ped., the relative length of which is 
almost as in the adult. Mxp.' is but little longer than trl.' and 
constitutes in several respects a transition-form to S. edwardsi, 
Kr., and allied species ; the first joint is considerably incrassated, 
second-fourth joints but little coarser than in tr1.3, the fourth joint 
with very few and short bristles, the fifth with few seta; more 
developed on the one than on the other margin, the sixth joint as 
long as the fifth (a character also found in S. atlanticus, etc., while 
in the edwardsi-group the fifth joint is much longer than the 
sixth), divided into 4 subjoints, of which the first is .137 times longer 
than the second, and this is as long as the last 2 subjoints together, 
which are about equal in length, or the third somewhat longer 
than the fourth ; the 3 proximal subjoints each with very few 
short seta;, and at the end with 2 very long stiff seta; or slender 
spines, the fourth subjoint with one short and 3 very long apical 
spines, which, however, are scarcely more robust than those on 
trl.' or trl.', tr1.4 reaching a little beyond 3 of the fourth joint of 
trl.' Above tr1.4 a well-developed branchia and a lamella with 3 

-short apical branches. The 3 anterior abdominal segments each 
with a rather short dorsal spine, which, at least on the 2 anterior 
segments, is directed obliquely forward, the 'fourth segment with-
out any spine and the fifth and sixth each with a short spine ; the 
4 anterior segments having on the middle of each epimeron a spine 
directed outwards, the spine being short on the three segments 
and somewhat longer on the fourth, the fi fth segment with a very 
long spine directed downwards and bending somewhat forwards, 
and issuing from the inferior margin at a short distance from its 
posterior end; the sixth segment with a small spine turned clown-
wards from the posterior edge. As in the mature form, the 
ciliated part occupies between ?; and of the exterior margin of 
the ext. hr. of urp. 

The specimen described differs considerably from the figure 
given by Bate, but the form_ described by him is somewhat 
younger. My determination is decidedly correct, as two similar 
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the 2 branchiro above t:rl.' are well developed · the statements of 
l . ' ear Ier authors on the branchiro of this species are rather 

deficient. 
As sta~ed above, S. ancylops, Kr. (p. 262, tab. iii. fig. B,a-e), is 

the Mast~gopus of S. atlanticus, and I have seen every stage of 
transition between the larva and the adult. S. ovatoculus, Bate 
(p. 4~8, pl. lxxiv. fig. 2), is a stage a little older than that 
described as S. ancylops by Kriiyer and Bate. 

The stages from 7 mm. in length and more are easily dis
tinl?uish~d._from all ot~er known !arne. by the shape of the eyes, of 
which Kroyer ha.s grven two good figures, and also in the still 
younger stages mentioned below the eyes have a. rather similar 
shape; in the older stages the sixth joint of mxp.• shows the same 
subdivision into 6 joints as is found in the adult. 
. A small specimen examined by ~e is. scarcely 6·5 mm. long, trl.' 
IS even shorter than the two proximal JOints of trl." together ; the 
eyes and the eye-stalks arc longer than in the stage figured by 
Kriiyer, reaching a little beyond the basis of the third joint of the 
antenn. pe~. : t-he first joint of this peduncle is about -(o longer 
than the tlnrd; the very long and slender rostrum occupies §- of 
~he len~h of t?e e,fe-st~lks and carries a small dorsnl spine over 
Its basis ; the mferror side of the abdom~nal segments is without 
spines, while a rudiment of a spine is present on the dorsal side 
of the third segment, and the spines on the fourth and fifth 
S~!pllents are a little longer than in the following stage; the 
cilmted part of the ext. hr. of urp. occupies a little more than ~ 
but not ~ of the exterior margin. a' 

The smallest specimen examined by me is but 3·5 mm. long, 
w~thout the rostrum; the eye-stalks are extremely long, together 
with t.he eyes almost as long as the carapace in the median line ; 
the rostrum reaches almost to the tip of the eyes and is adorned 
with a shorter dorsal spine at the basis and with some short setre 
on the distal part ; the supra-orbital and the hepatic spines are 
considerably elongated. The dorsal spine on the third abdominal 
segment is rather long, the spines on the fourth and fifth segments 
very long ; the epimera of the 5 anterior segments are eaeh 
produced into a fine spine bent somewhat outwards ; the spine on 
the ext. br. of urp. is placed almost before the middle of the 
exterior margin, and the branch itself is extremely slender, 13 or 
14 times longer than broad. This stage, thus rather diverging 
from the older ones, is, in my opinion, the youngest Mastigopus, 
and was taken by Prof. Cbun at the Canary Islands. 

Of S. atlanticus I have seen specimens from the Atlantic, north
ward to lat. 42° N., from the Indian Ocean and from the Pacific 
lat. 15° S., long. 109° 20' E., and the China Sea. 

S. cornutus, Kr. (p. 24U, tab. ii. fig. 2, a-l). This species is 
easily distingui~hed from 8. atlanticus, .i.\1.-Edw., by the following 
characters :-The ·rostrum is much longer, directed obliquely 
forwards and slenderly acuminated, the eyes are smaller, the 
third joint of the autem:. ped. is distinctly longer than th~ first, 
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whieh, from the spina on the outer margin, is strongly tapering 
towards the apex, the outer margin even being slightly concave in 
outline; the sixth joint of mxp.' is distinctly 4-jointed, the relative 
length of these subjoints as in the larva. (see below). Abore trl.3 

a well-developed pleurobmnchia and a lamella, above trl.' a. well
developed pleurobranchia and a lamella with 2-5 branches at the 
tip, thus a branchia very little developed and more feeble than in 
any other adult species known to me. 

S. longispinus, Bate (p. 417, pl. lxxvi. fig. 2), is most decidedly 
the larva of S. comutus, Kr. It attains a length astonishing as 
compared with that of the adult. 'L'he specimen which I am 
about to describe is 13 mm. long, while the adult male is but Hi 
mm. The rostrum is somewhat longer than in the adult, without 
dorsal spine, the supra-ocular and the hepatic spines and the 
gastro-hepatic groove are well developed. The eye-stalks are very 
long, the large, somewhat oblique eyes lie above the basis of the 
third joint of the antenn. ped., the relative length of which is 
almost as in the adult. Mxp. 3 is but little longer than trl. • and 
constitutes in several respects a transition-form to S. edwardsi, 
Kr., and allied species ; the first joint is considerably incrassated, 
second-fourth joints but little coarser than in trP, the fourth joint 
with very few and short bristles, the fifth with few setre more 
developed on the one than on the other margin, the sixth joint as 
long as the fifth (a character also found inS. atlanticl/,s, etc., while 
in the edwardsi-group the fifth joint is much longer than the 
sixth), divided into 4 subjoints, of which the first is ~times longer 
than the second, and this is as long as the last 2 subjoints together, 
which are about equal in length, or the third somewhat lon"er 
than the fourth ; the 3 proximal subjoints each with Yery f~w 
short setre, and at the end with 2 very long stiff setre or slender 
spines, the fourth subjoint with one short and 3 very long apical 
spines, which, however, are scarcely more robust than those on 
trP or trl.', trl.4 reaching a little beyond §of the fourth joint of 
trl.' .A.bo,-e trl.' a well-developed branchia and a lamella with 3 

. short apical branches. The 3 anterior abdominal segments each 
with a rather short dorsal spine, which, at least on the 2 anterior 
segments, is directed obliquely forward, the "fourth segment with
out any spine and the fifth and sixth each with a short spine: tht' 
4 anterior segments having on the middle of each epimeron a spine 
directed out\\·ards, the spine being short on the three segment.s 
and somewhat longer on the fourth, the fiHh segment with a very 
long spine directed downwards and bendiug somewhat forwards, 
and issuing from the inferior margin at a short distance from its 
posterior end; the ~ixth segment \\·ith a small spine tum eel down
wards from the posterior edge. As in the mature form, the 
ciliated part occupies bet"-een ?; and i of the exterior marg-in of 
the ext. br. of urp. · 

'.l'lw specimen described diiT('l"b considerably from i!Je figure 
giYen by Bate, but the form described by him is some\\·bat 
younger. J'lly determination is decidedly correct, as t-.~·o similar 
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specimens, the one determined by Chun, the other by Ortmann, are 
referred by these authors to the same species. 

S. cornutus, Kr., and especially S. lottgispinus, Bate, present 
some affinity to S. edtvardsi, Kr., and allied species, which becomes 
very evident by the fact that a short process is found on the outer 
side of the third joint of tr1.1 and trl.a 

Of S. inous, Fax., I have seen no specimens. 
A. b. 0. 1. Of S. robustus, Smith, S. japonicus, Bate (S. monis, 

Smith), and S. bisulcatus, ood-Mas., I have seen no specimens. 
Of S. robtestus we possess several stages of the Mastigorus, but 
having found none of them described I will omit discussing them 
in this paper. 

A. 643.2. This rich section of adults and lame I have called 
the arcticus-group, as they are very nearly related to each other, and 
S. arcticus, Kr., is the only one well described of the mature forms 
and the sole species of which I am able to trace the whole develop-
ment from the Acanthosonta (incl.) to the adult. I will begin with 
some remarks on the adults and on a subadult species. 

S. arcticus, Kr., is well represented by Kriiyer (p. 240, tab. iii. 
fig. 7, a- g ; tab. v. fig. 16); later on S. I. Smith, in the various 
papers (see above), communicates sane additional notes and good 
figures. The species has been captured in the Atlantic, northward 
to Greenland, and southward to lat. 38° S., long. 12° E. (Mus. 
Copenh.); further, in the Mediterranean near Ischia (S. »tag niftcus, 
Chun), and some older lame in the Adriatic at Ragusa and 
Lesina (Chun's collection). But, together with these last larva, I 
found in Chun's collection some young specimens and older larrm 
of a new and unfortunately closely related species, S. mediterra-
netts, n. sp., which makes it necessary to present some remarks on 
the two species, so that it will be possible to distinguish them 
from each other. Previously no valid species allied to S. arcticus, 
Kr., was known from the Atlantic or the Mediterranean. 

The largest specimen of S. mediterraneus, in., is 19.6 mm. long, 
and has almost assumed the adult shape, but the eyes are still not 
black and therefore their final magnitude cannot be determined. 
Of characters between this subadult stage and the subadult and 
adult S. areticus, Kr.; I have found the following :—S. tnediterra-
netts is destitute of the hepatic spines and the gastro-hepatic 
groove ; the supra-ocular spines are quite rudimentary; the basal 
joint of the antenn. peduncle is obviously somewhat shorter than 
the two following taken together, which are a little more coarse 
than in S. arcticus, while th basal joint from the spine near the 
basis of the exterior margin is somewhat more narrow, with the 
exterior margin less convex in outline than in S. aecticus ; the ext. 
br. of urp. is but 4 times longer than broad, with the outer margin 
beyond the spine strikingly concave. In S. arcticus, Kr., the 
supra-ocular and hepatic spines and the gastro-hepatic groove lire 
well developed; the basal joint of the antenn.' ped. is (measured 
with accuracy) almost or quite as long as the two following taken 
together ; the ext. hr. of urp. is exactly 5 times longer than 
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braid thus conspicueusly more narrow than in S. suediterraneus, 
in. ; and the outer margin beyond the spine but slightly concave. 
The branchire (comp. the notes of 8. 1. Smith in Bull. Mus. Comp. 
Zool. vol. x. p. 96) do not seem to present any character fit for. 
use. S. arcticus, Kr., is smaller than the other species when the 
eyes obtain the black colour. 

Above I have mentioned that S. rubroguttatus, Wood-Mas., from 
the Indian Ocean is, in my opinion, a valid species, as the ester. 
br. of nip. is described and figured (Ann. &Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. 6, 
vol. viii. p. 354) to be much more narrow than in S. arcticus, Kr., 
and without the spine on the outer margin. S. kroyeri, Bate, and 
S. preltensilis , Bate, are unknown to me ; they have the same 
branchial formula as S. arcticus, but a new investigation of both 
species is much needed ; perhaps S. rubroguttutus, Wood-Mas., is 
synonymous with S. kriiyeri, Bate. 

Of S. urcticus, Kr., our museum possesses a series of all stages from 
the Acanthosoma (incl.) to the mature form. One of these stages 
is S. rinkii, Kr. Kroyer's representation (p. 265, tab. ii. fig. 3, 
a-y) corresponds well with specimens of 8 mm. in length, rostrum 
not included, and is rather good; thus he describes and figures the 
eyes with their long stalks, the very characteristic antenn. ped., 
the shape of the squama, the dorsal spines on the abdomen, the 
long pleopods, the uropods with their exterior branch being very 
characteristic for the young Afastigorta, viz. 6.5 times longer than 
broad and the ciliated part of the exterior margin considerably 
longer than in the adult, finally the telson, which has a shape very 
different from that found in the adult—but the representation of 
the carapace is deficient (see later on) and misleading in one par-
ticular. Thus be describes the rostrum as being short, but it must 
already then have been broken off in one or two of his specimens; 
in reality it is about as long as the eye-stalks (without the eyes), and 
adorned at the basis with a dorsal spine almost as long as the 
diameter of the eye. 

The largest specimen of Aeantltosoma, which, however, I shall not 
try to describe, is, the rostrum not included, 5.3 min, in length, 
and with the rostrum (which reaches somewhat in advance of 
the eyes) c. 6.6 mm. long. Among the type specimens of Kroyer 
I find two specimens, which must be the stage immediately suc-
ceeding the Acanthosolna ; one specimen is with the rostrum 6.9 
mm. long, but from another locality I have seen a specimen in the 
same stage measuring even 8 mm. This stage differs considerably 
from that described by KrOyer, and therefore a short account of it 
shall be given. The rostrum is exceedingly long, reaching a little 
in advance of the eyes, on the distal part adorned with some short 
and fine seta:, and at the basis originates a setaceous dorsal spine, 
which is adorned with some short and fine seta and is longer than 
the diameter of an eye. The supniocular spine is well developed, 
and the hepatic spine exceedingly long, considerably longer than 
the diameter of an eye; just in front of the gastro-bepatic groove 
is observed a short protuberance in the median line. The eyes 
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specimens, the one determined by Chun, the other by Ortmann, nrc 
referred by these authors to the same species. 

S. corn~tus, Kr., and especially S. longispinm, Bate, present 
some al~mty to S. edwardsi, Kr., and allied species, which becomes 
v_ery evident ~y t!1~ fact that a. short process is found on the outer 
Side of the third JOint of trl.l and trL" 

Of S. inous, Fax., I ha\'e seen no specimens. 
~·b. (3. L 0~ S. robustm, Smith, S. japonicus, Bate (S. mollis, 

Sm1th), and S. bzsulcatus, Wood-Mas., I have seen no specimens. 
Of .s. rob~utw; we possess several stages of the Ma<~tigopus, but 
havmg found none of them described I will omit discussing them 
in this paper. 

A. b.f3. 2. This rich section of adults and la.rvro I hal'e called 
the arc~icus-group, as they are very nearly related to each other, and 
S. arctu;us, Kr., IS the only one well described of the mature forms 
and the sole species of which ~ am able to trace the whole develop
ment from the Acanthosoma (mel.) to the adult. I will begin with 
some remarks on the adults and on a subadult species. 

S. m·cticti.S, Kr., is well represented by Kroyer (p. 2401 tab. iii. 
fig. 7, a-g; tab. v. fig. 16); later on S. I. Smith, in the various 
llapers (see above), communicates some additional notes and good 
figures. 'l'he species has been captured in the Atlantic, northward 
to Greenland, and southward to lat. 38° S., long. 12° E. (Mus. 
Copenh.); further, in the Mediterranean near Ischia (S. rnagnijicus, 
Chun), :md some older lan-ro in the Adriatic at Raausa and 
J:..esina (Chun's collection). But, together with these last larvre, I 
found in Chun's collect.ion some young specimens and older larYro 
of a new and unfortunately closely related species, S. mediterra
nen.~, n. sp., which makes it necessary to present some remarks on 
the two species, so that it will be possible to distinguish them 
f~om each other. Previously no valid species allied to S. cwcticus, 
Iu., was known from the Atlantic or the Mediterranean. 

The largest specimen of S. mediterrcmeus, m., is HJ·5 mm. long, 
and bas almost assumed the adult shape, but the eyes are still not 
black and therefore their final magnitude cannot be determined. 
Of characters between this subadult stage and the subadnlt and 
adult S. artticus, Kr.; I have found the following :-S. mediter1·a
neus is destitute of the hepatic spines and the gastro-hepatie 
~r.ooYe ; the supra-ocular spines are quite rudimentary; the basal 
JO!Ut of the antenn. peduncle is ob,·ionsly somewhat shorter than 
the two follov>ing taken together, which are a little more coarse 
than in S. nrcticws, while the basal joiut from the spine near tile 
ba~is of tbe exterior margin is somewhat more narrow, with the 
exterior margin less convex in outline than in S. at·cticu.,.;; the ext. 
br. of nrp. is but 4 times longer than broad, with the outer margin 
beyond the spine strikingly concave. ] n S. arcticHs, Kr., the 
supra-ot:nlar aud hepatic spines ami the gastro-lwpatic ~roove are 
\rdl cle,·eloped; the basal joint of the antenn. ped. is (measured 
with accuracy) almost or quite as long as the two follO\ring taken 
together; the ext.. br. of urp. is exadly 5 times lougt>x than 

j 
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broad-thus conspieu\)Hsly more narrow than in S. me<litm·raneus, 
m.; and th_e outer margin beyond the spine but alightly concave. 
'l'he brnnchtre (comp. the notes of S. I. Hmith in Bull. 1\-lus. Comp. 
Zoo!. vol. x. l;l· 00) r do. not seem to prescllt· any character fit for 
use. S. ~1·ct•cus, lu., ts smaller than the other species when the 
eyes obtmn the black colour. 

Above I have mentioned that S. 1"Ubroguttcctus, Wood-Mas. from 
the Indian _Ocean is, in my opinion, a v~lid species, as the ~xter. 
br. of.:~rp. Is descdbed and figured (Ann. & Mag. Nat. Hist. ser. G, 
voL v1~1· p. 354) to. be much more narrow than in S. a1·cticus, Kr., 
and w1thout the spme on the outer marrrin. S. k:rogeri Bate and 
S.prelu:nsilis, lhte, are unk.nown to I~c; they have' the ~ame 
bran.clnn:l formula as S. arttu:tts, but a new investigation of both 
species ts much 11eeded; perhaps S. rub1·oguttatus, 1-Vood-Mas. is 
synonymous with S. l.:royeri, Bate. ' 

Of S. arcticus, Kr., our museum possesses a series of all stages from 
the Acantlwsoma (incl.) to the mature form. One of these stages 
is S. rinlcii, Kr. Kroyer's representation (p. 265, tab. ii. fig. 3, 
a-.IJ). corresponds ':·ell with specimens of 8 mm. in length, rostrum 
not me!uded, ~nd 1s rather good; thus he dest:ribes and figures the 
eyes w1th the1r long stalks, the very characteristic antenn. pefl., 
the shape of the squama, the dors:~.l spines on the abdomen the 
long plco_r~ds, the uropods with ~heir e:x.~erior branch being ~ery 
dmractenstic for_tf!e young Mast1gopus, nz. 6·5 times longer than 
broad and t_be. c1lmted part of the exterior margiu considerably 
l~nger than m the adult, fi?ally the telsou, which has a shape very 
ddierent fro~ that ~ound m the adult-but the representation of 
t!1e carapace IS defieJCn~ (see lat~r on) and misleading in one par
tiCular. Thus he describes the rostrum as being short but it must 
::-Iread;v th_er: have been broken off in one or hm of hi~ specimens; 
m reahty 1t 1s about ':s lo?g as the eye-stalks (without the eyes), and 
adorned at the basis with a dorsal spine almost as long as the 
diameter of the eye. 

The largest speeimen of Aeantlwsoma, which however I shall uot 
d . ' ' try to. escr1be, is, the rostr~m not included, 5·3 mm. in length, 

and w1tb the rostrum (whiCh reaches somewhat in advance of 
the, eyes) c. 6·6 ~m. long. Among the type specimens of Kroyer 
I fir:d two specnnens, which must be the stage immediately suc
ceedmg the Acantlwwma; one specimen is with the rostrum ()'!) 

nnn. long, but from arwther locality 1 h::n-e seen a specimen in the 
same stage men.suring even 8 mm. This stage differs considernblv 
from that described by Kriiyer, and therefore a sh01·t account of it 
~hall be give?. The rostrum is. exeeeJiHgly long, reaching a little 
m admnce of the eyes, on the d1stal part adorned with some short 
and fi1~e setre, and ~tt the basis originates a ~ctaecous dorsal spim', 
wh1ch 1s adorned w1t.h some short aml liue setro anJ is lml«e1· than 
the diameter of an eye. The supraocah.:r spine is well de~·eloped, 
and the hepatic spiuc exceedingly long, cousiderably longer than 
~'H' diruneter of an eye; just in fro?t of the gastro-hepatic grooYe 
JS obscrn;d a short protuberance m the mv,[ian line. The eyes 
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reach to the middle of the second joint of the autenn. ped.; the 
basal joint of this peduncle is to the two following together as 11 
to 8 ; tr1.4 and tr1.3 are only buds. The first and second abdominal 
segments each with a short dorsal spine, the third to sixth segments 
each with a long spine; the first segment a little above the middle 
of each side with a rather short spine directed outwards, and 
besides the epitnera of the five anterior segments each produced 
into a rather long spine, which is directed outwards and on the 
two anterior segments even bent somewhat upwards and forwards ; 
the sixth segment below on the posterior edge with a shorter 
spine. The ext. br. of urp. is about 8 times longer than broad, 
and the spine a little beyond the middle of its exterior margin. 
Telson with a long process from each of its posterior edges. 

The following stage is that described by Kroyer : the rostrum is 
as already mentioned, the hepatic spine has become somewhat 
shorter than in the preceding stage ; on the abdomen the dorsal 
s ines are somewhat reduced and the epimeral spines are lost, but 
tale spine on the side of the first segment is still visible. 

During the subsequent stages a series of alterations take place. 
The rostrum becomes shortened, but is, however, still during a 
longer period more than half as long as the eye-stalks, its dorsal 
spine and the hepatic spines are considerably shortened, the eye-
stalks become somewhat shorter • the median protuberance is pre-
served during some time; the abdominal spines soon completely 
disappear. In the antenn. ped. the two distal joints together 
successively are approaching the length of the basal joint, which 
from being distally slender with the lateral margins slightly con-
verging obtains a considerable breadth with the external margin 
somewhat convex in outline. The ext. br. of urp. becomes pro-
portionally broader and the spine more remote from the middle 
of the exterior margin • the process from the edge of the telson 
becomes shorter and 

margin;
/ disappears. One of these stages is 

S. dissimilia, Bate, describe(' by Bate (p. 437), and later on described 
and figured by Ortmann (p. 35, Taf. iii. fig. 2). 

.The sub-adult stage of S. mediterraneus, m., is shortly described 
above. The smallest larva of this species known to me is about 
9.5 mm. long, and this and a specimen a little longer are easily 
distinguished from the similar stage of S. arcticus, Kr. The eye-
stalks are somewhat shorter; the rostrum is rather short, not half 
the length or about one-third of the length of the eye-stalks, with 
a trace of a spine on its superior margin, the hepatic spine is rudi-
mentary or wanting ; in the antenu. ped the two distal joints 
together are shorter than the basal one, and this presents a shape 
other than in S. ardicus, as in its distal half the lateral margins are 
parallel with each other; and this part is scarcely broader than the 
two distal joints, which are obviously coarser than in S. ordicus ; a 
very short dorsal spine is present on the fourth to sixth abdominal 
segments ; the ext. br. of urp. is proportionally broader than in 
S. arcticus, between 4 and 5, but not 5 times longer than broad. 

As staled above, S. arctictes, Kr., has not been captured outside 
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the Atlantic (inel. the Mediterranean and the Arctic sea at 
Greenland). This is of importance for the reference of larval stages, 
as Bate has established the species :—S. dorsospinalis, Bate (p. 394, 
pl. lxxii. fig. 1) and S. laterodentatus, Bate (p. 395), captured 
" associated with " another " Sout 11 of Australia"; S. nasidentatus, 
Bate (p. 398, p1. lxxii. fig. 2), "between Valparaiso and Juan 
Fernandez"; S. rinkii, Bate, vix Kriiyer (p. 404, pl. lxxiii. fig. 3), 
" New Hebrides " and " South Pacific "; and S. laviventralis, Bate 
(p. 425, pl. lxvii. fig. 3), "North of New Guinea"—which 5 reputed 
species are all larvae and all belong to two or three species closely 
related to S. arcticus, Kr., or perhaps partially belong to that 
species. But Bate's representations arc not sufficiently good for 
the decision of such questions : thus, f. inst., the chances are that he 
has overlooked the hepatic spine in some of the "species," while 
S. laterodentatus, Bate, has obviously been established on a specimen 
with a long hepatic spine, which has given rise to the name. His 
description of S. rinkii either involves the fault that the rostrum, 
which is described and figured as short, has been broken off, or the 
form must decidedly be different from S. rinkii, Kr., as a short 
rostrum and dorsal abdominal spines are not coexistent in this 
latter species.—In all probability Bate's 5 species belong to two or 
three of the other known species of the arcticus-group, and none 
of them to S. ardicus, Kr., itself. 

Further elucidation of the adults and the larvae of the arcticus-
group I am not able to derive from existing literature. Yet the 
result has been that 2 adult and 2 larval species have been cancelled 
as belonging to S. arcticus, Kr., and the other related forms; 3 adult 
species and 4-5 larvae have been collocated into the group; finally 
one new species has been established. 

B. S. corniculum, Kr.—The stage described and figured by 
Kroyer (p. 252, tab. iii. fig. 4, a-e) and Bate (p. 410, pl. lxxv. 
fig. 1) is a half-grown larva. The mature form is unknown. The 
adult with black eyes, 20-22 mm. long, is rather remarkable, as 
the body is extraordinarily slender, with a considerable distance 
between the mouth and the eyes, thus in that respect approaching 
to S. tenuiremis, Kr., and being intermediate between this species 
and f. inst. S. arcticus, Kr. its rostrum is a little lower than in 
S. arcticus, Kr., the supraocular spine rudimentary or lacking, the 
hepatic spine short, the gastro-hepatic groove distinct. The eyes 
are but a little broader than the end of the stalk ; in the long 
antenn. ped. the first joint is considerably longer than the third 
and this considerably longer than the second. An interesting 
character is that the sixth joint of mxp.' is divided into 4 sub-joints, 
the distal three of equal length and the first somewhat longer, 
and each of these 4 joints is more or less distinctly divided into 
2 joints : thus we obtain S sub-joints, of which 7 possess a long seta 
or slender spine on each side near the apex, but the two spines are 
not placed opposite to each other, and the last sub-joint has a pair 
of slender apical spines. The branchiie recall those in S. arcticus, 
Kr.: above tr1.3 two branchim, the first long, the second several 
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roach to tho middle of t.he second joint of tho autenn. ped. ; tho 
basal joint of this peduncle is to the two following together as ll 
to 8 ; trl.' nnd trl.5 are only buds. 'l'he first and second abdominal 
segments each with n short dorsal spine, the third to sh:th segments 
each with a long spine; the first segment a little above the middle 
of each side with a rather short spine directed outwards, and 
besides the epimera of the five anterior segments each produced 
into a rather long spine, which is directed outwards and on the 
two anterior segments even bent somewhat upwards and forwards ; 
the sixth segment below on the posterior edge with a shorter 
spine. The ext. br. of urp. is about 8 times longer than broad, 
and the spine a little beyond the middle of its exterior margin. 
Telson with a long process from each of its posterior edges. 

The following stage is that describe-d by Kroyer: the rostrum is 
as already mentioned, the hepatic spine has become somewhat 
shorter tlmu in the preceding stage ; on the abdomen the dorsal 
spines are somewhat reduced and the epimeml spines are lost, but 
the spine on the side of the first sebrment is still visible. 

During the subseqnf:lnt stages a series of alterations take place. 
The rostrum becomes shortened, but is, however, still during a 
longer period more than half as long as the eye-stalks, its dorsal 
spine and the hepatic spines are considerably shortened, the eye
stalks become somewhat shorter; the median protuberance is pre
served during some time; the abdominal spines soon completely 
disappear. In the antenn. ped. the two distal joints together 
successively are approaching the length of the basal joint, which 
from being distally slender with the lateral margins slightly con
verging obtains a considerable breadth 1rith the external margin 
somewhat convex in outline. The ext. br. of urp. becomes pro
portionally broader and the spine more remote from the middle 
of the exterior margin; the process from the edge of the telson 
becomes shorter and finally disappears. One of these stages is 
S. dissimilis, Bate, described by Bate (p. 431), and later on described 
and figured by Ortmann (p. 35, Taf. iii. fig. 2). 

'l'he sub-adult stage of S. 1nedituraneus, m.; is shortly described 
above. The smallest lana of this species known to me is ahout 
9·5 mm. long, and this and a specimen a little longer are easily 
distinguished from the similar stage of S. cwctic:us, Kr. The eye
i'talks are somewhat shorter; the rostrum is rather short, not half 
the length or about one-third of the length of the eye-stalks, with 
a trace of a Hpine on its superior margin, the hepatic spine is rudi
mentary or wanting; in t.he antenu. ped. the two distal joints 
together are shorter than the basal one, and this presents a shape 
other than inS. arciicu,o;, as in its distal half the lateral margins are 
parallel with each other: and this part is scarcely broader than the 
t.wo distal jointg, which are obviously coarser than in S. arcticu.~; a 
very short dorsal spine is present on the fourth to sixth abdominal 
~egments ; the ext. br. of urp. is proportionally broader tlmn in 
S. ardic~1s, between 4 :md 5, but not 5 times longer than broad. 

As stated above, S. arctic••;;, Kr., has not bct;n captm·ed outside 
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the Atlantic (incl. the Moditerrnncan and tho Arctic sen. nt 
Greenland). This is of importance for the reference of larval stages, 
ll.'l Bate hilS established the species :-8. d01wo:pinalis, Bate (JJ. 394, 
pl. lxxii. fig. 1) and S. laterodentatus, Bate (p. 395), captured 
"associated with" another "South of Austmlia"; S. nasiclentatus, 
Bate (p. 398, pl. lxxii. llg. 2), "between Valparaiso and Juan 
I•'ernandez "; S. rinkii, Bate, vix Krii_yor (p. 404, pl. lxxiii. fig. 3), 
"New Hebrides" and" South Pacific"; and S. lrwivmtralis, Bate 
(p. 425, p1. lxvii. fig. 3), "North of New Huine.c1"-whicb 5 reputed 
species are all larvro and all belong to two or three species closely 
related to S. arcticus, Kr., or perhaps partially belong to that 
species. But Bate's representations arc not sulliciently good for 
the decision of such questions: thus, f. inst., the chances are that he 
has overlooked the hepatic spine in some of the "species," while 
S. lttterodentatus, Bate, has obviously been established on a specimen 
v.:ith a long hepatic spine, which has given rise to the name. His 
description of S. rinl.:ii either im-olves the fault that the rostrum, 
which is described and figured as short, has been broken off, or the 
form must decidedly be different from S. ·rinl~i, Kr., as a short 
rostrum and dorsal abdominal spines are. not coexistent in this 
latter species.-In all probability Bate's f'i species belong to two or 
three of the other known species of the ardicus-group, and none 
of them to S. arctieu.s, Kr., itself. 

Further elucidation of the adults and the larvm of the arcticu,s
group I am not able to derive from existing literature. Yet the 
result has been that 2 adult and 2 larval species have been cancelled 
as belonging to S. arcticus, Kr., and the other related forms; 3 adult 
species and 4-5 lar\'OO have been collocated into the group; finally 
one new species has been established. 

B. S. corniculum, Kr.~The stage described and figured by 
Kroyer (p. 252, tab. iii. fig. 4, a-e) and Bate (p. 410, pl. lxxv. 
fig. 1) is a half-grown larva. The mature form is unknown. The 
adult with black eyes, 20-22 mm. long, is rather remarkable, as 
the body is extraordinarily slender, with a considerable distance 
between the mouth and the eyes, thus in that respect approaching 
to S. tenuiremis, Kr., and being intermediate between this species 
and f. inst. S. arcticu.<, Kr. Its rostrum is a little lo\\·er than in 
8. an:ticus, Kr., the supraocular spine rudimentary or lacking, the 
hepatic spine short, the gastro-hepatic groove distinct. 'l'he eyes 
are but a little broader than the end of the stalk; in the long 
antenn. ped. the first joint is considerably longer than the third 
and this considerably longer than the second. An intere:o;ting 
character is that the sixth joint of mxp." is divided into 4 sub-joints, 
the distal three of equal length and the 11rst somC\dtat longer, 
and each o£ these 4 joints is more or lesH distinctly divifl,o.d into 
2 joints: thus we obtainS Rnh-joint~, of wl1ich 7 po~se~s a long seta 
or slender "pine on each side near the apex, hut the t\\·o spines am 
not placed opposite to each othPr, and thu last sub-joint. has a pait· 
of 8lender apical spines. 'J'he branchim recall those in 8. a;·cticus, 
Kr.: above trJ.3 two brancbiw, the first lou'i, the second sevvral 
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times shorter and very narrow • the first hranchia above trl .4 is but 
half as large as the corresponding one above trl.", the second half 
as large as the first but a little larger than the second above trl'. 
(In somewhat younger specimens with yellowish eyes all 4 blunt:bile 
are very distinct; the animals are, for the rest, relatively shorter 
and stouter.) The ext. br. of urp. without any spine on the 
exterior margin, of which the ciliated part occupies from a little 
more than the half to about three-fifths of the length.

As to the half-grown larvae, the representations of Kriiyer and 
Bate will be sufficient. —A younger larva, 6.4 mm. long, coincides 
fairly well with S. utringuedens, Bate (p. 433), in most respects, 
but yet differs in several particulars from Bate's description. 
The supraocular and hepatic spines are well developed; the 
rostrum is almost as long as the eyestalks (the eyes not included), 
with a short and fine dorsal spine at the base ; the eyes are much 
larger and the eye-stalks longer than in the stage described by 
Kriiyer and Bate. The third joint of the antenn. ped. is but a 
little longer than the second, and the first one as long as the two 
others taken together. The fourth to sixth abdominal segments each 
with a very short and fine dorsal spine, the epimera of the first to 
fourth segments each produced into a short spine, while this spine 
is considerably longer on the epimera of the fifth segment; the 
first segment besides on the side having a spine arising from the 
anterior margin and directed forwards and outwards. On the 
ext. br. of urp., which is almost seven times longer than broad, the 
ciliated part occupies a little more than .the half of the exterior 
margin, which—as in almost. all young larvae—is furnished with a 
well-developed spine. 

Of S. corniculum Kr., I have seen numerous specimens from the 
Atlantic northward to lat. 42° N., from the Indian Ocean and 
ranging into the Pacific to the Matelota Island and to lat. 16°10' N., 
long. 132° E. 

Whether the above-quoted S. utrinquedens, Bate, may be a young 
larva of S. torniculum, Kr., or of another species I am not able to 
decide. 

S. longirostris, Bate (p. 415, pl. lxxv. fig. 3).—Prof. C. Chun 
has determined the small stage of S. cornieutuna, Kr., just described 
as S. lonyirostris, Bate, which is stated to be 6 mm. long and cap-
tured in " Mid Atlantic," and it is very possible that this determi-
nation may be correct ; but Bate's figure represents the eye-stalks 
and the rostrum a little too long, and especially a different proportion 
between the joints of the antenn. ped. &c. I believe that it is 
impossible to decide whether this identification is correct. 

Above I have further enumerated 5 species belonging to Group I. 
Of these species S. pro,collus, Bate (p. 423, pl. lxxvit. fig. 2), is at 
least rather nearly related to S. cornieuluni, Kr., from %%hid' it 
seems to differ by a somewhat different shape of the ext. hr. of urp. 
and by having the fifth abdominal segment " dorsally produced to 
a point." S. longicauclutus, Stimps. (p. 46), is a larva perhaps 
belonging to the aretieus-group. On the three other species, all 
larva', I have no opinion. 
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vii. Notes on the Species in Group II. 

A. S. henseni (Ortm.).—Of this interesting species I have seen 
only two adult specimens, lent me by Geheimmth Prof. Dr. V. 
Hensen. As the representation by °natant' (p. 38, Taf. iii. fig. 3) 
is rather deficient, I shall add some notes. The rostrum is low 
and short; the supraorbital and hepatic spines are short. Map.* 
is considerably longer than trl' and its 4 proximal joints, though 
more slender than in the following species, are yet much stouter 
than in trl' ; the 2 distal joints are quite naked along one margin, 
the fifth almost more than double as long as the sixth, which is 
divided into 5 subjoints, the last 4 of which are equal in length, 
while the first of them is as long as the two following together; at 
the base of the first snbjoint and at the apex of the first, third, and 
fifth subjoints is found a long spine; at the apex of the second, 
fourth, and fifth subjoints a spine about half as long as the long 
spines ; finally along the same margin a fine comb of very numerous 
spines about as long as the diameter of the joints; the fifth joint 
of mxp' has about 10 longer spines along the margin and on its 
distal two-fifths a comb similar to that on the sixth joint, but its 
spines become shorter towards the base. By this singular armature 
the species is easily distinguished from all other species known to 
me. Above trl." a large and a very small branchia, the latter of 
which is less than a third as long and but half as broad as the large 
branchia; above trl.` two branchia, the anterior somewhat larger, 
time posterior somewhat smaller than the small branchia above trl'; 
thus the brauchim are very different from those in the other species 
of the group. In the following species we find a well-developed 
process on the third joint of trl. and a similar one on tr1.9, but in 
this species the process in trl' is rudimentary and wanting in trl' 
On the ext. br. of urp. no spine is found on the exterior margin, 
and in the one specimen the ciliated part occupies three-fifths, in 
the other specimen almost four-fifths of its length. In no other 
species have I met with any similar variation in this feature, but 
it also exists in the larva' (see below). 

S. sargassi, Ortmaim (p. 34, Taf. iii. fig. 1), is the Mastigopus 
of S. henseni. As the material seen by me is rather incomplete, the 
larger specimens being not very large and besides defective, 1 add 
only a few remarks to Ortmann's description. Mxp' is elongated 
and incrassated in proportion to the legs as in the adult, the fourth 
joint at the apex and just above the articulation produced into a, 
large, conical process—a very good character for the species ; and 
in a larva a little more than half-grown the sixth joint was already 
divided iuto the 5 subjoints. In the largest well-preserved speci-
men, 8 mm. long, I found above tr1.3a, large bratichla and a lamella, 
comparatively somewhat larger than usual, which had begun to 
develop itself into a very small branchia, above trl .4 a very small 
branchia and a simple lamella; the normal lamellae above trl.' and 
trl.' are a little larger than usual. As in the adult the ciliated pare 
on the exterior margin of the ext. hr. of urp. occupies about three-
fifths or four-fifths of its length in specimens between 4.5 men. and 
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times shorter and very narrow; the first branchia above tr1.4 is but 
half ns large as the corresponding one :~bove trl.', the second hal£ 
as large aH the first lmt v. little larger than the second above trl.3

• 

(ln somewhat younger SJWCimens with yellowish eyes all 4 brn.uelli:U 
are very distinct; the animnls are, for the rest, relatively short.<•r 
and stouter.) The ext. br. of urp. without any spine on the 
exterior margin, of which the ciliated part occupies from a little 
more than the half to about three-fifths of the length. 

As to the half-grown lnrvro, the representations of Kroyer and 
Bate will be sufficient.-A younger larm, 6·4 rom. long, coincides 
fairly well with S. uirinquedens, Bate (p. 433), in most respects, 
but yet differs in se\·eral particulars from Bate's description. 
The supraocular and hepatic spiJ!es are well developed; the 
rostrum is almost as long as t.he eye-stalks (the eyes not included), 
with a short and fine dorsal spine at the base ; the eyes are much 
larger and the eye-stalks longer than in tbe stage de~cribed by 
Kriiyer and Bate. The third joint of the antenn. ped. is but a 
little longer than the second, and the first one as long as the two 
others taken together. The fourth to sixth abdominal segments each 
with a ,·cry short and fine dorsal spine, the epiroera of the fir~;t to 
fourth segments each produced into a short spine, while this spine 
is considerably longer 011 the epimera of the fifth segment; the 
fir>'t segment besides on the side having a spiue arising from the 
anterior margin and directed forwards and outwards. On the 
ext. br. of urp., which i~< almost seven times longer than broad, the 
ciliated part~ oecupies a little more than .the half of the exterior 
margin, which-as in almost all young lanro-is furnished with a 
well-developed spine. 

Of S. co1'niculurn, Kr., I haTe seen numerous specimens from the 
Atlantic northward to lat. 42° N., from the Indian Ocean and 
ranging into the Pacific to the Matelotn Island and to lat. 16° 10' N., 
long. 132° E. 

\Vhether the above-quoted S. ~ttrinqtwdens, Bate, may be a young 
lana of S. wrniculum, Kr., or of another species I am not able to 
decide. 

S. lonr]irost1-is, Bate (p. 415, pl. l::uv. fig. 3).-Prof. C. Cl.un 
has detei·mined the small stage of S. cornie,ulum, Kr.,just described 
as S. longirost1·i.~, Bate, which is stated to be 6 mm. long and cap
tured in '' Mid Atlantic," and it is very possible that this determi
nation may be correct ; but Bate's figure represents the eye-stalks 
and the ro~trmn a little too long,and especially a different prop.ortion 
between the joints of the antenn. ped. &c. I believe that it is 
iropos~ible to decide whether this identification is correct. 

A hom I hnxe further enumerated 5 species belonging toG roup L 
Of these species 8. p1·<ecollus, Bate (p. 4::!3, pl. lxxvii. fig. 2), is at 
least rather nearly related to S. cornindmn, Kr., from "hieh it 
sePms to differ by a somewhat different. shape of t.he ext. br. of urp. 
and by having the fifth abdomi1:al segment "d~rsally produeea to 
a point." 8. longicmulatus, ~hmps. (p. 4G), IS a larva p~rlmps 
belonging to the arcticus-group. On the three other spe~ws, all 
]arne, I ha\'e no opinion. 
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vii. Notes on the Sprcies in Group II. 

A. S. henseni (Ortm.).-Of tl1is interestiu~ species I have seen 
only two adult specimens, lent me by Geheimrath Prof. Dr. V. 
Hensen. As the representation hy Ortmann (p. as, 'raf. iii. fig. 3) 
is rather dPticicHt, I shaH aud some notes. The rostrum i:; low 
and short; the sup1·aorbital and hepatic spines !l.l-e short. Uxp." 
ill considerably longer than trJ.S aud its 4 proximal joints, though 
more slender than in the following SJWCies, are yet much st.outer 
than in trl."; the 2 distal joints are quite nahed along one margin, 
the fifth almost more than double as long as the six_th, which is 
divided into 5 subjoints, the last 4 of which are equal in length, 
while the fh·~t of them is as long as the two following together; at 
the base of the first subjoint and at the apex of the first, third, and 
fifth subjoints is found a long spine; at the apex of the second, 
fourth, and fifth subjoints a spine about half as long as the long 
spines; finally along the same margin a fine comb of very numerous 
;.;pines about as long as the diameter of the joints ; the fifth joint 
of mxp." has about 10 longer spines along the margin and on its 
distal two-fifths a comb similar to that on the sixth joint, but its 
spines become shorter towards the base. By this singular armature 
the species is e.a.sily distinguished from all other species known to 
me. Above trJ.S v. large and a very small branc·hia, the latter of 
which is less than a third as long and but half as broad as the large 
branchia; above trl.• two branchire, the anterior somewhat larger, 
the posterior somewhat smaller than the small branchia above trl.S; 
thus the branchire are very different f1·om those i u the orhe1· species 
of the group. In t.he following species we find a well-developed 
pi'Ocess on the third joint of trl.' and a similar one on trl.2, but in 
this species the process in trJ.I is rudimentary and wanting in trl. 2 

On the ext. br. of urp. no spine is found on the exterior margin, 
and in the one specim~'ll the ciliated part occupies three~fifths, in 
the other specimen almost four-fifths of its length. In no other 
species ha\ e I met with :my similar variation in this feature, but 
it also exists in the larvre (see below). 

S. sargassi, Ortmann ( p. 3±, Taf. iii. fig. 1 ), is the Jfastiyopus 
of B. lumseni. As the material seeu by me is rather i11complete, the 
larger specimens being noc very large and besides defective, I add 
only a few remarks to Ortmann's description. J\1xp.3 is elongated 
n.ud merassated in proportion to the legs as in the adult, the fourth 
joint at the apex and just above the al'ticulation p1·odueed into 1t 

large, <:onical process-a ver_y good charattel' for the ; and 
in a larra :1 lirtle more than ha!f~grown the ;,ixth joint was already 
rli,·ided iuto the i'5 subjoints. In the large~t well-presel'l'ed speci
men, o mm. long, I found aboYe tri." a large branchia and a lau1ella, 
comparali\·el_v ~omewhat larger than usnal, which had begun to 
de\·elop it.-;alf into a very small Lranchi<t, abo'·" t rl:' a very small 
branchia and a simple lamelht; tbe normal lamellm al.Jorc trV anll 
trl. arc a little lal'ger than u:;ual. ..As in the adult. tlH' ciliated pan 
on the extFrior mar,.in oft he t:xt. br. of urp. occupies about three
fifths or four-fifths ;f iis length in spez:im<'us bet\\P":n ,j·.') llllll. anJ 
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mm. in length, and the spine is wanting or very small, rarely of 
moderate size. 

In a specimen 6.2 mm. iu length the abdomen has lost its spines, 
the branchial lamella) to mxp' and to trl'-trl.' are very large in pro-
portion to the branchia, still being small, and above trl` no bronchia 
or lamella is developed. In the older stages the eye-stalks are 
short and the eyes are very large, but in the younger stages—be-
tween 4.5 mm. and 6.5 mm. in length—the eyes are still consider-
ably larger; and in specimens of 4-5-5 mm. in length the rostrum 
is present as a fine and shorter or longer spine ; and there are short 
or very short spines on the fourth to sixth abdominal segments. 
Such a larva, 5 mm. long, is briefly mentioned and figured by Bate 
(p. 428, pl. lxv. fig. 4) as Mastigopus tennis. Bate ; the figure shows 
the characteristic process on the fourth joint of mxp', the rostrum 
is not delineated slender enough. The smallest specimen seen by 
me is, rostrum not included, c. 2.5 mm. long; the rostrum is as 
long as the carapace in the median line and distally furnished with 
fine spines ; the eyes are of enormous size and the eye-stalks shorter 
than in the older stages ; the third abdominal segment has a short 
dorsal spine, the fourth and fifth segments each a very long, the 
sixth segment a long dorsal spine. 

B. For the following species, all belonging to the edwardsi-
group, I think it convenient to give some introductory remarks, 
and next to treat the adult animals and the Mastigopus-forms 
separately. 

Of adult animals there have been described only S. edwardsi, 
Kr., and S. harnifer, Alc. t And., to which S. halia, Fax., established 
in 1893, and iu 1895 unjustly withdrawn by the same author, must 
be added. But in our museum I have found 4 species of adult 
forms and 5 species of larvae, 4 of which most decidedly belong to 
the 4 adult forms; thus an adult form unknown to me must exist. 
One of the adult species is S. edwardsi, Kr., but I have not been 
able to refer any of the three other species to S. halite, Fax., or 
S. hamifer, Ale. 411t And. • the reasons will be given later on. 

How safely I have been able—though not without a rather pro-
tracted investigation—to refer the 'arm to the adults will appear 
from the following case. The old larvae are very easy to separate, 
and I possessed 5 species but only 3 of the adults. By the exa-
mination of the characters of the larvae 1 was induced to 
re-examine one of the adult species and then it became apparent 
that. it was composed of 2 very closely allied but valid species. 
Undoubtedly authors have commingled 2-3-4 species in references 
to S. edwardsi, Kr., and between the limits adopted by Faxon it, 
as stated above, includes at least 4 species. 

The adult species are all closely related and very similar to each 
other. They are all characterized by the ahove-mentioned powerful 
development of mxp.', which is much longer than any of the trunk-
legs; the 4 proximal joints are much inerassated and especially the 
thickening of the fourth joint is most conspicuous: the sixth joint 
is much shorter than the fifth. both strongly compressed and on 
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the one margin furnished with extremely short spines or almost 
naked, while the other Margin of the sixth joint and at least of the 
distal half of the fifth joint is armed with rather numerous spines, 
some of which are very long and rather robust. The differences in 
the armature, especially of the sixth joint, yield very good characters 
for the species. (The distal part of the fifth joint is most frequently 
cut off by a secondary articulation.) The eyes are middle-sized, 
the supraocular and hepatic spines well developed. In the antenn. 
ped. the first joint is very little longer to somewhat shorter than 
the third joint, which is slender and obviously longer than the 
second. On the third joint of trl.' and trl' the processes•represented 
by Kroyer in S. edwardsi (tab. iv. fig. 9 f and 9 g) are well 
developed. The bronchial formula as in S. atlanticus, M.-Edw. 
(see above); the branchim above the trunk-legs are very long, above 
trl.' one branchia and a lamella; trl.' 2 bnanchiir, the first of which 
is about as long as the preceding, the second somewhat shorter and 
only half as broad, but yet very well developed. The exterior 
margin of the ext. br. of urp. without any spine or tooth at the 
proximal end of the ciliated part. 

S. edwardsi, Kr.—K.riiyer in his representation (p. 246, tab. iv. 
fig. 9, a-k) mentions a variety with longer rostrum, but this 
belongs to another species, viz. S. perterinki, Bate, H.. J. H. The 
species is easily distinguished from all the other species by the 
character given in my tabular view : that the ext or. of urp. has 
the exterior margin ciliated along its whole length--and besides 
by the following features in the structure of mxp.' The sixth 
joint of this pair is divided into 4 subjoints about equal in length, 
and each of the 2 distal subjoints is rather or very distinctly divided 
into 2 suhjoints, thus in all 6 subjoints; the joint ends with 2 spines 
of equal or different length, but at least the one is very long; next 
its interior margin is furnished with 35-38 spines of very different 
lengths (and the apical spine on the first, second, and fourth of the 
6 subjoints is exceedingly long); besides a very long spine is present 
on the same three subjoints on the one side near the exterior margin. 
The fifth joint of mxp' also presents some characters, which, 
however, are omitted. The rostrum is shorter than in the other 
species of the group, laterally compressed, and seen from the side 
more or less plainly forming an oblique triangle.—Length 14-
21.5 mm. 

I have seen specimens from the Atlantic northward to lat. 20' N. 
(the larvae to lat. 23° 31' N.), from the Indian Ocean, and passing 
towards the Pacific to Djilolo Isl. (c. lat. 1° N., long. 127° 5 E.). 

The three, or perhaps four, next species are easily separated from 
S. edwardsi, Kr., by several characters. On the ext. br. of sop. at 
least c. of the exterior margin is naked. Ln snap." the sixth joint 
is divided into but 4 sal joints very uneqiml in kiwth, the third 
being but half as long as the second; the joint ends with but one 
spine, which is very long, and the interior margin of the joint is 
armed with but 15-25 spines, and no :Tim exists on the side of 
any of the subjoints near the exterior margin. 
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'!Hl mm. in length, und tho spine is wanting or very small, rarely of 
moderate Rize. 

In a specimen 6·2 mm. in length then bclomen hM lost its spine~, 
the branchiallnmellre to mxp.3 and to trJ.l-t1·P are very large in llro
portion to the branchia., still being small, and above t.rJ.• no bmnchio. 
or ln.mella is developed. In the older stages the eye-stalks are 
short and the eyes are Yery large, but in the younger stages-he
tween 4·5 mm. and 6·5 mm. in length-the ey·es are st,iJl eonsider
ably larger; and in specimens of 4·5-5 mm. in length the rostrum 
is present as a. fine and short:er or longer spine; and there are short 
or very shert spines on the fourth to sixth abdominal se~ments. 
Such a brva, 5 mm. long, is briefi.v mentioued and figurer! by Bate 
(p. 428, pl. h:v. fig. 4) as Mastigopus tenuis. Bate; the figure shows 
the ehaJ·acteristic process on the fourth joint of mxp.3, the rostrum 
is not delineated slender enough. The smnllt"st specimen seen by 
me is, rostrum not included, c. 2·5 mm. long; the ro,;trum is as 
long as the cnra.paee in the median line and distally furnished with 
fine spines ; the eyes are of enormous si~>:e and the e~'e-stalks shorter 
than in the older stages; the third abdominal segment bas a short 
dorsal spine, tht' fourth and fifth segments each a rery long, the 
sixth segment a long dorsal ~:<pine. 

B. :For the following species, all belonging to the edwardsi
group, I think it convenient to give some introductory remarks, 
and next to treat the adult animals and the MaBtigopus-forms 
separately. 

Of adult animals there have been described only S. edwardsi, 
Kr., and S.lwrnifer, Ale. & And., to which S. lwlia, .Fax., established 
in 1893, and iu 1895 unjustly wit.J.drawn hy th~ same author, must 
be added. But in our museum I have found 4 sp~?eies of adult 
forms and 5 species of la.n·re, 4 of which most decidedly belong to 
t.be 4 adult forms; thus an adult form unkHown to me must exist. 
One of the adult species is S. edwardsi, Kr., but I have not been 
able to refer any of the three other species to S. hali.a, Fax., or 
B. luonifeJ·, Ale. & And.; the reasons will be given later on. 

How 8afelv I have been able-though not without a rather pro
tracted ime!i.tigation-to refer the larvm to the adults will appPar 
from the followillg case. 'l'he old larvre are ve1·y easy to sepamte, 
and I possessed 5 but only 3 of the adult~. By the exa
mination of the charaeters of the larv:-e 1 was induced to 
re-examine one of the adult species and then it became apparent 
tllltt. it was composed of 2 ,-ery closely allied but, ralid Fpecies. 
l'ncloubtedlv authors have commingled 2-3-4 species in J•efE>rence~ 
to S. edu•m·dsi, Kr., nud bet1reen the limits adopted by Faxon it, 
as stated aboYe, ineludcs at least 4 species. 

'l'he adult species are all closely related aml \'ery similar to each 
other. 'l'hey are :til ehamcterized by the aho>e-mentioned powerful 
dl'YPlopmeut of mxp.", "·hieh is much longer than nuy of the truuk
j.,,.~: the 4 proximal joints are mn<-h inerassated :md especially the 
tl~clwuin~~ of the fourth joint is most cou~<picnons: the sixth joiut 
is mueb ~!un·tpr than the fifth. both strongly compressed. and on 
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I he one margin furnil-!hed with !'Xhl~mely short spines or almost 
naked, while the other inn.rgin of the sixth joint and at least of the 
distal half of the fifth joint, is armed with rather nnmerons spines, 
some of which are very long and rather robust. 'l'he differenl'os in 
the armal,ure, especially of the sixth joint, yield 1 er.v good characters 
for t.Jm BJICcies. ('fhc distal part of the fifth joint· is most frequently 
cut off by a secondary articulation.) 'l'he eyes are middle-sized, 
the snpraoeular and hepatic spint's well de\'eloped. In the antenn. 
ped. the first joint is very little longer to somewhat shorter than 
the third joint, which is slender and obviously long"r t.han the 
secm1d. On the third joint of trl.' and trl! the processes-represented 
by Kri.iyer in S. edwardsi. (tab. iv. fig. 9 .f and 9 g) are well 
developed. The branchial formula as in S. atlanticu$, 'M.-Edw. 
(see aboYe); the branchiro above the trunk-legs are very long, auoYe 
trL" one branchia and a lamella; trl.4 2 branch ire, the first of whit'h 
is about as long as the preceding, the second somewhat shorter and 
only half as broad, but yet very well developed. The exterior 
margin of the ext. br. of urp. without any spine or tooth at the 
proximal end of the ciliated part. 

S. edwaNlsi, Kr.-Kriiyt>r in his representation ( p. 24fi, tab. iv. 
fig. 9, a-k) mentions a variety with longer rostrum, but this 
belongs to another species, viz. S. penerinki, Bate, H. J. H. The 
species is easily distinguished from all the other species by the 
character given in my tabular view: that the ext or. of urp. has 
the exterior margin ciliated along its whole length--tmd be~idPs 
by the following features in the structure of rnxp.' The si;cth 
joint of this puir is divided into 4 su~foint.~ about equal in lenyth, 
a11d each of the 2 distal su~foints i!J rather or v~ry distinctly diFirlt'd 
into 2 subjoints, thus in all 6 subjoints; the joiut ends with 2 spine.s 
of equal or different length, but at least the one is very long; ne...:t 
its interior margin is furnished with 35-38 spines of very different 
lengths (and the apical spine on the first., second, and fonrth of the 
6 sub joints is exceedingly long); besides a t•ery lon!l spine is pnwmt 
on the same lhree subjoints on the one side neal" tJ,e ea·te·rim· maryiu. 
The fifth joint of mxp." also presents some characters, which, 
however, are omitted. 'l'he rostrum is shorter than in the other 
spt>cies of the group, laterally compressed, and seen from the side 
more or less plaiHly forming an oblique triangle.-Lengtb H-
21·5 mm. 

I have seen specimens from the Atlantic north11·arcl to lat. 20c 2\. 
(the larYro to lat. :23° 31' .K. ), from the Indian Ocem1, and passing 
towards the Pacific to Djilolo lsl. (e. lat. 1° N., long. 127° 5' E.). 

The three, or perhaps four, next species are ea>ily ~eparn.ted from 
S. e<hcanlgi, Kr., by se\'f'ral (·haracters. Oa tlw e.l'l. br. of w-p. at 
lGast c. (, '!f the e.•·terior 71lal'(Jin is naked. ln ''"'')!." the .r;i:;:tlt joiut 
is divided -into but ·! sul:fuiuts l'U'!/ ·unequal i11 hilyth, the third 
bein& but half as lono- as the second~ the joi"t ends with but one 
.~pin~, whieh is l~ng-, and the interior margin of the joint is 
ann('d wit.h but ] ~pines, and 110 ><pine t>Xi~1~ on the ~ide of 
uny of the ~nbjoints lH":tr the e.l:krior margi11. 

1)2* 
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S. vigilax, Stimps., IL J. H.—Only the Mastigopus has been 
described (see later on). The adults of this and the next species, 
S. penerinlci, Bate, H. J. 31., are very closely related to each 
other and easily separated from S. incertue, n. sp., and S. Italia, 
Fax., by the character, that on the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated pert 
occupies between t and S of the exterior margin. Tho best 
character between S. vigilax and S.penerinki is that in S. vigilax 
the interior margin of the sixth joint of mxp.' is armed with 22-2:5 
spines, of which 4 are implanted on the third subjoint, which is 
but a little or scarcely shorter than the fourth ; in S. penerinki 
the sixth joint is armed with c. 15 spines (the apical one as usual 
not included), of which but two on the third suhjoint, which is con-
siderably shorter than the fourth. In S. vif 'ilex the rostrum is 
of medium length, strongly laterally compressed, seen from the side 
rather broad and apically more or less distinctly truncated, with 
an acute prolongation from the superior edge.—Length 16-27 mm. 

This species is as common as S. edwardsi, Kr.; I have seen 
numerous specimens of adults and larva) from the Atlantic north-
ward to lat. 42° N.; in the Indian Ocean the !arm are common 
and distributed eastward to lat. 24° 50' S., long. 103° E. 

S. penerinki, Bate, H. J. H.—Only the Mastigopus has been 
described (see below). The rostrum of the adult is somewhat 
elongated, seen from the side a little more narrow than in 
S. vigilax and from the middle tapering towards the acute apex. 
The chief character in the structure of mxp.' is given under 
S. vigilax.—Length c. 18.5 mm. 

I have seen but two adult specimens, the one captured at lat. 17° 
N., long. 22° W., and this is one of the specimens alluded to by 
Kroyer as a variety of S. edwardsi. 

S. ineertus, n. sp.—Only one adult specimen, a female, has been 
seen, but this is a giant in comparison with the other related 
species, being 47 mm. long. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated 
part occupies between and of the exterior margin. The first 
joint of the antenn. ped. is scarcely shorter than the third. The 
rostrum is somewhat elongated, strongly compressed: seen from 
the side the proximal half is rather broad and then it tapers 
towards the acute apex. The interior margin of the sixth joint of 
mxp' with but 13 spines, two of them on the third and one on the 
fourth subjoint, which is but very little longer than the third. 
The other characters are mentioned above. 

The adult specimen was captured (on the surface) in lat. 34° 50' 
S., long. 4° 30' W.; a sub-adult specimen near that locality, and a 
larva in lat. 40° 4' S., long. 53° 20' E. 

S. Nadia, Fax.—The specimens on which this species was estab-
lished 'in 1893 are just the large specimens described and figured 
by Faxon in 1895 as a variety of S. edwardsi, Kr. (p. 212, pl. li. 
figs. 1-1 e). This species, of which I have seen no specimen, is 
closely related to S. incertus, m., but disagrees in one character, 
about which Faxon writes, p. 213 : "The first and second 
segments of the antennule are of about equal length, while the 
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third segment is longer than the first or the second by one-half." 
Unfortunately Faxon does not describe or ligure the sixth joint 
of imp' I think that the species will prove to be different 
from S. incedus, to . When Faxon states that 6 large pleuro-
branchite and one smaller podobranehia are present on each aide 
on the body, he certainly has overlooked the 5 lamellie, which I 
have found in S. ineertas and the other species of the edwardsi-
grou. 

S. hamifer, Ale. S And., I will mention here, though I have 
not been able to insert it in my tabular view. The description 
(1894) and the figure (1895) plainly show that it belongs to this 
group. As in mxp.'" the propus is four-jointed," the species cannot 
be identical with S. edwardsi, Kr., but it is impossible for me to 
settle whether it be really valid or synonymous with one of the 
other species. Only two characters 1 have been able to detect, 
viz.: that mxp' seems to be still longer than in any other species, 
and that its fifth joint is curiously arcuated (see the figure); but it 
is difficult to say whether these two characters are valid, for 
instance, to decide whether the shape of the mentioned fifth joint 
may not be due to some artificial cause. The species must be re-
examined. 

As mentioned above, I have examined five older Mastegopus-
forms, four of which have been elsewhere described. The older 
specimens, c. 10-15 mm. in length, are easily recognized from 
each other, and some few characters shall be pointed out ; but the 
younger stages are more difficult, being more spiny, &c., and 
besides the materials seen by me are rather insufficient, and the 
animals difficult to characterize without the aid of figures. The 
lame are easily distinguished from all lame in Group I. by the 
elongated and vigorous mxp.', and from S. sargassi, On in., by the 
longer eye-stalks. In the old lame the sixth joint of mxp.' is 
divided into 4 subjoints (the oldest larval stage of S. oculatus, Kr., 
is unknown to nue, so that I cannot settle whether its two distal 
subjoints are divided as in S. edwardsi, Kr.), but the armature 
on the end and on the interior margin is very different from that 
in the adults. 

S. oculaties, Kr.—Kroyer has given a good representation (p. 243, 
tab. iii. figs. 5, a-f); Bate has also described and figured it (p. 406, 
p1.1xxiv. fig. 1). Both Kroyer and Bate figure, in my opinion, 
the eye-stalks a little too long. The rostrum is short, seen from 
the side obliquely triangular, acute, and rather broad at the base; 
the abdominal segments are dorsally smooth—even in a specimen 
but 6.5 mm. long—and on the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin 
is ciliated in the total or almost the total length (in a larva 10 aim. 
long, c. Ty, measured with accuracy, of the length was naked). 
By the combination of these three characters the older specimens 
are easily recognized. The species is most decidedly the ..liosti-
yopus of 8. edwardsi, Kr.—S. brachlorrhos, fir. (p. 272, tab. v. 
figs. 13, a-b), is the young I/as/iv/ma of 8. edwardsi, Kr. I have 
examined Kriiyer's type specimen, which is about 4 mine. long. 
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S. vigila:c, Stimps., H .• T. Ji.-Only the AffMtiyop!U! hns been 
describ<•d (!<ee later on). The adults of this and thH next species, 
S. penerinki, Bate, H. J. H., are very closely related to each 
other and easil.Y sepnrated from S. incertus, n. sp., and S. hal·ia., 
Fax., bJ' the character, t.hat on the ext. br. of urp. thP- ciliated part 
occupies between /;- and ~ of the exterior margin. The best 
character between 8. vigilax and s.,penerinki is that. in s. vigila.'C 
the interior margin of the sixth joint of mxp." is armed with 22-2.5 
spines, of which 4 are implanted on the third subjoint, which is 
but a little or scarcely shorter th11n the fourth ; in S. pmerinH 
the sixth joint is armed with c. 15 spines (the apical one A.S usual 
not included), of which but two on the third suhjoint, which is con
siderably shorter than the fourth. In S. 11iqila.x the rostrum is 
of medium length, strongly laterally compressed, seen from the side 
rather broad aud apically more or less distinctly truncated, with 
an acute prolongation from the superior edge.-Length 16-27 rom. 

1'his species is as common as S. edwardsi, Kr.; I have seen 
numerous specimens of adults and larvm from the Atlantic north
ward to lnt. 42° N.; in the Indian Ocean the larvre are common 
and distributed eastward to lat. 24° 50' S., long. 100° E. 

S. penerinki, Bate, H .• l. H.-Only the .Mastigopus has been 
described (see below). The rost.rum of the adult is somewhat 
elongated, seen from the side a little more narrow than in 
S. vigilax and from the middle tapering towards the acute apex. 
The chief charaeter in the structure of mxp." is given under 
S. vigila.~.-Length c. 18·5 mm. 

I have seen but two adult specimens, the one captured at lat. l/0 

N., long. 22° W., and this is one of the specimens alluded to by 
Kroyer as a variety of S. edwardsi. 

S. incm·ttt.~, n. sp.-Only one adult specimen, a female, has been 
seen, but this is a giant in comparison with the other relat.ed 
species, being 47 mm. long. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated 
part occupies between ~ and l of the exterior margin. 1'he first 
joint of the antenn. ped. is scarcely shorter than the third. 'J'he 
rostrum is somewhat elongated, strongly compressed; st'en from 
the side the proximal half is rather broad and then it tapers 
towards the acute apex. The interior margin of the sixth joint of 
mxp.' with but 13 spines, two of t.hem on the third and one on the 
fourth subjoint, which is but very httle longer than the third. 
The other characters 'are mentioned above. 

The adult specimen was captured (on the surface) in lat. 34° 50' 
R., long. 4° 30' ,V.; a sub-adult specimen near that locality, and a 
lnna in lat. 40° 4' S., long. 53" 20' E. 

S. lwlia, Fax.-The speeimens on which this spec:ies \ms estab
lished -in 1893 are just the large specimens described nnd figured 
h~· }<'axon in 18H5 as a variety of 8. edwar,l-<i, 1\ r. (p. 212, pl. li. 
tig~. 1--1 f). 'l'his species, of which I han' seen uo specimen, is 
c-losely rehted to S. incedus, m., but di~agrees in on.-~ chararter, 
about. v;hieh Faxon wr;t(e!'<, p. 218: "'l'ho fir~t and second 
,,,gmcnts of tl11: :mt•,nnnle are of abont t>qnal lr·np;th .. while tlte 
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third segment i~ longer thau the tir:Jt or tho seeoud by one-half." 
Unfortunntely I•'axon does 11ot dese1·ihe or figure tho 11ixth joint 
of nup." I think that the species will prove to be different 
f1·om S. incedus, 111. \Vhen :Faxon st.at.es that 6 large pleuro
brunchire ami Olle smaller podobra.nehia are present on each side 
on the body, he eertainly has ovterlooked the 5 lam<:>llre, which I 
have found in S. iucel'ttts and the other speeies of the etlwardsi
gi·oup. 

S. 1tam~fer, Ale. & And., I will mention here, though I have 
uot been able to insert it in my tububr vi~:~w. The description 
(1894) and the figure (1895) pmiiJly show that. it beion1,rs to this 
group. As in mxp." "the propus is four-jointed,'' the species cannot 
be identical with S. edwardsi, Kr., but it. is impossible for me to 
settle whether it be really valid or synonymous with one of the 
other species. Only two characters I have been able to detect, 
viz.: that mxp." seems to be still longer than in any other species, 
and that it.s fifth joint is curiously arcuated (see the figure); but it 
is dillieult to say whether these two charact.ers are valid, for 
instance, to decide whether the shape of the mentioned fifth joint 
may not be due to some artificial cause. The speeies must be re
examined. 

As mentioned above, I have examined five older iliastiyopus
forms, four of which have been elsewhere described. The older 
specimens, c. I0-15 mm. in length, are easily recognized from 
eaeh other, and some few characters shall be pointed out; but the 
younger stages are more difficult, being more spiny, &c., nnd 
besides t·he materials seen by me are rather insufficient, and the 
animals difficult to characterize without the aid of figures. The 
larvre Hre easily distinguished from all larvre in Group I. by the 
elongated and vigorous mxp.', and from S. sargassi, Ortm., b.v the 
longer eye-stalks. In the old larvre the sixt.h joint of rnxp." is 
divided into 4 subjoints (the oldest larval stage of S. owlatus, Kr., 
is unknown to me, so that I cannot settle whether its two distal 
subjoints are divided as in S. edwardsi, Kr.), bnt the armature 
on the end and on the interior margin is very different from that 
in the adults. 

S. oculatus, Kr.-Kroyer has given a l"ood represt'ntation (p. :243, 
tab. iii. figs. 5, a-f) ; Bat-e has also described and figured it (p. 406, 
pl. lxxiv. fig. I). Both Kro,l'er and Bate figure, in my opinion, 
the eye-stalks a little t<Jo long. The rostrum is short, seen from 
the side obliquely triangular, <tente, and rather broad at the base; 
the abdominal segments are dorsalh· smooth-e1·cn in a specimen 
but 6·5 mm. long~and on the ext. br. of urp. the exterim· margin 
is ciliated in the total or almost the 10tallength (in a lana 10 mm. 
long, c. lr, measured with aecurac1', of the length was naked). 
By the combination of these three eharacters the older specimens 
are easily recognized. The spoeies is most decidedly the Jf,tsli
!IOJ'us of S. edwards·i, J(r.~S. /;rach.!JOrrlws, Kr. (p. 27::!, tah. \'. 
tigs. 13, u-u ), is the young Masti;JOfWS of S. edwanlsi, Kr. l han~ 
esaminctl Kriiycr·s type sp(•cimen, \\·hich is about 4 llllll. Ion!,(. 
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To his description it may be added that each of the four anterior 
abdominal segments possesses in the median line on the inferior 
side a protuberance or lobe, the three anterior of these ending in 
a spine ; on the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin is ciliated in 
O. of its length, thus a very short basal part being naked, but no 
tooth or spine is present. 

S. vigilax, Stimps.—The description of Stimpson (p. 45) agrees 
rather well with the oldest Ilfilstigopus, and no other species 
known to me agrees with it; his animals were captured at the 
Azores. Specimens c. 9-16 mm. in length are distinguished from 
the related forms by the following characters :—The rostrum about 
as in S. oculatus, Kr., but perhaps a little larger, directed upwards 
and forwards ; in specimens 9-10 mm. in length the apex is 
produced into a short spine directed forwards. The eye-stalks are 
very long, obviously longer than in S. oculatus, Kr.; the eyes large. 
In the antenn. ped. the first and third joints are of about equal 
length. The abdominal segments are dorsally smooth, yet in speci-
mens 9-10 mm. long with very short spines or traces of spines on 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments. On the ext. br. of urp. the 
ciliated part occupies from (in the younger specimens) to more 
than 4 (in the older specimens) of the exterior margin, but the 
spine is generally obsolete.. The adult form is described above, 
bearing the same name.—As already pointed out by Ortmann, 
S. parvidens, Bate (p. 409, p1. lxxiv. fig. 3), 9 mm. long, is estab-
lished on younger specimens of S. vigilax, with dorsal spines on 
the fourth to sixth abdominal segments. Bate's figure gives a 
rather good idea of this stage. S. maeroplithalmus, Stimps. (p. 46), 
is, in all probability, identical with the stage parvidens, Bate. 

The smallest specimen seen by me (captured by Chun at the 
Canaries) is (the rostrum included) 4 mm. long, and differs con-
siderably in several particulars from the older specimens, but is 
more similar to S. brachyorrhos, Kr. The wstrutn is about as 
long as the eye-stalks' its short basal part broad, and at its end a 
dorsal spine, beyond which the rostrum is very slender. The 
supraocular and the hepatic spines are considerably elongated. The 
antenn. ped. extremely slender, only 2-jointed. as the second joint 
is not yet separated from the first; the third is not 4 of the entire 
peduncle. The posterior margin of the carapace in the median 
line with a slender spine directed obliquely forwards (this. spine 
is still preserved in specimens c. 8 mm. long, but then shorter and 
almost perpendicular). Each of the 6. abdominal segments with a 
dorsal spine, which is short and perpendicular on the first two 
segments, longer on the third, fifth, and 'sixth, very long on the 
fourth segment. The epimera of the 5 anterior segments produced 
into a short spine directed outwards; the same segments besides 
inferiorly in the median line with a dobe, which at. least on the 
second - segment is armed with a spine. The very narrow ext. br:
of urp. with the exterior margin ciliated in scarcely more than i
of its length, and the spine is well developed. The telson very 
short as in S. hcachgorrhos, Kr. 
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S. pencriuki, Bate.—The specimen represented by Bate (p. 418, 
pl. lxxvi. fig. 3) is rather young, 8 mm. long. I have examined a 
number of specimens, between 6.4 and 14 nen. in length, partly 
from the Plankton expedition and partly from our museum. 
Specimens from c. 7.5 min. 14 14 mm. in length are easily distin-
guished from those of the same length of S. vigilax, Stimps., by 
having the third, fourth, and fifth abdominal segments—in the 
younger specimens also the sixth segment—dorsally armed with 
spines, which in larger specimens are shorter than in the stage 
figured by Bate, but yet well developed ; the spine on the third 
segment is almost perpendicular. In older specimens the eye-
stalks are somewhat shorter than in S. vigilax, Stimps., but yet 
long. In the older stages the rostrum is much shorter than in 
Bate's figure, but yet longer than in S. vigilax, and its distal part 
is slender and directed horizontally forwards; in the younger 
stages it is towards or more of the length of the eye-stalks and 
recalls somewhat that in S. incertus, m. (see below), but in 
specimens that have attained the length of 8 mm. it is destitute 
of a dorsal spine. In specimens c. 6.4 mm. long the rostrum is 
about half as long as the eye-stalks, with a very short. dorsal spine 
a little way from its base. In the antenn. ped. the third joint is 
scarcely longer than the first. (In the young specimens the 
anterior abdominal segments are ventrally armed as described by 
Bate.) On the ext. br. of urp. the length of the ciliated part 
varies, as in S. vigilax, in accordance with the length of the 
specimens, occupying from to I of the exterior margin ; a tooth 
is present in the younger, not in the old specimens. The adult 
form is described above, bearing the same name. 

S. ineertus, m., is the .Mastigopus of the adult described above. 
I have seen rather numerous specimens from 6.2 to 13 mm. in 
length. They are more slender than the corresponding stages of 
S. penerinlci, Bate, which : they closely agree with in the autenu. 
ped., the length of the eye-stalks, and the dorsal armature on the 
abdominal segments. But they are easily distinguished front this 
species by the ext. br. of urp., on which the ciliated part. in all 
specimens occupies scarcely ! of the exterior margin, and the spine 
is rather long. Moreover, the rostrum, which in proportion to 
the length of the animal is from more than the half to scarcely 
of the length of the eve-stalks, is rather characteristic: seen from 
the side the basal part is rather short and directed obliquely 
forwards and upwards, and then it suddenly becomes produced 
into a slender and distally very fine spine much longer than the 
basal part and quite horizontal ; at the distal end of the basal part 
the upper margin is armed with a fine spine, which is very short in 
the older specimens, and just beyond which the margin is somewhat 
concave in outline. In the young specimens the first two abdominal 
segments are ventrally in the median liue armed with a lobe 
produced to a spine, and iu these and even in specimens c. 10 nine 
long the posterior margin of the carapace is armed with an erect 
spine. 
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'l'o his description it may be added that en.ch of the four anterior 
abdominal segments possesses in the median line on the inferior 
side a protuberance or lobe, the three anterior of these tmding in 
a spine ; on the ext. br. of urp. the exterior margin is ciliated in 
~ of its length, thus a very short basal part being naked, but no 
tooth or spine is present. 

S. vigilatr, Stimps.-The description of Stimpson (p. 45) agrees 
rather well with the oldest Mastigopus, and no other species 
known to me agrees with it; his animals were captured at the 
Azores. Specimens c. 9-16 mm. in length are distingui!•hed from 
the related forms by the following characters :-The ro..'ltrum about 
as inS. oculatus, Kr., but perhaHs a little larger, directed upwards 
and forwards; in specimens 9-10 mm. in length the apex is 
produced into a short spine directed forwards. The eye-stalk!" are 
very long, obviously longer than inS. oetd<~.tu.s, Kr.; the eyes large. 
In the antenn. ped. the first and third joints are of about equal 
length. 'l'he abdominal segments are dot·sally smooth, yet in speci
mens 9-10 mm. long with very short spines or traces of spines on 
the fourth, fifth, and sixth segments. On the ext. br. of urp. t.he 
ciliated part occupies from ~ (in the younger specimens) to more 
than 1, (in the older specimens) of the exterior margin, but the 
spine is generally obsolete.. The adult form is described above, 
bearing the same name.-As already pointed out by Ortmann, 
S. pw·toi,lens, Bate (p. 409, pl. IxxiY. fig. 3), 9 mm. long, is estab
lished on younger specimens of S. vigilax, with dorsal spines on 
the fourth to sixth abdominal segments. Bate's figure gives a 
rather good idea of thi~ stage. S. ntr!CJ·opltthalmus, Stimps. (p. 46), 
is, in all probability, identical with the stage parvidens, Bate. 

The smallest spt.>eimen seen by me (captured by Chun at the 
Canaries) is (the rostrum included) 4 mm. long, and differs con
siderably in several particulars from the older specimens, but is 
more similar to S. bradtyorrhos, Kr. The ~strum is about i1 as 
long as the eye-stalks, its short basal part broad, and at its end a 
dorsal spine, bevond which the rost.rum is Yery slender. The 
supra ocular and the hepatic spines are considerably elongated. The 
antenn. peel. extremelr slender, only 2-;iointed, as the- second joint 
is not yet separated from the fit·st; the third is not f of the entire 
peduncle. The posterior margin of the carapace in the median 
line with a slender spine directed obliquely forwards (tlus. spine 
is still preserved in specimens c. S mm. long, but then shorter and 
almost perpendicular). Ea,eh of the () ahdominal segments with a 
dorsal spine, whieh is short and perpendicular 011 the first two 
segments, longe1· on the third, fifth, itnd sixth, ''ery long on the 
fourth t-egment. The epimera of the 5 anterior segments prod~eed 
into a short spine dit·eet.ed outwards; the same segments bes1des 
infe1·iorh· in the medhtn line with a .Jobe, which at. least on the 
second· ~egment is armed with a spine. The yer_v narrow ext. br. 
of ur·p. ,,·ith the exterior margin ciliated in !'c:<rcely more than ~ 
of its length, and the spine is well developed. The telson rcry 
short as in 8. brach!forrltos, Kr. I 
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S. pmcriuki, Bate.-The sp<•cimen rcpi·escnl.Pd by Bate (p. 418, 
pl. lxxvi. fi~. 3) is mthct· young, 8 mm. long. l have examined a 
number of ~Jwcimeus, between G·-1 and 14 mm. in length, partly 
from the Plankton expedition and partly from our museum. 
Specimens from c. 7·5 mm. to 14 mm. in len~-orth are easily distin
guished from those of the same length of S. vigila.v, Stimps., by 
having the third, fom·th, ami fifth abdomiual s0gments-in the 
younger spceimenl:l nlso the llixth segment-dorsally armed with 
::;pines, which in larger spe(~imens artl shorter than in the stage 
figured b.v Bate, but yet well developed ; the spine on 'the third 
segment is almost perpendicular. Iu older specimeliS the eye
stalks are somewhat shorter than in S. vigilax, Stimps., but yRt 
long. In the older stnges the rostrum is much shorter than in 
Bate's figure, but. yet longer than in S. vigilax, and its distal part 
is slender and directed horizontally forwards; in the youngt'r 
stt~ges it is towards '! or more of the length of the eye-stalks and 
recalls somewhat that in S. incertus, m. (see below), hut in 
specimens that have attained t.he length of 8 mm. it is destitute 
of a dDrsal ~:~pine. In specimens c. 6·4 mm. long the rostrum is 
about half as long as the eye-stalks, with a very short dorsal spine 
a little way from its base. In the antenn. ped. the third joint is 
scarcely longer than the first. (In the young specimens the 
anterior abdominal segments are ventrally armed as described by 
Bate.) On the ext. br. of urp. the length of the ciliated part 
varies, as in S. viyilax, in accordance with the length of the 
specimens, occupying from 4 to if o£ the exterior margiu; a tooth 
is present in the younger, not in the old specimens. The adult 
form is described above, bearing the same name. 

S. incertus, m., is the MIU!tig{)pug o£ the adult described above. 
I have seen rather numerous specimens from 6·2 to 13 mm. in 
length. They are more slender than the corresponding stages of 
B. pene>·inki, Bate, which they closely· agree with in the a.ntenn. 
ped., the length of the eye-stalks, and the dorsal armature on the 
abdominal segments. But they are easily distinguished from this 
species by the ext. hr. of urp., on which the ciliated part in all 
specimens occnpies scarcely ! of the exterior margin, and the spine 
is rather long. l\IoreoYer, the rostrum, which in proportion to 
the length of the animal is from more than the half to scarcely 1 
of the length of the e . ..-e-stalks, is rather characteristic: seen from 
the side the basal part is rather short and directed obliquel,· 
fo1·wards and upwards, and theu it suddenly beeomes produced 
into a slender and di~tally very fine spine nruch longer than the 
basal part and quite horizont:1l; at the distn.l eml of the basal put 
the uppe1· margin is armed with u jiH.e ,~JI·ine, "~hic:h is very short in 
the older specimens, a11d ju.<t which tlie nwryin is somewl.at 
concave i;< ontline. In the yonng ~p•·t·imcn;; the lirst t\rO abdominal 
seament:s are Ycntralh- in the lll<:<lian line armed \\ith a lobe 
pr~duced to a spine, an·d in these !tlld t;H"ll ill specimens c. 10 nmr. 
long the posterior ma1·gin of the carapace i!> armed with an erect 
~pine. 
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That the referring of this lifintiyoptur to the above-described 
adult S. i needy's, n. sp., is correct is proved by a specimen c. 17 
mm. long, which constitutes an excellent transition. The rostrum 
has still essentially the larval shape, with a sharp angle as the 
trace of the dorsal Spine between the oblique basal and the 
horizontal distal part, but the distal part is shorter than the basal 
and its upper margin concave as in the true Mastiyopus. The 
eyes about as in the adult, but still brown, not black, the eye-
stalks as in the adult. The sixth joint of mxp.' essentially as 
in the adult, with 13 spines on the interior margin. The abdo-
minal segments are dorsally smooth. On the ext. br. of urp. the 
ciliated part occupies scarcely more than of the exterior margin, 
and the spine is short. 

S. armatus, Kr.—Kriiyer's representation (p. 260, tab. iii. 
fig. 6, are) gives a good notion of this curious larva. Here I 
shall but mention some few essential characters. The rostrum is 
about as long as or a little shorter than the first joint in the 
antenn. ped., without any dorsal spine or angle. The eye-stalks 
are of medium length, considerably shorter than in the larvae of 
S. interior, m., and S. peneriimki, Batc. In the antenn..ped.the first 
joint is in the older specimens obviously somewhat shorter than the third. 
Of the abdominal segments the second is dorsally armed with a 
shorter perpendicular spine, the third to fifth with very long 
oblique spines, much longer than in other species of the group, and, 
besides, the spines on the fourth and fifth segments are much 
curved. Sometimes a very short spine is present on the first 
segment, and finally in the younger specimens a short spine on the 
sixth. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated part occupies a little 
less than of the exterior margin, and the spine is well developed. 
The largest specimen is 15.5 mm. long. 

That this Mastigopus does not belong to S. incertus, m., with 
which it agrees in the ext. br. of urp., is decided by the shortness 
of the first joint in the antenn. ped. in proportion to the third. 
Thus the adult form is unknown to me. Unfortunately all the 
specimens seen by me were captured in the Atlantic between 
lat. 42° 5' N. and let. 4° 5' N., but Bate describes and figures 
(p. 401, pl. lxxiii. fig. 1) a -specimen, 8 mm. long, which seems to 
be the same species, and the specimens seen by him were captured 
at " Port Jackson (Australia),' " north of the Sandwich Islaeds," 
and " between Japan and Honolulu:" thus it may be possible that it 
belongs to 8. h«lia, Fax., captured in lat. 7° 6' N., long. 79°48' 1V. 

Of the 8 species enumerated at the end of the tabular view as 
belonging to Group II., S. hemiter, Ale. & And., S. macrophthalmus, 
St imps., and S. bradsorrhos, Kr., are mentioned in the notes. The 
other 5 species are all larva. S. diapoutius, Bate (p. 399, p1.1xxii. 
fig. 3). is very interesting, being IS rem. long and easily distin-
guished from all other species of the group by having the second 
joint of the antenn. ped. "twice as long as the first ; " this large 
larva, captured in the Atlantic, must belong to an unknown adult 
form—thus we obtain at least 7 valid species (S. haniVer, And. & 
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Ale., not included) of Group IT. The 4 other larval species, all 
described by Bate, are established ou very young specimens, 
between 3.5 and 7 mm. long, and are probably all or almost all 
but young stages of some of the species described above, but I 
have not been able to refer them with certainty. 

viii. Remarks on Sci ',emus and PETALIDIUM of Bate. 

• To the genus Sciaearis, Bate, only one species, S. telsonis, Bate 
(p. 438, pl. lxxviii. fig. 1), has been referred, and this is a Mastiyo-
put-stage, which agrees so closely with Seryestes that I must 
consider it as being the larva to a &Testes-species, and in the 
tabular view given above I have referred it to Group I. 

The genus Petalidium, Bate, was established on one species, 
P. foliaceum, Bate (p. 349, pl. lx.), which is very deficiently known 
as the specimens were extremely mutilated, without legs and with 
the uropods broken off. But the branchim are very interesting. 
Bate ascribes its arthrobranchim to map.' and trl.'-trl', but 
according to his analytical figure I believe them rather to be 
pleurobranchim as in Sergestes ; besides, he mentions and figures 
large foliaceous plates to trl', trl?, and trl', answering to the 
lamellae in Sergestes. I should not have mentioned this interesting 
but very imperfectly known form if I had not met with rather 
similar pleurobranchial lamellae in S. sanguine:is, Chun (Sitz. 
d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wise. zu Berlin, 1889, p. 538, Taf. 
fig. 1). 

According to a careful comparison between the largest type 
specimen of S. sanguineuz, Chun. 9.5 mm. long, and Kroyer's 
representation of his S. obesus, Kr. (p. 257, tab. iv. figs. 10, a-f), 
and the fragments of his single type specimen, the two species are 
identical, and the name given by Kroyer must be adopted. The 
largest specimen seen by me is a Mastigopus, perhaps not more 
than half-grown. For the recognition of the species it may at 
once be mentioned that several very characteristic particulars have 
been figured; thus Kroyer figures the eye, the antennular peduncle, 
and the uropods, and mxp.' and the trunk-legs are represented by 
Chun. Next I shall give a short description of the largest 
specimen. The rostrum is rather short, considerably shorter 
than the diameter of an eye, almost horizontal, slender, with a 
dorsal spine at the basis. No supra-ocular spines, but the hepatic 
spine and the gastro-hepatic groove are well developed. The eye-
stalks rather short, but the eyes nevertheless reaching beyond the 
second joint of the antenn. ped., the eye-stalk with the eye, seen 
from the side, inverted conical, and the distal part of the cornea 
forming almost a hemisphere at the end of the cone—a shape 
very different from that in the Mastiyopus of Seryestes. The 
antenn. ped. is short, the first joint much longer than the other 
two taken together, thus longer than in any above-described 
Masiiyopus of the same length. III xp.' very short, somewhat 
longer than trl.' and very little longer than trl.'; i$ almost 3 
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That the referring of this Afastigopu.~ to the abovc-descrihed 
adult S. inrertus, n. ~;p., is correct is pro\'ed by a specimen c. 17 
mm. long, which constitutes an excellent transition. 'J'he rostrum 
has t~till essentially the lanai shape, with n. sharp angle as t.he 
trace of the dorsal spine between t.he obligne ba~al and the 
horizontal distal part, but the distal part is shortc>r than the basal 
and it"' upper margin concave as in the true Mastiqopus. The 
eyes about aR in the adult, but still brown, not bla~k the eye
stalks as in the adult. The sixth joint of mxp." ess;ntially' as 
in the adult, with 13 Rpines on the interior mn.r[Tin. The abdo
minal segments are dorsally smooth. On the ext~br. of urp. the 
eiliated part occupies scarcely mo:re than i of the exterior margin 
and the spine is short. ' 

S. arrnat1,s, Kr.-Kroyer's representation (p. 260, tab. iii. 
fig. 6, a-e) gi\·es a good notion of this curious larva. Here I 
shall but ment.ion some few essential characters. The rostrum is 
about as long as or a little shorter t.han the first joint in the 
antenn. ped., without any dorsal spine or angle. 1'he eye-stalk11 
are o£ medium length, considerably shorter than in the larvre of 
S. incertus, m., and S. penerinki, Bate. In the antenn. ped. the first 
joint is -in the older specimens obviously somewhat shorter than the third. 
OE the abdominal segments the second is dorsally armed with a 
shorter perpendicular spine, the third to fifth with very loner 
obli.que spines, :nnch longer than in other species of the group, and, 
besides, the spmes on the fourth and fifth segments are much 
cuned. Sometimes a ver.r short spine is present on the first 
s?gment, and finall.r in the younger specim~ns a short spine on the 
fiJxt.b. On the ext. br. of urp. the ciliated part occupies a little 
less than j of the exterior margin, and the spine is well developed. 
The largest specimen is 15·5 mm. long. 

That this MastigopttS does not belong t{) S. incertus, m., with 
"·hich it agrees in the ext. hr. of urp., is decided by the shortness 
of the first joint in the antenn. ped. in ·proport.ion to the third. 
Thns the adult form is unknown to me. Unfortunately all the 
~pecimens ~cen by me \\'€'re captured in the Atlant.ic between 
lat. 4ZO 5' N. and lat. 4° fi' ~., but Bate describes and figures 
(p. 401, pl. lxxiii. fig. 1) a·s1wcimen, 8 mm. long, which seems to 
be the same species, and the spec·imens seen by him were captured 
at. "Port .Jackson (Australia),"" north of the Sandwich IslaHdR." 
:mil "between .Tapan and Honohtlt1:" thus it may be possihle that it 
1elongs to B. lwlia, Fax., captlll·ed in lat. / 0 6' N., long. 79c 48' \V. 

Of the 8 ~peeies enumerated at the end of the tahnlat· view as 
he longing to Group II., S. lunmf(~·, Ale. & And., S. macrophtlwlrrms, 
Ntimps., and S. hraclt;torrho.~, Kr., are mentionetl in the notes. The 
other 5 species are all larvm. 8. diapontius, Bate (p. ;~9f!, pl.Ixxii. 
fig.:)), is very interesiim;, being 18 n'an. long and eaRilv distin
gni,hed ft·om all other speeieP of the t,rroup b.v hariug the seeond 
joint of the antenn. 1wd. "twicrJ as long as the lirst;" this large 
lana, capl'tH·Pd in the Atl:mtie. mnM belong tn an unknown adult 
forrn-~thus we obtain at least. 7 n1Jid species (S. hamfk>·, And. & 
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Al<~., not indnded) of Group IT. The 4 other larval spceics, all 
O.escribecl by Hate, are established ou very young specimens, 
between 3·5 and 7 mm. long, and are probably all or almost ttl) 
but young stn(!;es of some of the ."'pccies ~cscribed above, but I 
ha>e not been able to refer them mth certamty. 

viii. Remarks on SciA.CA.ItiS mid PETAL!DIUM of Bate. 

. To the genus Sciacaris, Bate, only one species, S. telsonis, Bate 
(p. 438, pl. h:xviii. fig. 1), has been referred, and this is a Mn.sti:Jo
pus-stage, which agrees so closely with Sergestes that I must 
consider it as being the larva t.o a Sergestes-species, and in the 
t:tbular view giYen above I have referred it to Group I. 

The genus Petal-idinm, Bate, was established on one species, 
P. foliacewn, Bate (p. 349, pl. lx. ), which is very deficient.ly known 
as the specimens were extremely mutilated, without legs and with 
the uropods broken off. But the branchi.re are very interesting. 
Bate ascribes its arthrobranchirn to mxp! and trl.'-trl:, but 
aecordi11g to his analytical figure I believe them ruther to be 
pleurobrancbire as in Sergestes; besides, he mentions and figures 
large foliaceous plates to trl.', trl!, and tr~.', answ~r~ng t.o ~he 
]amellrn in Sergt:stes. I should not have mentwned th1s mterestmg 
but very imperfectly known form if I had not met with rat~er 
similar pleurobmnchial lamellre in S. sanyuineus, Chun (S1tz. 
d. k. Preuss. Akad. d. Wiss. zu Berlin, 1889, p. 538, Taf. iii. 
fig. 1). 

According to a careful comparison between the largest type 
specimen of S. sanguinew;, Cbun. 9·5 mm. long, and Kroyer's 
representa1ion of his S. obesus, Kr. (p. 257, tab. iv. figs. 10, a-f), 
and the fragments of his single type specimen, the t.wo species are 
identical, and the name given by Kroyer must be adopted. The 
largest specimen seen by me is a JJ1astigopus, perhaps not more 
than half-grown. For the recognition of the species it may at 
once be mentioned that several very charach;ristic particulars ha,-e 
been figured; thns Kroyer figures the eye, the antennular peduncle, 
and the uropod.•, and mxp.' and the trunk-legs are represented by 
Chun. Next I shall give a short description of the largest 
specimen. . The rostrum is rather shor~, considerably sh?rter 
than tl1e dt::unetm· of an eye, almost horizontal, slender, w1th a 
dorsal spine at the basis. No supra-ocular spines, but the hepatic 
spine and the gastro-hepatic groon' are well developed. The eye
stalks rather shOJ·t, but the eyes neYertbeless reaehmg beyond the 
!>Ccond joint of the antenn. ped., the eye-stal11 with the eye, seen 
from the side, in\·erted conical, and the distal part of the cornea 
f01·mina almo~t a hemisphere at the end of the cone~a shape 
l'i'rY different from that in the lifasti!Jopu:; of S,;ryestes. 'l'he 
ant~nn. twd. is short, the first joim mnc~ longer tlmn the o!her 
t.\Yo tnken together, thus longer than .m any above-described 
JIJrl~li!J"J'11S of the same li'ngt.h. J\ixp.' n•ry ,olwrt, l'omewhat 
]ung•:r than trl.' and very litt.le Junger than trl. 2

; tJ·I.' is almost :3 
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times lwujer and its proximal half considerably more incrassated, 
near and on the apex with some long sego and without the trace 
of any chela; on tr1.1 a feeble beginning to a chela is found. The 
relative length and the. structure of mxp." and tr1.1-tr1.3 differ 
very much from that found in Sergestes. The branchim are very 
interesting. A rudiment belonging to 'exp.' I .do not dare to 
interpret : above mxp.' and tr1.1-trl." a small pleurobratichia and a 
plate are present; the plate above mxp' is a little larger than the 
branchia, and the plates are much increasing in size from before 
backwards, so that the plate above trl' is 3-4 times larger than 
the branchia ; above tr1.4 a rudimentary branchia. The abdomen 
is rather clumsy, dorsally smooth; the ext. br. of urp. with the 
exterior margin naked in c. -}4. of the whole length, as the well-
developed spine is situated near the distal end. 

The smallest specimen examined is 4.9 mm. long, and differs 
from the described stage in several particulars of not much import-
ance—a somewhat different shape of the rather short rostrum, 
a well-developed supra-ocular spine, tr1.4 and trl.' only buds, the 
branchite not yet developed, a short dorsal spine on the fifth and 
sixth abdominal segments, the spine on the ext. br. of urp. still 
nearer to the apex, &c. 

It is easily seen that this species cannot remain in the genus 
Sergestes, but whether it should be referred to Petalidium, Bate, or 
a new genus should be established for its reception is impossible to 
decide with certainty. The branchial plates recall the plates 
found in Petalidium, and therefore I provisionally transfer it to 
that genus ; but we must call to our remembrance that the branchial 
plates or lamellae may be much altered during the further growth, for 
instance they may be proportionally much reduced in size (efr. the 
curious reduction of the branchial lamellae in S. henseni (Ortm.) 
during its development from a Mastigopus 6.2 mm. in length to 
the adult form). Unfortunately the legs and the uropods in 
Petalidium are quite unknown. The species, which must receive 
the name of P. obesum (Kr.), is decidedly distinct from P. folia-
ceum, Bate. 

ix. Geographical and Bathymetrical Distribution. 

With one single exception all the species of Seryestes are only 
found in the tropical and subtropical seas, in the Atlantic reaching 
northward about to lat. 42°-43° N. The exception is S. arcticus, 
Kr., which ranges to the seas at the southern part of Greenland ; 
but being distributed to the Mediterranean, and even to lat. 38° S., 
it is in reality no arctic species but a deep-sea form, with the centre 
of distribution in all probability towards the northern tropic or 
the Equator, and notwithstanding going c. 20° more northward 
than the other allied species. 

The limits of the geographical range of the species are still very 
imperfectly kuowu. Above I have mentioned that some of Bate's 
localities for S. atlanticus, M.-Edw., were uncertain, and that Bate's, 
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Ortanann's, and Faxon's specimens of S. edwardsi, Kr., must be 
re-examined, as the species is collective; thus some of the localities 
given in the literature of the subject are untrustworthy and 
several others are, in my opinion, not quite certain. But the state-
wenn.; given above as results of my own studies of the animals prove 
with absolute certainty that at least a series of the species have a 
very wide distribution: the Atlantic northward to lat. 23°-30° N. 
and mostly to lat. 42° N., the Indian Ocean, and at least the most 
western part of the Pacific. From the other parts of the Pacific 
I have seen no material. 

Bate writes on p. 352: "The species of this genus [Sergestes] 
are chiefly oceanic"; and this is, I think, generally admitted. But 
partly according to the foregoing investigation this statement 
must be rather altered, for we must distinguish between the larvae 
and the really mature forms. Almost all known larva, have been 
taken at the surface. Yet it must be remarked that at least in short 
distance from the shore some Mastigopus-species generally are met 
with in considerable depths. This is proved by Prof. Chun, who 
in 1889 (p. 538) writes on his "S. lonyirostris, Bate": "Er war 
der haufigste eller Sergestiden [at the Canary Islands] uud fend 
sich regehnissig in dem Inhalt der Tiefennetze .   Sel-
tener erschien er an dor Oberflitche." Later on he captured 
different larger Ifaatigeetts-stages of S. mediterraneus, m., and 
S. arcticus, Kr., with intermediate-net (" Schliessnetz "), near 
Lesina and Ragusa at 80, 100, 400, 500, and 500-600 metres, but 
all the Mastigopus-stages of S. arcticus, Kr., are not uncommon 
near the surface in the northern area of the Atlantic. 

While all the larvae, according to our present knowledge, are 
essentially oceanic near the surface, the adult forms give another 
result. I have accepted at most 14 earlier described mature forms 
as valid speeies, and of these 8 species—S. inous, Fax., S. robustus, 
Smith, S. japonicas, Bate (.8. monis, Smith), S. bisukatus, Wood-
Mason, S. prekensilis, Bate, S. kroyeri, Bate, S. rubroguttatus, 
Wood-Mason, and S. hamifer, And. 8c Alc.—have only been 
captured with trawl or dredge between 345 and 2574 fathoms. 
The other 6 species must be treated separately. S. arcticus, Kr., 
is typically (see Metzger, Cbnu, and especially the long lists given 
by Smith) an inhabitant of the deep sea, and only some younger 
specimens with black eyes have been secured at the surface, and 
one single really mature specimen (the type of Kroyer) in all 
probability near the shore. Of S. henseni (Ortm.) 2 smaller 
specimens (not 3, as written by Ortmann), the largest specimen 
about 24 mm. in length, were captured with the vertical net 
between 400 and 0 m., while a much larger specimen (35 inn. 
long) was taken with the trawl from 4000 in. The depth of 
S. halia, Fax., is not recorded, as the specimens were taken with a 
submarine tow-net ; and if S. armatus, Kr., is the Mastigopus to it, 
it is certainly no surface species, as S. annatus is not very rare in 
the northern part of the Atlantic, where no adult form which can 
belong to it has been secured. S. atlanticus, M.-Edw., is very 
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times louyer :md its pro xi mul half cousidcrabl.v mo1-e iucrnssal.ud, 
uea.r und on the apex with some long setal a.nd without the trnce 
of a~y chela; on trl.2 a feeble beginning to 11 chela is found. 'l'he 
relative length and the, structure of mxp.• and trl.1-trJ.3 differ 
very much from that found in Sergestes. The branchiro are V~:Jl'V' 
~nteresting. A rudi[llent belon~ring to Inxp.• I do not dare t~ 
mterpret : above mxp." and trl.l-trl! a small pleurobranchia and a 
plate a~e present ; the plate above mxp." is a little larger th1m the 
branchia, and the plates at:e much increasing in size from before 
backwards,. so that the I! late a?ove trl.' is 3-4 times larger than 
~he branclua ; above trl. a rudimentary branchia. l'he abdomen 
1s rather clumsy, dorsally smooth; the ext. br. of nrp. with the 
exterior margin naked in c. H of the whole length, as the well
developed spine is situated near the distal end. 

The smallest specimen examined is 4·9 mm. long, and differs 
from the described stage in several particulars of not much import
ance-a somewhat different shape of the rather short rostrum, 
a well-.developed supra-ocular spine, trl.' and trl.' only buds, the 
branclme not yet developed, a short dorsal SlJine on the fifth and 
sixth abdominal segments, the spine on the ext. br. of m:p. still 
nearer t<J the apex, &c. 
, It is easily seen tha~ this species cannot remain in the genus 

Bergestes, but whether It should be referred t<J Petalidium, Bate, or 
a n~w ge~us shoul~ be established for ~ts reception is impossible to 
dec1de. with c~~amty. The branchml plates recall the plates 
found m Petalld~um, and therefore I pwvisionally transfer it to 
that genus ; but we must call to our remembrance that the branchial 
plates or lamell:umay be much_ altered dming the further growth, for 
ms~ance they ~my be proport10n~lly much reduced in size ( tfr. the 
cunous reductiOn of the branchial lamell:u in S. henseni (Ortm.) 
during its development from a ~Vastigopus 6·2 mm. in length to 
the adult form). Unfortunately the legs and the uropods in 
Petalidimn are quite unknown. The species, which must receive 
the name of P. obesum (Kr.), is decidedly distinct from P.folia
ceum, Bate. 

ix. Geographical and Bathymet?·it{ll Dist1'ibution. 

Wit~1 one single exception all the species of Sergestes are only 
found m the tropical and subtropical seas, in the Atlantic reacbing 
northward about to lat. 42°-43c N. The exception is S. arcticucS, 
Kr., which ranges to the seas at the southern part of Greenland; 
but being distributed to the l\fediterranean, and even to lat. 38° S., 
it is in reality no arctic sprcit>s but a deep-sea form, with the centre 
of distribution in all probability towards the northern tropic or 
the Equatm·, and notwithstanding going c. 20° more northward 
than the other allied species. 

The limits of the geographical range of the specit:s are still yery 
imperfectly Jmown. Abo\·e I have mentioned that some of Bate's 
localities for S. atlanticus, l\1.-Edw., were uncertain, and that Bate's, 
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Od:mann's, and }<'axon's specimens of S. edwm·clsi, Kr., must be 
re-examined, as t.he spedos is collective; thus some of the localities 
given in the literature of the subject are uut,rustworthy and 
several others nrc, in my opinion, not quite certnin. llut the stn.t.e
ment:; given above as results of my own st~dies of thtltmi~mls p1·ove 
with absolute certaintv that at least a sei'IeS of the species have a 
very wide distribution-: the Atlantic northward to lat. 23°-30° N. 
ami mostly t{) ln.t,. 42° N., the Indian Ocean, and at least the most 
western part of the Pacific. ]<'rom the other parts of the Pacific 
I have seen no material. 

Bate writes on p. 352 : "The ~pecies of this gen\}s [ Sergestcs J 
are chiefly oceanic"; and this is, I think, generally admitted. But 
partly according to the foregoing investigation this statement 
must be rather altered, for we must distinguish between the larv:u 
and the really mature forms. Almost all known larvre ltaue hun 
tal; en at the surface. Yet it must be remarked that at least in short 
distance from the shore some llfa.~tigopus-species generally are met 
with in considerable depths. This is proved by Prof. Ohun, who 
in 1889 (p. 538) writes on his '' S. longirostris, Bate'': "Er war 
der hiinfigste aller Sergestiden [at the Canary Islands] uud fand 
sich regelmii.ssig in dem Inhalt der Tiefennetze. . . . . . Sel
tener erschien er an dor Oberfliiche." Later on he captured 
different larger Ma.stiyopus-stages of S. mediterraneus, m., and 
S. arcticus, Kr., with intermediate-net (" Schliessnetz "), near 
Lesina and Ra"'usa at 80, 100, 400, 500, and 500-600 metres, but 
all the Ma.~t1g~pus-stages of S. m·cti(:us, Kr., are not uncommon 
near the surface in the northern area of the Atlantic. 

While all the larv:u, according to our present knowledge, are 
essentiallv oceanic near the surface, the adult forms give another 
result. I have accepted at most 14 earlier described mature forms 
as valid spe1·ies, and of these 8 speeies-S. irwus, Fax., S. robustus, 
Smith, S. japoni(rus, Bate ( =8. nwllis, Smith), S. bisulcatus, Wood
l\1ason, 8. p1·eltensilis, Bate, S. kroyeri, Bate, S. rubrogu.ttatus, 
'Vood-Mason, and S. hamifer, And. & Alc.-have only been 
eaptured with tt:awl or dredg~-0 between 345 and 2574 _fa.tho~ns. 
The other 6 species must be treated separately. S. arctu;us, Kr., 
is typically (see Metzger, Chnn, and especially the long lists given 
by Smith) an inhabitant of the deep sea, and only some younger 
specimens with black eyes hav~ been secured at th~ ~urfac~, and 
one single really mature specimen (the type of Kroyer) m all 
probability near the sho1-e. Of S. !tenseni (Ortm.) 2 s~aller 
specimens (not 3, as written by Ortmann), t.he largest s:pec1men 
nbont 24 mm. in length, were captured mth the vertical net 
between 400 and 0 m., while a much larger specimen (:35 mm. 
]oug) ,ms taken with tlHl t1·awl from 4.000 m. 1'be dept.h of 
S. l;aiirc, Fax., is not recorded, as the specimens were taken with a 
~;ubmarine tow-net; and if S. w·nwt us, Kr., t:'i the .Mastigopus to it, 
it is certainly no surface species; a~ 8. armatus is not very ~are in 
the norlhern part of the Atlantic, where n~ adult fo~m wh~ch can 
belong to it has bc~en securc·d. 8. atlantlct!,., 1\1.-}~dw., Is very 
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common at the surface, but Ortmann communicates that it has 
been captured in the intermediate net from 700-500 in.; and if 
some of the specimens recorded by Bate (p. 390) as 38,43, and 50 
mm. long, and coining respectively from 000,2150, and 345 fathoms, 
really belong to this species, it grows considerably larger in the 
deep sea, as no specimen from the surface exceeds 30 min. Finally, 
S. cornutus, Kr., and B. edwardsi, Kr., are the only instances of 
the 14 species which only have been captured at the surface (and 
in vertical nets drawn up from 500 m. to the surface). In this 
paper I have described the mature forms of B. viyilax, Stumps., 
H. J. H., S. penerinki, Bate, H. J. IL, and B. incertus, n. sp., 
which have all been captured at the surface. B. tenuiremis, Kr., 
H. 3. H., and S. cornioulum, Kr., H. J. IL, are common at the 
surface in the Mastigopus-stages ; :above I have described the 
younger black-eyed forms of both species, also captured at the 
surface, but the adult stages are quite unknown and must, in 
my opinion, be true deep-sea forms. Of S. diapontius Bate, and 
S. mediterraneus, in., only the Mastiyopus-forms are known, and 
the adults are certainly inhabitants of the depths. (S. profundus, 
Bate, from 1375 and 2550 fathoms, I omit, as the species is too 
uncertain.) 

Though we still know too little of the bathymetrical distribution, 
it must, I think, be taken as proved that at least two-thirds of the 
species inhabit the depths of the sea when the animals have quite 
arrived at maturity (or at least at their full length, cfr. S. atlanticus). 
I can say that with two exceptions—my single adult specimen of 
S. incertus, m., and Kriiyers. specimen of S. anxious, Kr.,—no 
specimen exceeding 30 mm. in length recorded in the existing 
literature or seen by me has been captured near the surface, but all 
large specimens, from 30 mm. to 113 mm. (S. inous, Fax.) in length, 
have been secured with trawl or dredge coming from a considerable 
to a very great depth (345-2574 fath.). Faxon writes on p. 249 : 
"There can be no doubt that the deep-sea Crustacea occasionally 
come t.o, or very near to, the surface," and he communicates 
several instances ; I think that, for instance, my single and large 
specimen of B. incertus, m., 47 mm. long, has been secured on such 
a visit. It is evident that the animals as true swimming forms do 
not live on the bottom itself, but, I presume, in the water-
stratum just above it. 

As will be seen from this paper, our knowledge of this rich and 
curious genus is still rather imperfect. A good monograph, based 
on the study of the collections in the seven or eight museums which 
possess materials of importance, would be extremely valuable 
and elicit numerous new facts • and future deep-sea expeditions, 
making use of the trawl, intermediate net, vertical net, and surface 
net, would be sure to discover new species and especially enlarge 
our knowledge of the metamorphosis and distribution. 

• 
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7. On the General Results of a Zoological Expedition to 

Madagascar in 1891-96. By C. I. FORSYTH MAJOR.' 

[Received December 1, 1806.) 

I arrived at Mananjary, on the east coast of Madagascar, at the 
end of August 1894, and embarked at the same place almost two 
years later, on July 11th, 1896. My original intention had been 
to hurry on at once, by the most direct route, to SirabC, situated on 
the central plateau, at about 12 days' journey to the N.W., in 
order to profit of what remained of the dry season for the intended 
excavations in the marshes. The impossibility of finding bearers 
for the little-known and difficult direct route obliged me, however, 
to travel first to Fianarantsoa, the capital of the Betsileo, situated 
in a 8.8.W. direction, at 7 days' distant from Mananjary. At 
Fianarantsoa I had to wait 22 days for the bulk of my luggage, 
which, according to previous arrangements, ought to have arrived 
before myself. I employed the time in doing such collecting 
work as the circumstances would allow. In the meantime, the 
news arrived of sudden complications in the political situation, 
and all the Frenchmen residing in the interior left for the coast, 
with the exception of my young assistant, whom, a little too late 
in the day, I tried to give out as a British subject. 

As there was still some hope left that the Hovas would yield 
to the French ultimatum, I decided to leave for what I thought 
would prove a quiet corner in the forest of the Tanala, N.B. of 
Fianarantsoa, and there to await the events, and eventually the end 
of the war, which it was supposed would be of very short duration. 
My subsequent difficulties with the Tanala Governor were of a 
somewhat more serious nature than I wished to describe in my 
letters; I have to mention it here, as it considerably interfered 
with my work. • The collecting work in the forest. extended from 
October 1894 to the beginning of February 1895, interrupted in 
December by a journey to the Betsileo town of Ambositra, in 
order to communicate with the few Englishmen residing there, 
and by their help with the British Vice-Consul in Antananarivo. 

The first six weeks of my stay in this district we were encamped 
in the midst of the forest, near Ivoliiinauitra, at from 1000 to 
1100 metres above the sea. The second stay was at Ambohimitombo, 
a short day's journey N.W. from the latter place and some 400 
metres higher up. As I then supposed that later on I would have 
no more opportunity to visit the forest-region, I determined to 
collect everything that would come in my way. From this system 
I had completely to depart in the sequel. Being much dependent 
on the cooperation of the natives, 1 soon found out that it was 
very difficult to train them for a manifold collecting work. 
Besides, I had after a while to convince myself that 1 was only 
able to do fruitful work in what I was hest acquainted with. In 
my subsequent stays in the forest therefore, without leaving 
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common at the surface, but Ortmann commuuic:ttes thot it has 
been captured in the intermediute net from 700~500 m.; and if 
some of the specimens recorded by Bate (p. 300) as 38, 4:3, and 50 
mm.long, and coming respectively from 600,2150, and 045 fathoms 
really belong to th!s spe.eies, it grows considerobly larger in t.h~ 
~eep sea, as n? spernne~ from the .su~face exceeds 30 mm. J;'innlly, 
S. cornutus, l\.r., and i::J. edwardst, l\.r., are the only instances of 
the 14 species which only have been captured at the surfu.ce (and 
in vertical nets drawn up from 500 m. to the surface). In this 
paper I have desc~b~ the mature forms of S. v_igilax, Stimps., 
H .. J. H., S. JJmel"/,nh, Bate, H. J. H., and S. mcertus, n. sp., 
wh1eh have all been c~ptured z;t the surface. S. tenui1·emis, Kr., 
H. J. H., and S. cornuulum, hr., H. J. H., are common at the 
surface in the .Mustigopus-stages; aboYe I have described the 
younger black-eyed forms of both species, also captured at the 
surface, b11t the adult stages are quite unknown and must in 
1~y opi:r;lion, be true deep-sea forms.. Of S. diapontius, Bate, ~d 
S. metltterrcmeus, m., only the- Jlfast?.'Jopus-forms are known and 
the adults ar? _::ertainly inhabitants of the ~epths. (S. pro_f;,ndus, 
]~ate, from 13t 5 and 2550 fathoms, I omtt, as the species is too 
uncert.ain.) 
. Though we. still know too little of the bathymetrical distribution, 
It m_ust,. I th~nk, be tuken as proved that at least two-thirds. of the 
sper:tes tnhabtt t!te depths of the se~ when tlte animals have quite 
m-r1ved at matnn~y (or at least a~ thetr fulll;.mgth, cfr. S. atwnticus ). 
I c~n say that w1th two .~xc~ptwns-:-my smgle adult specimen of 
S. mcert1,cy, m., and Kroyer-s specm1en of S. anticus, Kr.,-no 
specimen exceeding 30 rom. in length recorded in the e:ristina 
literature .or seen by me has been captured near the surface, but all 
large specimens, froll_130 mm. to 113 mm. (S; inous, Fax.) in length, 
have been secured w1th trawl or dredge comlllg from a considerable 
to a very great depth (345-2574 fath.). Faxou writes on p. 249: 
"'rhere can be no doubt that the deep-sea Crustacea occasionally 
come t.o, or very near to, the surface," and he communicat~s 
several inst~nces ; I think that, for instance, my sinO'le and large 
specimen of S. incertus, m., 47 min. long, has be;m se~ured on such 
a visit. It is evident that t.he animals as true swimming forms do 
not live on the bottom itself, but, I presume, in the water-
stratum just above it. · 

As will be seen from this paper, our knowledge of this rich and 
curious genus is still rather imperfect. A good mono...,raph, based 
on the study of the collections in the seven or eight mu~eums which 
posses~ .materials of import~nce, would be extremely valuable 
and ehc1t numerous new facts; and future deep-sea expeditions 
making use of the trawl, intermediate net, vertical net, and surfac~ 
net, would be su~·e to discoYer ne11: species. and e~pecially enlarge 
our knowledge of the metamorphosis and dJStnbuhon. 
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7. On the General Results Of a Zoological Expedition to 
Madagascar in 1894-96. By C. I. ll'oRSYTU MAJoit.1 

[Received Dei',embcr l, IS!lG.) 

I nrlived at Mn.nanjary, on the ea~t coast of Madagascar, at the 
end of August 1894, und Pmharked at tl.te. sam.e pla~e almost two 
years later, on Julr 11th, 1896. My ongm:~l mtentlon had been 
i.o hurrv ou at once bv the most direct route, to Sirabc, situated on 
t.he central plateat;, ~t abo~t 12 days' journey to the ~.w., in 
order to pro tit of what rcmamecl of. the dr.y ~~ason fo.r t~e. mtended 
excavations in the marshes. The 1mpossib1hty of findmg bearers 
for the little-known and difficult direct route obliged me, however, 
to travel first to l<'ianarontsoa, the capital of the Betsileo, situated 
in a s.s.w·. direct.ion, at 7 days' distant from l\lananjary. At 
}'ianarantsoa I bad to wait 22 davs for the bulk of my luggage, 
which, according to previous arrang~men!s, on~ht t.o have arri~ed 
before myself. I employed the time m domg such collectmg 
work as the circumstances would allow. In the meantime, the 
nmrs arri,·ed of sudden complications in the political situation, 
and nll the Frenchmen residing in the interior left for the coast, 
with the exception of my young a~sistant, whom, a little too late 
in the day, I tried to give out as a British subject. . 

As there was still some hope left that the HoY"as would yteld 
to the French ultimatum, I decided to leave for what I thought 
would prove a quiet corner in. the forest of the Tanala., N.E. of 
Fianarantsoa, and there to a watt the eyents, and eventually the ~nd 
of the war, which it was supposAd would be of very short durahon. 
My subsequent difficulties with t.he Tan.ala Governor .wer~ of a 
somewhat more serious nature than I wtshed to descrtbe m my 
letters; I have to mention it here, as it considerably interfer<:'d 
with mv work. . 'I'he collecting- work in the forest. extended from 
October 1894 to the beginning of February 18H5, interrupted in 
December br a journey to the Betsqeo ~.o':'·n of A?1~ositra, in 
order to eommunicate with the few :Englishmen restdmg there, 
and by their help with the British Vi~-C?us1_1l in Antananarivo. _ 

The first six we"ks of mv stav in this dtst.rict we were encamped 
in the midst of t.he fores't, ne~r Ivohimanitra, at from 1000 to 
ll 00 metres aboYe the sea. The second stay was at .Ambohimitombo, 
a short day's journey N.,V. from the latter place and some 400 
metres higher up. As I t~e.n supp~sed that ~at<>r on I wou.ld have 
no more opportunity to ns1t the forest-regton, ~ deter~mned to 
collect evervthing that would come m my way_. :E rom th1s system 
I had .::ornpletely to depart in ~he sequel. Bemg 1:meh dep~ndent 
on the eooperation of tlte natiYes, 1 soon .found out t!1at 1t was 
n•tv diHieult to train them fot' a mmufold collechng work. 
Be;ides, I had after a \\'hile to comince m.vself .that 1 was only 
ahlc to do fruitful wm·k in what J was lw,;t. acqu:unt,;d w1th. In 
IllY suhsellueut Atays in the fore!'t therefore, without leaviug 

l Comnl.unit·atcd b.v t h<' PrC'6i(1f~nt. 




